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Preface

The second "Libraries, Librarians, and Secondary School Teachers"

workshop sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities and held
-.

at Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana, ran from June 8 to July 10, 1981.

Eight teams of Indiana secondary school librarians and social studies
.

teachers participated.

Curriculum units and teaching aids developed in the five week period
.,

will be used this fall in Indiana schools. . -'Each team was asked to submit

a brief summary of the problem it sought to solve Or the need it attempted

to fill together with a sample of the material it had produced. This volume

contains those summaries. I hope that they will be suggestive and stimulating

to any who read them.

This year's staff deserves commendation for the fine job it did.

Neal Coil of the Department of Library Service and_Dwight Hoover of Ball

State's History Department were excellent in and 'out of the classroom.

Also deserving of mention are the membeta of the Advisory Committee,

Arthur Meyers, Librarian, Muncie Public Library; Jesse F. McCartney,

Director of the Office of Instructional and Professional Development;

Frank J. Sparzo, Associate Director of the Office of Instructional and

Professional Development; M. Kay Stickle, Ooordinator of the Resource'

C enter for Public School Services; and Ann Szopa, Doctoral Fellow in the,

Department of History, who helped in the selection, the perfection, and the

evaluation of the projects. Daryl B. Adrian, Chairman of the English

Department; Ray R. Suput, University Librarian; Michael B. Wood, Acting

University Librarian; Charles E. Smith, Director of the Office of Research;

Norman J. Norton, Acting Dean of the College of Sciences and Humanities;

Michael Gemignani, Dean of the College of Sciences and Humanities; James V.

Koch, Provost; and Robert P. Bell, President, gave support and encouragement.

Barbara Brodt, Secretary to the Project Director, got the program over the

humps and squeezed it through the tight places. My thanks to you all.

E. Bruce Kirkham

Project Director
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PROJECT REPORT

America, Near the Turn of the Century is a sound/slide

presentation developed and produced for our middle school

social studies program. It deals with a period of history

which is limited in'coverage by our present textbook and by

the scarcity of materials for visual impact. We wanted a

product which would effectively strengthen and co-ordinate

the instructional unit we presently cover while at the same

time be flexible enough to be used with future textbooks.

We needed audio-visual programs which Could be adapt-

ed to*severaf levela of°instruction thus meeting the varied

needs of our. students. Also, a'multipu6ose presentation

was desired to maximize the instructional potential of the

historical material. A concurrent need was for our team to

learn the mechanics involved in such a production. Only a

"hands-on" experience would generate enough training to en-

able us to produce this sound/slide set and other presentations

at a later date. Finally, we needed to obtain high quality

audio-visual materials at a minimum expense. This format

lends itself to both considerations.

We designed' our project so that it can be utilized in

a variety of ways in the classroom. It will allow the teacher

to use it to introducer expand, complement, and/or review text-

book coverage as needed. The predentation, in addition to
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beirig adaptable to the needs of the instructional level, can

be used to supplement a Unit of study with gifted students--

serving as a starting point for indepth research. In the

general education classes it will be presented to enforce the

textbook meerial. Also, this presentation will serve as an

important learning tool by stressing significant areas of our

history in a manner readily understood by students with learn-

ing handicaps.

By infusing selected library materials into a custom-

designed social studies teaching unit such as we have done,

we have provided.access. for our students to materials which

have an unsuitable format for general clabsoom use, such 'as'

cumbersome tomes and tiny pictures. This presentation intro-

duces Subjects not'discussed in the'pesent teaching program

we have and co-ordinates teaching units we are already using.

After examining materials in several formats (books,

recordings, slides,Pfilmstrips, and study prints) we deter-
,

mined what materials would best suit our needs and proceeded

to locate and select approximately two hundred pictures whiCh
4

emphasized our subject. With the assistance of staff from

Bracken Library, Teachers College, Library Science Department;

Department of Radio and Television, and our advising profes-

sors we have finished our project: two - twenty - minute sound/

slide presentationscomplete with music and automatic syn-

chronization.

Producing this presentation has-tostered an apprecia-

ti.n_f_or the other team member's role in the educational pro-

8
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gram and will-promote greater interaction between the social

studies faculty and the library staff: This project has

strengthened the research skills of the team and introduced

new and diverse materials available in Bracken Library and

other campus facilities which will significantly broaden the

existing social studies instructional program we have.

We believe we have produced an appropriate sound/

slide presentation which will'fit into our educational pro-

gram. It will fill a void both with content and impact. As

it expands the student's awareness of the subject through

audio-visual methods it. will facilitate the learning process

by e-..phasizing important cores of material. Its usefulness

is greatly enhanced by its,versa.tility. Not only is it multi-

purpose in nature, it can be dismantled and regrouped for

specific purposes if necessary. The slide program can be

expanded or shortened as the teaching units change.

We will evaluate this project multi-dimensionally; both

teachers and students will participate in the evaluation.

Methods will include:

Instructor Level: A. Teacher Questionnaires

B. Frequency of Use

;1-

C. Personal interviews

Student Level:

D. Demand fdr Additional Programs

E. External Feedback

A. Class Observation and Reaction

B. Class Discussion

C. Pen and Paper Testing
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Because we have mastered the mechanics of sound/slide ,

production and believe this presentation will be enthusiastically

accepted, our principal has granted a preparation period each

day to continue production of more such programs.

.
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INTRODUCTION

The forty years between 1680 and 1920 wear many labels.

In turn, they were known as the Progressive, the Populist, 83.1,,

the Reform Era. They were a time of incredible chanke7-punc-

tuated by social upheavals which shook and reshaped American

life.

It was mostly a time of contrasts: there was hope for

& new beginning fur some, while others knew only insufferable

despair; captains of industry used new technology to become

American giants, but their wealth waz supported by the working

backs of men, women, and children. America was a land of plen7/

ty for those who held moneys while only a banquet from bins //

awaited the desperate poor. This was an age when a stick-iri-

the-hand meant recreation to some and bone-breaking power to

others. It was a time of security and fraternity for a bur-

geoning group of citizens, while social unrest became the busi-

ness of reformers. Women were marching, demanding a change

in the Bill of Rights which inecluded the right to be heard.

Others fought the law in the streets when government contested

their right to a union-called strike.

It was a time invention--a time of hope.

It was America ear the Century's turn.

12
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IMMIGRATION AND URBANIZATION

The single most important event shaping America dur-

ing these forty years was mass immigration,, chiefly from Eu-

rope. The reasons for this immigiiation were as varied as the

1

people who came. War, famine, political and religious oppres-

sion , overcrowding, and raw ambition have been given as reasons

for the flow. But whatever the propelling factors, the im-

migrant's lot from distant shore to final settlement here was

hardly an easy one.

This above-deck view of an Atlantic liner is a far cry

from advertisements that spoke of "excellent accommodations."

Passengers slept six to a narrow, straw-mattressed bunk. Bath-

ing was prohibited as water was rationed, and passengers were

expected to provide their own food for the trip's duration. .1

Once landed at Ellis Island the immigrant's problems only mul-

tiplied. As seen in this photo by Lewis Hine, a Slavic family

goes through the bewildering task of trying to locate lost bag-

gage.

Once baggage was claimed, the necessary but frighten-

ing round of medical examinations began. Here, a United States

Public Health Service physician hunts for evidences of trachoma,

an eye disease responsible for most of the medical detentions

for deportment.

These immigrant women have "E"'s chalked on their coats

. 14
1
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denoting them as people with suspected eye diseases. These

men are about to be surveyed by a sharp-eyed examiner. Some

will be chalked with an "H" (suspected heart trouble), an "X"

(mental defects), an "F" (face_rash), or an "L" (lame). An

average of one in ten immigrants, but as high as one in four

from some ships, were rejected and deported for various reasons.

Here we see a woman trying to solve a construction problem as

evidence of her mental aptitude. Most young immigrants yearned

for the day they could stand in front of a Federal judge and

be sworn in as a citizen of the United States. However, their

first task was alwitys--finding shelter.

Some lucky single men found quarters with jobs. This

is a photo of an immigrant dormitory used during the construc-

tion of the New York State Barge Canal. Railroad, mining, and

logging camps were set up on the same order. Usually most

laborers were not so lucky. These men, Italians, are jammed

into a.spot house. For five cents a day they were guaranteed

a spot to sleep. Immigrant families without ties in this coun-

try, for the most part, lived in what was available: the lower

east side of New York City. It was an area with the most den-

sely packed population in the world. It had a population den-

sity of over one thousand people to the acre. This woman and

child share a basement room of a, tenement. The 'room is easily

rented for living quarters though it looks suspiciously like

a storage cellar. This Italian family of seven shares one-and-

a-half rooms with one another and restroom facilities with

thirty-five others. Some tenements became infamous. Jacob

iJ
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Riffs labeled these tenements "the foul core of the New York

City slums." In just one block of these Mulberry Street tene-

ments, known as The Bends, 155 children between the ages of

six months and five years died in 1882. For all their trouble's

life went on and a ,ease of community develoPed. These wash-

lines, and the gossip over them, were as much a part Of city

living as they were of a rural setting. These new Americans

are dropping a few of their belongings to people collecting

clothes for the relief of the*Italian earthquake victims ofi

1909. Each community developed its own marketplace for the

perculiar needs of its people. Here we see the neighborhood

of Hester,- Norfolk, and Essex Streets. This was a predominent=

ly Jewish community and the streets were littered with over

fifteen hundred peddlers.

While'some found work in the streets as peddlers and

some hired on with, railroads and construction crews, many were

reduced to a life of homework. Homeworking was a system de-

veloped in the cottage industries of Europe and was brought to

this country to the great benefit of manufacturers. The pro-

ducts to be completed were brought home in bundles to be worked

on and finished as quickly as possible. Payment was done on

piecework basis. Hence, the more hands'ohe had available, the

more one big family might make. Lucky families like these had

the use of sewing machines, thereby increasing their output and

income. They finished 'jobs roughed-out in the downtown sweat-

shops. Most new Americans couldn"t afford automatic stitching

machines and were reduced to hand sewing, a devastating task

16
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done for twelve to sixteen hours at a stretch. Other indus-

tries saw advantages in this system. This apartment in Home-

stead, Pennsylvania, shows the system was not limited to big

cities. This family wraps tobacco leaves into cigars. These

people have found work shelling nut The woman in the rear

breaks the shell with her teeth, while those in the foreground

finish the job. Conditions at home were never sanitary-or

healthful but, when compared to the sweatshops of the era, ,.

they were no worse than the worker, could expect elsewhere.

Factories of the period offered little in the way of

comfort. Here, women and children prepare food for canning- -

working twelve-hour shifts with no time off for meals. These

working women prove'that some employers did think of the needs

of employees. Note the chairs, light, and ventilation. Un-

fortunately, they were a small minority of the businessmen of

the period. Children vied for jobs outside the home, too.
4pA,

Factory pay was a little better than homework, and it had the

added benefit of being away from home. This bobbin boy un-

wittingly shows the perilous working conditions of the day.

Boys were employed everywhere. In glass factories they were

mold-holders and polishers. This photo shows a lad in the

middle of his work.- Youngsters who couldn't find factory jobs

or homework looked to the streets for employment. Some, like

this procession of street hucksters, hawked newspapers for a

living. Boys fought over the best territories and it wasn't

long before the most innocent became street-wise. A newsboy

law was enacted by New York City reformers to regulate the

I
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newsboys' working hours. It restricted them to sixteen hours

a day between the hours of ^6 a.m. and 10 p.m.

Those children who couldn't or wouldn't find jobs took

to the streets to live. The street became the center of life

in the larger cities. To children who had never seen a tree

they became a playground. To,those who lived'in an area like

Mullin's Alley crime became a way of life. Mullin's Alley

was notorious as a place for plotting and committing crimes.

It was estimated by Riis that eleven out of twelve boys who

grew up with the streets as their home would wind up as convict-'

ed criminals.

While streets were playgrounds for children and test-

ing grounds for criminals, they were also breeding grounds for

disease. These youngsters play in a gutter near a dead and

rotting horse. The city of New York tried, to keep pace with

the problem of such disease-harboring carcasses but summer

heat and driver mistreatment always produced an unmanageable

crop of dead horses. The streets also provided a chance for

advancement among the immigrant population. New York City em-

ployed over four thousand .policemen (mostly first and second

.generation Irish) and over two thousand street, sweepers (usual-

lyi,of Slavic origin). The cop,on the beat and the sweeper with

his cart were as' much a part of this era as hooligans and horses.

This time was not without its more tender side. There

were Americans who cared, who saw faults in the system, and who

rushed into the worst of the city to help those in need. Poli-

ticians, led by energetic progressives like Teddy Roosevelt,
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railed against uncaring big business and society's treatment

ofsthe hypheriated-American. Men like Dwight Moody (here in

top hat surr4nded by street urchins) gave up promising careers

in business to become unsalaried street missionaries. Moody

worked tirelessly to drum-up both money and boys for the Y.M.C.A.

He worked among kids with names such as Butcher Kilroy, Redeye,

Indian, Rag Breeches, Cadet, and Madden the Butcher. Others

worked, as had Horace Mann two generations before, to bring

education to the loweSt of the working claSs. This New York

,City industrial school on 52nd Street is crowded by today's

standards; nevertheless, it was more than a step up from the

street. This photograph of a public school shows conditions

little better than primitive; however, this is Where the great

Americanization of the immigrants and the hope for the future

began.

Jane Add-ks was another who took her fight to the

city's core. She and Ellen Starr founded Hull House for the

impoverished immigrants in Chicago in 1889. Hull,!House was

more than a half-4ay house to those who lived abbut it. It

was their l=ink to the rest of the world., Hull House provided

a day-care.center, a nursing clinic, and an open-air school.

Also, it offered hygiene cThises, new=mother and infant-care

classes, classes for those entering businesso.and so much more.

It grew asytime progressed.and became a model for other cities'

social agencies.

Writers, too, aided the cause of the poor. They made

middle-class America aware of the dispossessed. Marie Van

19



Vorst (and her sister, Bessie) called attention to the plight

of the working woman in her book Women Who.Toil. Jacob Riis,

through his photos, essays, and books, played a major role in

exposing the exploitation of children in manufacturing. Chil-

dren were being employed in factory and mine work it increasing

frequency. They were given the most backbreaking and mindless

Jobs- -many times remanded to the task for life.

Evangeline Booth,. "the White Angel of the Slums," work-

ed among the poor and started soup kitchens so that the hungry

might not be relegated to culling the garbage heaps in search

of food. Some immigrants who had made the transition to Ameri-
a

can life formed societies to help the newest comer. This Rus-

sian immigrant home aided-some of the flood that entered our

ports.-' During the first ten years of this century over eight

million immigrants came to the United States from Europe.

Where social agencies and workers failed, the churches

and synagogues tried. Many felt their only ties in the new

land to be that of the religion of their fathers. This con-

vent near Philadelphia primarily served the needs of immigrant

children. This New York synagogue (seen here during Sabbath

services) became the center of calm for many in a sea of tur-

moil.

The days of imiigration were days of flux, instabili--

ty, and social upheaval. They were more than a little frighten-

"ing for many--they were the forging of a new America.

20
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SOCIAL UPHEAVAL

Part I of this slide series dealt with the plight of ,

the immigrant. In this second half, we will study the turmoil

that changed American society forever.

.Women took the lead in demanding change. Women like

Elizabeth Blackwell shook the male fraternity by invading their

sanctuaries of work. She was the first American woman to re-

ceive a degree in medicine. Clara Barton, seen here around

the time of the Civil War, was responsible for forming the

American Red Cross--the first organization 4o aid the victims

of the battlefield and later those victims of natural disasters.

CarryNation chopped up the nation's saloons in her bid-to rid

us all of Demon Rum. Dorthea Dix worked tirelessly to end the

centuries-old brutal treatment of the mentally ill. Restraint

pens, quaintly called cribs, were used to quiet the unruly.

This devise made no provision for feeding or sanitation. It

was not uncommon for patients to be strapped to chairs or beds

for days on end. This contraption was said to be more pro-

gressive_than the restraining jacket. One-wonders.

Though the impact of these reformers was great in their

given areast.society as a whole felt little as a consequence

of their actions., Much was left to other women and men in

shaping the fabric of America.

Fed by the promises of progressives in the government,
(ft

22
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reformers were emboldened and pressed on. Roosevelt and Taft

were seen by many as friends of the common through their habit

of breaking trusts. Led by the progressives and sickened by

the excesses of management, the country looked on favorably as

labor's Joan of Arc, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, helped lead a

strike of textile workers in Lawrence, Massachusetts, to a con-

tract victory. Chiefly through photographs by Lewis Hine, the,

country was made aware of the terrible working conditions and

the numbing hours put in by the nation's youth in the mills of

the country. The strikers were mostly adults and the advantages

of contracts fell to them, but the picture of mill hands belong-

ing to children helped win the country's sympathy and support.

It wasn't always that way.

Samuel Gompers, himself an immigrant, became president

of the Cigar Maker's Union in New York City. He successfully

negotiated for his cigar makers (here seen working while lis-

tening to a reader whom they-paid with their own wages). Later,

as the first effective president of the American Federation of

Labor, Gompers worked to mold several shops into a union of

unions. Others took up his call for better working conditions

and an eight-hour day. Pictured now is an anarchist speaking

to a workingmen's rally in Haymarket Square_ Chicago, 1886.

Someone from the crowd threw a bomb into the ringing police

and seven were killed in the blast. The police regrouped,

charged, and broke up the assembly. Eight anarchist speakers

were arrested and sent'to trial for murder. The outrage of

public opinion was immediate and thepury took its le.ad. Four
A

rj
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of the eight were found guilty and hung while one committed

suicide.

Six years later in Homestead, Pennsylvania, (across

the river from Pittsburgh), a strike with the magnitude of a

civil war began. .
The workers in Homestead lived right by the

mills in what was almost a company town. When Henry Clay Frick

(manager of the Carnegie Steel Works) cut wages agaih and again,

the men went on strike. They were trapped in Homestead by eco-

nomics, and the continual reduction in wages made life all but

impossible. The workers at this time were mostly of Slavic

descent. Frick used one immigrant group after another as com-

petition to keep wages low. When workers finally struck,

Frick locked the plant, built a wall about it, and hired an

army of strikebreakers through the Pinkerton Agency. When the

Pinkerton's came floating down the river on barges, the strik-

. ers were ready. They had acquired a cannon and had stuffed it

with nuts and bolts to fire at the enemy. They used boiler

plates to shield themselvei and forced the strikebreakers into

surrendering. Public sentiment seemed to be running with the

strikers until a young anarchist rushed into Frick's office and

attempted to assassinate him. Public opinion swung to the side

of Frick and the. National Guard and local police restored or-
%

der and reopened the plant. The strike was broken and all union

activists were' fired 'and blacklisted. The Pittsburgh Survey

.on Living Conditions in Homestead, trying to find a 'reason for

the violence there, concluded that the enviroment must take a

share of the blame. The backs of most homes or tenements

24
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opened upon a common court. These courts housed playgrouhds,

sheds, and privy vaults alike. Many vaults were only partly

covered and became the breeding ground for flies and vermin.\

The survey repolled there were "Just 26 vaults for 1,306 people,

while only 3 tenements had running water with an average of 50\

people to the pump."

If environment was the main contributing factor fob

labor unrest as the Pittsburgh report suggests, then the com-

pany owned by George Pullman should've been exempt. Pullman

Was described as a "domineering lord and an irascible individ-

ual." Yet, he designed a town to be a model for other indus-

trialists. His town of Pullman, Illinois, had sturdy homes

and apartments, clean streets, and well-tended lawns. There

were schools and playgrounds, pure water and garbage collec-

tion. However, rents were high: Pullman had decided the town

should pay for itself. The church by the park stood idle for

over three years. No congregation could afford the $3,600

yearly rent. When depression hit, Pullman cut wages time and

again while keeping rents and utility pricehat pre- depression

levels. The workers reacted with a fury. Pullman cars were

pulled from trains and mobs took over the South Chicago rail-

yards. When two strikers were shot by police the mob burned

over seven hundred freig cars. Illinois Governor Altgeld

would not reply pleas for help from Pullman. Eventually,

President I eve =nd sent in the army to restore order and pro-

tect the mail carried by the trains. The strike was crushed.

Workers fared no better in the mines. In Ludlow,

ti
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Colorado, miners struck for a variety of reasons and moved

outside the company town to set up a tent city. An army of

thiags was hired by the company managers and they attacked the

tent city with machine guns and kerosene. Women and children

tried to escape the fighting by seeking refuge in dirt cellars-

dug as storage bins. They died, trapped by kerosene fires in

their places of safety. The Colorado National Guard was called

in to restore order, but the strike was over, the union broken.

The country's labor problems became second page news

when an expose of the n Itpacking industry stunned the nation.

Americans were used to seeing food vended in the streets.

Though.probably unsanitary, it gave shoppers the chance to

insect the food they purchased. In The Jungle, a novel by

Upton Sinclair, the practices of the meatpackers came to light.

Sinclair described sausage making: "Every spring they would

clean out the waste barrels; they would find in them dirt and

rust and old nai33 and stale water. 'Cart load after cart load

of it would be taken up and dumped in with the fresh meat.

They would make some of the meat intoismoked sausage. They

wouldn't take the time to smbke it. They called in their

scientists, doused it with borax to preserve it, and colored

it brown." The reaction from the public was immediate. The

Food. and Drug Administration was created to inspect meats and

irpure their purity,, and to inspect the cleanliness of the

surroundings in which they were prepared. This company photo

shows the new, sanitary sausage rooms. It is a far cry from

the description of Sinclair.
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If the country was quick to react to a scandal in the

food industry, itt was next to unmovable sin granting rights to_

women. Women, spurred on by the victories ofthe militants 1,

inother fields (notably labor) began to demand equal treat-
O

ment and rights under law. They wrote, sang, marched, and`

twisted male arms. Women's leaders Elizabeth Stanton (seated)

and SUsan B. Anthony (standing) formed a National Women's Suf-

. frage,MOvement in 1869. They demanded no less than a consti-
.

,tpAional amendment giving women the right to vote.. - ,Women, by

necessity, learned to play pressure politics. This group is

calling on the mayor of Yonkers, New York, to present him with

tickets to a Suffrage Movement-sponsored dance. No record'

exists'ef his attending.

. When war came, women backed the cause with vigor. Wo-

men's groups formed nursing corps and the farmerette groups

to produce food for the war effort. They also found it pos-

sible.to find jobs in fields that had hitherto belonged en-

tirely to men. Whether it was operating an elevator, ushering

passengers aboard a train, or greasing a coupling between ?ail
(

cars, women felt a new sense of purpose and worth. Theif.

tory in obtaining the vote by amendment is symbolized here as

Carrie Chapman Catt casts her vote for the first time in.Au-

gust of 1920.

The
<
new century created problems for unsuspecting

Americans, but it also brought escapism and relief frbm the

troubles of the day. Nickelodeons popped up in city and town,

holding -the mighty up to sport as policeman and boss alike

0
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were ridiculed for the amusement of all.
tr

Undeniably, the rich were still mighty. And financier

J.P. Morgan did purchase a half-million dollars worth of pearls

for the Mrs., and wealthy horsemen did give a banquet for their

pets. Certainly this period had been one of contrasts, but the

nearing depression would change some of these. contrasts. Such

ostentatious displays of wealth would soon be a thing of the

past.

America, which slowly had been 'developing-a sense of
O

order, lops about to be shaken again.

C.
0!"
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A. The 10_bps

I. INTRODUCTION

The Kokomo-Center TOwnrihip School ourrioulum guide for the sooial

studies program for eighth grade students calls for student identifi

.
cation with realpeople, their lives, and how they contributed to the

nation's development. There is aireed for specific strategies and

materials for the immigration unit which will enable the student to

gather and syntheSizeinformation about people who have immigrated to

the United Stites from early times to the present.
-111,1.

Immigration is interwoven in the fabric' of American history in

the textbook currently used. While this places the role of immigration

in perspective with the many facets of the development of the United

States as a country, it is difficult for the student to recognize and

to gain an appreciation for the role immigration has played in individual

lives. The study of immigration needs to be presented in e. unit to

enable the student to gain an awareness of the contributions made to
= .

erica-by specific immigrants.

\\Becauie'of the recent influx of minority based groups, including

BlacA Hispanics, and Orientals, into our school population strategies

.are needed that will'ficilitate student identification with a particular

nationali y,- their contributions in the past and the potentiality of

oontributi of immigrant groups.now and in the future to the United

States. It

\

Es important that students learn that their ancestors and

they themselves are important to the growth and development of America.

t
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What We Have Donk To M9et %%le Needs.

We have gathered and made hands -on materials: transparencies,

maps, graphs, charts, time lines, tables, and worksheets. Slides

have been made and subdivided into three areas related to immigration:

the immigrants' experiences, contributiondmade, and cartoons about

imedgration. Newspaper and journal, articles from the'peak periods of

immigration have been copied and laminated for class use. A list of

report topics has been developed. Strategies have been devised and

enumerated. Goals and general instructional and behavioral

objectives were formed. Sample lesson plans and a resource

bibliography have been made and are in the second section of

this report.

Our general-goal has been to-design a curriculum unit that can

be used as a complete unit on immigration or as a source of ongoing

enrichment activitieas needed by the individual teacher. The

'strategies and 'materials gathered for this unit are aimed at achieving

three goals. The unit will enable'the student to identify ethnic back-

grounds. It will expand the student's khowledgeof ethnic immigrant

contributions to inchalindividual immigrant contributions thereby

enabling him/her to recognize the diverse influences which have helped

to:make the Amerioan national experience unique in history. It will

provide strategies for student instruction on how and where to locate

appropriate information for identifiCation of his/her ancestral

3
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background and heritage.

Instrt.
Sooial Studies Skills- .

The teacher will:

1. construct Charts, Repo,

graphs, time lines and

tablet] requiring student

completion by using library

references.

2. provide instruction for *

!irking a written, report on

an ethnic group chosen by

the student.

a. note taking

b. outlining

c. footnoting and

bibliography

d. acceptable written form

3;. distribute a list of indivi-

dual's names as topics for

oompletion of,student reports

on immigrant contributions to

America.

4. instruct the students in

!march methods for locating

infer:alio:las:their

anoestral background.

a. provide students with

a chart for.recording,

4'

Librarl4Skiillp

The librarian will:

1. introduce reference sources

such as atlases, almanacs"

encyclopedias, and the

Statesman's Yearbook.

2. review the card catalog

emphasizing_ subject headings,

the biography section of the

library, reference'souroes; _

and introduce -using the index

of a book, and the Readers,

Guidk to Pep-1041.W Literature.

provide individual assistance

to students in gathering

information for reports.

4. furnish instruction to the

students on Historical Society'

and public library genealogical

materials.
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-information,

arrange for media materials

for class discussions and

student use in making their

reports.

develop multi-dimensional

techniques for evaluating

student products,-

Et: Behavioral'Obleotiyqp.

Social Studies Skills

Each "student will:

1, complete assigned charts,

maps, graphs, time lines,

or tables using library

references,

2, write a report in the form

described by the teacher

on the ethnic group he/she

has chosen.

3. Choose an individual as a

topic for writing a report

con` mmigrant oontributions

to4imerica,

a.\The student will write

Or present an oral

report according to

the guidelines set

bythi:teadher.

I

5. instruct the students and/or

teachers on using the equip-

ment necessary for classroom

use..

6, determine multi-dimensional =

techniques for evaluation of

'student use of library

resources and media equipment.

Library Skills

Each student

1. indicate on assigned charts,

maps, graphs, time lines or

tables a total of three

references used.

2, submit a copy of the

bibliography for verification

of sou!lbee.

0

request assistance,If needed,

from the 'librarian in locating

information for their report.

tJu
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ocnduot an-interview with a-

parent, grandparent, or..

older relstive to complete

the information reqiested

an the family background
044

,chart.

a, write two letters to

relatives not inter..

viewed in persan.to

gain information .

tar the *hart.

5. answer questions during the-*

olass discussion over infor-

mation in.media.mmterials.

a. use one typeof'media

in his/her,report

presentation.

6. complete assigned projects

according to teacher's

directions at an aoouraoy

level set by theteacher,

MN*

4. ask or answer questions

during the class

discussion,

keep a oheoklist'of media

equipment that he/she has

received instruction one and

demonstrated an

of its operation.

6, demonstrate an underatanding

of and ability to use the

card catalog, specified

reference materials, and

media equipment.

Three basic techniques are to be used in student evaluations

paper and pencil aotivitiers, teacher observation of student_

partioipatian, and studentteacher Conferences./* Each technique

1
Prank Spars°, "C011ectinE Data for Evaluation"

bgiairjaUni.,"2 (October 1978) 6-7.
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determines student attainment of behavioral objectives listed in

the speoifio lesson plan for stratecles utilized, in the individual

tgaoherclass situation.

Sample evaluation forms for this unit are given in the next

section of this report. A separate form is provided for student

responses and for teacher responses.

33
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II. STRATEGIES AND SAMPLES OP !UTERI=

These strategies may be used with most social studies texts.

They appear in a sequential order to be employed by the teacher for

the study of..a specifto chaptor, or individually incorporated as

desired. The lim4ings are stated in a general manner so that they

may be adapted to need Individual needs of both the teacher and the

student. Mhayof the activities are suitable for group work;

1'. Study the song "America".by Neil Diamond.

2. Complete simulated application form for visa.

3. Use simulation, "Land of Milk and Honey".

4. Maki:1'a map showing where a person, family, or nationality

originated from and where they settled.

Construct pie, imr., or line-graphs on early, later, or

recent immigration.

6. Complete "Usill of Dame" chart for selected nationalities

and/or famous immigrants.

7. Organize events Chronologically that are pertinent to the

historyof immigration in time line form.

8. Illustrate the number of immigrants coming from specified

-naUons in a table.

9. Study specific immigration terms through clout tasks, word

association activities, or worksheets asking for meanings.

10. Make a list of immigration acts for which students will write

a brief description on how-A :effected immigration.

11. Use audio-visual materials such as slides, tapes, films,

filmstrips and still pictures to portray the immigrant

expericioe.

V
00
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12. Make a bulletin board or posters showing adjustments the

immigrant had to make in Americas language, clothing,

housing, foods, and jobs,' or advertisements promoting

immigrat4an-to America.

0
13. Display, ability-leveled reading materials onIzzaigration.

14. Develop interest in the bdoks by partially telling a story.

15; Collect copies of nowspaper.and journal articles over the

periods of peak immigration for students to read and uiecusa.

16. Write a letter inviting a person who is an immigrant to

'-speak to the class,

17, Take a field tripto an area settled by an ethnic group.

18. Utilize different,writing projects to explore immigrants and

immigration; for example

a. Select 10,,piotures from still pictures or slides

to.illuatrate a report bared on the premise that

the student takos the role of an agent for a

railroad company promotipg immigration among

people in his native land.

b. Write short captions for a slide presentation.

o. Write a short report on the immigration of a

specific nationality.

4. Do a case study or biography of a well-known immigrant.

e. Cut out the oonversation bubble in a comic strip and

write a dialogue that reviews the topic.

f. Write or illustrate a poem on,immigration.

g. Contact foreign agencies for immigration information

and/or policies.

h. Write a report as though doing it for a radio or TV

35
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news program.
fir

i. Analyze a short notion story as to the kinds of

people who appear in them; in terms of racial,

meligious, and national backgrounds; and how they

are treated intthe'stoiy. A

j. .Select one picture on immigration and write a diary'

for the 'first week of the immigrant's experience in

the United States.

k. Write the ending to an unfinished play.

19. -Role play a particular experience in an immigrant's life.

20. Put on a play written about immigration, such as Escape to

America, by Lee Baler)

21., Establish whether there is or was an ethnic community at

the local level.

a., Conduct a phone book search for ethnic names,

and cateerize by nationality.

b. 'Look at street names, check origin through local

zoning board.

c.' 'Take tombstone rubbings, check courthouse records

to see if person was native -born or immigrant.

d. Cheoi census.records, declaration of intention to

become a citizen records, archives for genealogical

information, city directories, historical society

'.records, deeds, marriage and birth records, wills,

church records, and Sanborn maps.

a
/Lee Baler Escape to America, junior Schopatio, 0 March 1981,

P. 10-12.

41
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e. Head copies of neppapers Rublished in your locality

1Nmst early, to recent times.
.

f. Conduct an oral history in your community. Students

can.otart witbtheii own parents, then other members

of the !Tay, and then friends and neighbors.

22.E Hold an ethnic -day !or your Class:

ai,.Displaymealia of other countries:

b. Participate in games and dances from different

'countries.-

o. .Wear costumestof other countries.

d. 'Taste foods representing various ethnio groups:

. 23. ,Makeascripbook: of maps, tables, charts, graphsi reports,

creative writings.posters, and newspaper articles collected

during the stiu3y'of ibuigration.

2.[P
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A Model Lesson Plan

Grade levels 7th, 8th

Times 30 minutes

Topics' Immigration; Strategies and Materials for Identification

with Real People.

Goals To use a current song to introduce or summarize the unit.

IIlstructional Objectives;

The,teadherWills

1. provide a tape or record of the song "America"

by Neil Diamond,/

2, distribute copy of the lyrics tgeadh student.

3. lead a discussion on the meaning of.the.song,

Behavioral ObJictiveis

The student wills

1, listen to the recording.

2, analyze the meaning of the lyrics when provided a

copy of the song.

3. identify that the song is about immigration to America.

4. identify three feelings expressed by the lyrics.

5. propose reasons for Neil Diamond writing this sOi5g.

Evaluations 1, Pupil's learning. 2, Teacher's instruction.

SMININAIMIIMMOW

/Neil Diamond, "America" (Sound Recording), The Jazz Singer,

(Los Angeles: 'Capitol Industries EMI, Inc., 1980) cassette.

43
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Materials: tape or record of "America", copies of lyrics,

cassette or record player;

Procedure:

Play recording completely throUgh. Distribute copies of the

lyrics to each student. 'Instruct the students to read their copy

as the song is played again. After playing 'he recording the teacher

will lead.a discussion using the following queStions:

1. Who or what is this song about?

2. What feelin6 arelexpressed in the lyrics?

3. Why do you think Neil Diamond wrote this song?
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Model Limon Plan for

"The Liwlsoi Milk and Honey°

Simulation

Grade level: 7th, 8th, 11th

Time: 45 minutes for simulation; 45 minutes discussion time

Topic: Immigration; Strategies "and Materials for Identification

with Real People.

Goals: to simulate experience ofntering the United States as

an immigrant,

Preparation:

1,
,

S ents read 'text assignments abaut imMigrants,

2. Materials include: 30 3x5 data cards, 2 copies of -

instruction dheetelo doctoa, 30 immigrant instruction

Sheets, two tables, one smaller table, graham orNekers,

and cartons ocmilk for established number of immigrants:

permitted to enter America,

Instructional

. To recreate a scene possibly experienced by ancestors of the

student-6 Who immigrated to America.

To encourage students to look:beyond the simulation, the

text, and content. -1

Behavioral Oblectivest

After completing the simulation, the students will:

1,- list problems associated with entry to this oountry.

/Wayne Manhood, "The Land of Milk and Honey. Simulating the

Isiigrant Experience," Social Education 43-44 (January 1980): 22-24.

45
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2. develop hypotheses as'to.why the system worked this way.

3. propose a plan for a quota system that would be fair to

all who come to the United States,

4. disci:BO the simulation exercises.

Evaluation:

1. Students will be evaluated by teacher observation of

participation in' the simulation activities and discussion.

2. The students will make a list of problems encountered in

entering America.'

3. InstrUctional strategy will be evaluated by completing a

rating feral on the simulation's merit,

-Procedure:,

1:: Set Uptable with honey graham crackers and cartons ,of

2, Identify "doctors" and give them instruction Sheetd,

3. Identify "primary line inspector" and give him/her

'instruction sheet.

4. Distribute data cards and instruction sheets to students.

The cumber of applicants are/:

a, Green card (Irish) 6

b. Blue card (German) . 9

0. Red card (Russian) , 5

d. White card: (English) 4

e. Yellow card (Italian) 6

'5. Assure orderly progression of processing students (immigrants).

1The number of cards and quotas depends on class Ride.

46
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6. Close simulationbyhairing students admitted to tba United

Aftatesheli themselvesito a honey graham cracker and a

carton of milk.

Discussion:

After students are seated -introduce Abe discussion by asking:

1. How did you feel while standing in line? After you were

admitted? After you were rejected?'

2. List on apiece oepaper the problems you had in gaining entry.

3. What caused some,to be admitted and some to be rejected?

(List on board.)
A

4. rdd you feel discriminated against? If so, what prejudices

did you mensal!.

Could youdeterminea pattern of acceptance and/or rejections ?.

'if so, describe the pattern.

6. Would .these patterns exist in 1850? 1870? 1890? '1910?

1920? 1940? 1960? 1970? Now?

7. Would patterns have an effect on the United States? How?

Politically? Socially? Economically?

8,- What-admiaaion-POlicies would you change or keep?

9. What conclusions can you draw from this experience?

10. _Compare America to the country you are supposed to have

cianigrated troll on the basis of philosophy of life; respect,

of time; worldmg,00nditions; manners; 'family relationships,etc.
Variations:

1. Use other time periods.

2, 'Use other countries having high immigration rates.

3. Students imagine they are immigrating to another country.

47
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DATA CARDS

The teacher should prepare data cards in the proportions of

applicants (see above), and the cards would contain such data as:

Visa Visa

Age: 68 Age: 7

Skilled, literate Unskilled

Poor health Good health

Male Female

Protestant Roman Catholic

German Russian

Visa Visa

Age: 6o Age: 25

Skilled, illiterate Skilled, illiterate

Typhoid Good health

Male Female

Roman Catholic Anglican

',Itidh EhgliSh

N
N

43
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INSTRUCTIONS TO DOCTORS

You are one of two doctors who are to examdne the

immigrants as they come into America. The total quota iss'

.

a. Green card (lriih) admitted,

b, Blue oardlGarman) 8 admitted

c, oard (Russian) 3 admitted

d. White card. (Eogliah) 10 admitted

a. Yellow card (Italian) 4 admitted

Keep in mind that WASPS (White AngloSaxon Protestants) are

prefared. Few persons are purely WASPS, literate, and in good health.

Factors such as vocational skills, literacy, health, and religion are

also to be considered. Anyone who is mentally defective, lame, blind,

or who could not hold a job is to be rejected, , Doctors are to check

for signs of leprosy, trachoma (eye disease), faNus (a contagious skin

dibease), or otharcontagious diseases. If you think an immigrant may

have a defect, give the'liiniant the card: "ER for eye problems,

"F" for akin' diseases, tor lameness, "X" for mental deficienciei,

and "H" for possible heart problems.

4 9
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRIMARY LINE INSPECTOR

As immigrants are sent to you, you are check-their name

against the ship's manifest. quiokly ask the immigrant the

following questions:

What work do you do?

Do :;con-hdltmrjob waiting for you?

Who paid for your passage here?

Is anyone meeting you?

Where are you going?

Can you read and write?

Have you ever bean in prison?

How much money do you have?

Short it to me now.

Where d d you get it?

Ifthey pass, you send t.dm to fhe'table with honey graham

crackerS and milk.. These not passing are sent back to their home

country (their seats) at the expense of the shipping line.1

1Ann Novotny, Ltmgmt12....:Door (Riverside, Conn.: Chatham
Press, MO., 1971), PP. 8, 14, 18-19.

50
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INSTRUCTIONS TO =DENTS

(DIKIGRANTS)

Today is April 17, 1907. You have just received your visa .

(data card) to America and must remain on ship (in yamr seat) until

you have finished reading this. sheet. When you have, take your

visa and line up single file in front of one of the doctor's tables.

You have'just arrived at halis Island and are waitineto enter the

United States: Thi'different colored visas represent different
4

nationalities.

The doctbis have instructions as to entry. They will determine

who may enter the'"Land of Milk and 'Honey " -- the United States.

.Please hand your visa to the doctor as you. approach the'table for

your eacamination. The doctor will return yourvisap and, if admitted

.3I011 will present it to the primary line inspector at the third table.

If you speak English, depending on your country of origin, you

may be able to "bargain" with the doctors and inspector. Otherwise,

Whatever you say will be disregarded. The law states that a parent

must accompany any.very young child who is deported. Children aged

ten or older maybe sent back to their home cafintries and simply

released on their own.

Your goal is to get into the "Land of Milk and Honey". You

must meet the qualifications, follow the regulations, -and stay in

line until your turn.

51
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This is a sampling of 24 slides out of 68 slides made.1

I. The Immigrants' Experiences

a. Unwillingimmigrlants
Blacks

b. Steerage

o. Fining immigrants 1907

d. Ad for return to homeland

II. Contributions of Immigrants.

a. Irish help build railroads

b. Bell invents telephone

0.

a.

t

Carl. Schurz a politic'

leader:

Charles Steinmetz a theory
of alternating current

III. Cartoons on Immigration

e. Tenement inNew York

f. Polish miners

g. Taking the Oath of Allegiance

h. Vietnamese - 1975

e. Mayo Clf.nic

f. Mardi Gras

g. Greek-American 'parade

'h. Chinatown, San Piancidoo

c;.

a. Uncle Sam opens arms wide a 1870

b. Antagonism between American workers and immigrants

o. Uncle Sam being swallowed by Irish and Chinese

d. The 14st Yankee a 1888

I. Assimilating Irish 1889

I'. Immigrant tailor

g. Political cartoons "Get,Off the Pence" - W. W.'I

1W. S. Kuniczak, *Newt Is Million (New York:- Doubleday-and
Company, Ini,1978); Aral NOVOtIly, Strangers At the Door (Riverside,

Conn.: Chatham Pries, Inc., 1971).
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TOPICS FOR IMMIGRATION REPORTS

.Artistsaliteots
Leutze, Emanuel

Lipdhitz, Jacques

Wright, Frank Lloyd

Busineps Leaders

Astor, John J.

'Bausch, John J.

Carnegie, Andrew

Du Pont de Nemours, Eleuthere

Fidler, Alfred C.

Guggenheim, Meyer

Composers and Musicians

Berlin, Irving

Heifetz; Jasoha

Herbert, Viotor

Schonberg, Arnold

Stravinsky, Igor F.

\Tosoanini, Arturo

Labor Leaders

Dubinsky, David

Gompers, Samuel

Jones, Mary H.

Scientists and Inventors

AZassiz, Louis

Audubon, John J.

Bell, Alexander Graham

Einstein, Albert

Eriooson, John

Fermi, Enricco

Mayo, William W.

Pupil, Michael J.

Schick; Bela

Steinmetz, Charles

Von.Braun, Wernher

WokSman, Selman A.

Writers and Journalists

Cohan, Abraham

Nabokov,

Pulitzer, Joseph

Riis, Jacob A.

Rolvaag, Ole E.

Wheatley, Phillis

Related Biographies

Baryshnikov, Mikhail

Bergman, Ingrid

Brzezinski, Zbigneiw

Capra, Frank

Collier, Peter

Dietrich, Marlene

Delmonico, Lorenzo

Flanagan, Edward J.

Frankfurter, Felix

Goldwyn, Samuel

Hitchcock, Alfred

Kibsinger, Henry

Rockne, Knute K.

Schurz, Carl

Valentino, Rudolph'
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RELATED TOPICS FOR IMMIGRATION REPORTS

Effects on Individuals

Effects on Nations

Immigration During Colonial Times

The Great Immigration

Old and New Immigration

Immigration laws in the United States

United States 'migration Policies

The Immigration and Naturalization Service

Castle Garden

Ellis Island

Citizenship

Know Nothings

Oriental Exclusion Acts

Vlsis

o.

Refugees
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ORAL HISTORY . PARENTS

Some problems you may have in searching your personal history:

1. You may have only one parent-and can't find out about the other.

a.' Fill in the information you are able to find.

2. You may be adopted.

a, Fill in the information based on who you live with.

Answer as many questions as you can.

1. Where was I born?

2. Where was my mother born?

3: Where was my father "born?

4. Where were their parents born?

(Mother's parents) Grandmother

Grandfather

(Father's parents) Grandmother

Grankg.ther

5. What kind of work does your father/mother do?

6. How did they get into it?

7. What major moves have your mother/father made in the past 10 years,

20 years, 30 years, etc.?

8. What kind of home did your mother/father live in as a.child?

(farm, house, apartment) vonMININF.

9. List important family events. (Fought in war, received an honor,

attended a special school, etC.)
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TEACHER EVALUATION OF THE UNIT

SA = strongly agree
A = agree

D = disagree NO = no opinion

SD strongly disagree

Check only the box that most nearly describes your opinion.
4

This curriculum unit:

1. is easy to use,

2, is useful with any textbook.

4
3. contributes significantly to the

social studies curriculum.

4. has realistic goals and objectives.

5. meets the needs of my students.

6. has reasonable expectations of

students' library skills.

enables the teacher to improve

resources available to the

student.

8. provides strategies that will

benefit the student's library

skill development.

9. provides strategies that will

benefit the student's knowledge

of immigration. .

A D SD Na

10. Suggestions or comments:

53
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STUDENT EVALUATION OF Tab UNIT

SA= strongly agree D In disagree NO = no opinion

A = agree SD = strongly disagree

'Llhook only the box that moat nearly describes your opinion.

1. This unit has increased my knowledge

of immigration.

2. This unit has increased my understanding

of immigration.

3. The "Land of Milk and Honey" simulation
enabled me to identify with a person

entering anew country.

4.,' The librarianis instruction on
researching a topic helped me
in gathering information for
report topics.

5. I thinkill use the library more
since f have received instruction
on using the library.

6. I prefer getting information from books.

7. I prefer getting information from

audio-visual materials.

8. I can see that my ethnic heritage

has made a valuable contribution
to my life in America today.

SA A

A

D SD 1 NO-

I

9, The activity/activities I enjoyed Most in tills unit was/were

10. To make this unit more meaningful I suggest that

.11111111.=1.11MINN.01110..
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THE liMD FOR THE PROJECT

In the:A:pea Center Townshii, Schools the seventh grade textbook

is Exaoriang Our World: 'Eastern.Remisphere, published,by Follett.

0

This book is supplemented with a classroom set of The Middle East:

BiatorY. Culture. People, published by Cambridge Book Compan.

A curriculum guide, writtm in 1974, details five areas of study:

Soviet Union; Soit!waat Asia, Sourthern Asia, MiddleEast, and

Africa. Follett has one chapter of twenty pages on the Middle

East. This plus the Cambridge book is the basis of a six week

unit. Thi basic areas of concentration are: the geography of the.

area; how the people adapt to their environment, and the cultural:.

life of the people. Special emphasis is placed on the Moslem

religion the history of the region, the Arab - Israeli conflict,

and the problems of oil, water, and nationalise in this area of

the world. The material used is suitable for the normal -range

student', but special materiali are in short supply for the

advanced and remedial students.

The Follett text is too difficult for some students and

presents a superficial coverage of the material needed to

understand this region. Also, the present availability of

resources on all three reading/comprehension levels to aupple-

mant the taxtbookis limited in the Bon Air library. Most books

currently available and appicable are better suited for

middle -range and gifted students. The printed media is

especiallyfruitrating for the low/low-middle students. The

audio-visual resources are better, but they do not have the

.10
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needed in-depth coverage.

To solve these problems, our project has been to develop a

manual with parallel projects and resources for the gifted,

middle range, and remedial Seventh grade student. The manual

incorporates print and nonprint materials, some of which are

suitable for thermal reproduction. These materials include

folk tales, maps, and diagrams that can be made into transpa-

rencies or individual student copies. These are available

on three -varying difficulty levels.

This manual will give our school immediate benefits, as

well as future improvements. Since the resources are either

available in the kit or the library, the teacher should be able

to more efficiently prepare for the Middle East unit. By

eliminating time-consuming research, the teacher should have ,

more time to develop more projects in addition to those in

the manual.

This manualwill also provide' an opportunity for the

student to learn and reinforce library Skills. This would

supplement the seventh grade language arts curriculum as

well:as the social studies curriculum., The ability grouping

also helps to keep from overwhelming the student with too

sophisticated skills at a rapid pace.

THE PROJECT

Goals, objectives. and projects

There are two basic goals ''of this manual. The first is to

reinforce student library skills learned in language arts classes.
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The student would thus experience an interdisciplinary approach to

a project. the second goal is that the student will learn to use

these skills to locate specific requested information.

Each project will contain its own set of behavioral objectives.

This will be a'vaggested list; the individual teacher will need

to adapt these to the individual classroom. The list is not

meant to be comprehensive, only selective.

The following pages contain suggested projects on five topical

(1) geography, (2) culture and religion, (3) city, village, and

desert environment, (4) Arab-Israeli conflict, and (5) oil and
O

other resources. Each topic, contains four projects on each of

the three prescribed levels. The teacher planning the unit may

determine which project(s) is appropriate and adapt it to suit

thirstudents, needs.

Uaterials included in the manual kit

Student Readings

Included in the kit are also selected student readings on

each reading level. These were materials unavailable from

corporation sources. See the bibliography for listings.

Transparencies

Other materials in the kit include a set of transparencies.

These include the following topics:

1. Types of tater
- 2. Mountains' and Precipitation

3. Prom the Camel Comes..

4. Oil from Ground to Refinery

5. Underground Oil Deposits

6a. Traditional vs. Scientific Agriculture I

6b. Traditional vs. Scientific, Agriculture II

17. Map of the Middle Eazt--lan&uee

8, Map of the Middle East -average annual rainfall

.9. Map of the Middle East --population distribution

70
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City Maps

City street maps of several Middle Eastern cities are a

part of the teacher resource kit. The criteria for city selection

was based on'the city!fs newsworthiness and on the availability

of its map. If rapidly changing events should warrant, these

could be updated and changed by writing the tourist information

center in the country where the city is located. Included in

the manual are these maps:

1. Damascus, Syria
2. Khorramshahr, Iran

3. Cairo, Egypt.

4. Tel Aviv--Yafo, Israel

5. Beirut, Lebanon
6. Teheran, Iran

Slides

A set of thirty illustrative slides of various aspects of

the Middle East are included also. These can be used by the

teacher or by the student . With a slide camera visualmaker,

this collection can be added to. The available slides are:

Haifa, Israel

Go lda Leir

Israeli School
Palestinians in

Israel
Israeli Farmer
U.N. Forces in

the Liddle East
Beirut Battleground

Cairo, Egypt-Ancient
Cairo, Egypt-Modern
Suez Canal--1975

Cairo-Transit and
People

Cheops, Pyramid,
and Sphinx

Egyptian Bazaar
Nile Valley

Egyptian Irrigation
Modern Irrigation

Traditional Irri-
gation

Algerian Desert
Desert Nomads
Ancient Damascus

Beersheba Bedouins

Arid Lands--worldwide

Sahara Desert
Southern Sahara

Village Baked Goods

Desert Village

Women of Saudia
Arabia

Morocco Trading Center
Abu Dhabi
Saudi Oil Field

These slides are listed according to a general presentation.
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Evaluative Guidelines

_ .

The kits also has available some evaluative guidelines.

The classroom teacher is the best judge of which criteria to ute

with his/her group. However, some guidelines are listed here to

assist the teacher in developing an instrument.

,Criteria for discussion evaluation

1. accuracy of information
. 2. frequency of participation
3. quality of comments

Criteria for creative projects evaluation

1. neatness
2. accuracy of rendition

3. detail content

__Criteria for written re-port evaluation

1. accuracy of information
2, use of composition format (see Composition

Guide sheet in kit)
3. correct grammar usage (sec checklist in kit)

Criteria for ALL reports

1. use of library skills in finding informatio
2. bibliography of resources

Other suggestions might include post-project evaluations of

0student library skills)and teacher usage., Sample instruments may

be found in the Appendix.

1
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ENVIRONMENT, CITY, VILIAGE, AND DESERT LIFE PRODUCIN

Gifted

1. Using a city map of a Middle
Eastern city, locate the old
and new sections of the city.
Locate slides that illuitrate
both sections. CQU!pare and
contrast the old lath the new.

2. Research life in the city,
village, and on the desert.
Explain hair they are alike.

Discuss the changes taking
place in each.

3. Research and report on popu-
lation patterns in the Middle
East. Show the distribution
of population between city
village and desert people.

4. Using reference materials, make
a population profile bar graph
of an oil rich Arab country,
Israel, and an Arab country
without oil. Alternative pro-
ject: Make a population pro-
file bcr graph on a oil rich
Arab country todAv and 20-30 yrs.
ago. Explain changes.

Middle Range

1. Use an almanac or other source
to prepare a graph on the
sources of water in the Mid-
dle East.

2. Research the life of the Be-
douin. Explain what adjust-
ments Bedouins have to make to
their environment.

3. Read T.E. Lawrence's "Bedouin
Feast." Research to see what
has changed since this was
written.

4. Research and create a poster
Showing economic growth and
its effects on the lives of
city, village, and desert
life.

Remedial r
1. Research and illustrate

products,receiVed from the
Camel. List other ;items
you feela,EWdouinwould
need to be self-suffi-
cient.

2. Using materials from the
kit and library source!,
prepare an illustrative
report on where people live
in the Middle East and why.

3. Compare/thelters of other
`'`'nomads ; /i.e. American In-

dians, Mongols, Eskimos,
Lappes'and nomads of Tibet
with those of the Bedouins.

4. Reseirdh and illustrate the
various forms of irzlzyktion
used in the Middle East
today.
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These are suggested behavioral objectives developed as.an

outgrowth of student interaction with proposed environment,

city, village and desert life project's.

1. The student will be ablelo identify the various

characteristics of city, village, and desert life.

2. The student will be able to discuss the social problems
o

t

that arise with rapid social and cultural changes.

I
3. The student willbe able to recognize how the environ.-

/

sent affects the lifestyle of' a people.

4. The student will,be able to identity elements covered

in the terC4Culture."

5. The student will' be able to use a street map.

6. The student will be able to recognize and identify the

three major environments of the Middle East.

7. The student will recognize that there are various

levels of economic prosperity in the Middle East.

7,5

1
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1. Research'fliZtro dollars. Ex-
plain We problems they have
created in the world's economy.

2. Research the heed fdr capital
for oil exploration. Determine
where the Middle East obtained
the resources to develop the
oil deposits found there.

3. Trace a barrel of Oil from ,its
underground souroe to its,des-
tination at your local gas
station. Explain the steps
along the way.

4. Research ,the methodi used
in locating underground oil
deposits.

OIL AND OTHER RESOURCES PROJECTS

Middle Range

1. Research hoW the oil rich
countries are using their oil
moneys Explain What problems
are being solved hand what pro-
blems' have been created from
this.

2. After researching several re-
sources on the Middle East,
create a wordfind puzzle to
share with the rest of the

s.

3. Re earth the other natural
1 re Urces and why they are
largely underdeveloped.

,

4. Research the discovery and
development of oilin'the
Middle East.

1.

Remedial

Research and explain Why oil
is one of the modern world's
most important resources.

2. Research the Tiremiszto *Middle

East oil has been depleted.*
Determine what other resources
could be marketed.

3. Research.the date palm. Dia-
gram the parts of the date
palm, identifying its various
parts and demonstrate how
each is used.

4. Research the products derived
from oil. Concentrate on the
areas of the transport indus-
try, clothing, medicine, and
other products found. :
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These are suggested behavioral -bjectives developed as an

outgrowth"of student interaction with proposed oil and other

resources projects.

1. The student should realize that oil isa limited resource.

2. The student should realize that\there are other resources

in the Middle East.

.3. The *student should realize that resources other than

petroleum are relatively underdeveloped:

4. he student dlould realize that money received from

international sales of oil has drastically changes

in some Middle Eastern lifestyles. 1

5. The student shoulebe able to assess that the location,

development and distribution of oil is a complex and

expensive process.

6. The student should be able to identify some of the

multitude of products derived from oil.

7. The student should be aware that oil has.become

essential in an industrialized society.

1

1
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ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT PROJECTS

Middle Range

l& Research the biblical basis for 1.

'-both Arab and Jewish claims to

Palestine.

2. Research the Palestinian refu-- 2.

gee problem resulting from the

Arab-Zaraeli Conflict, Sug. . ,

gest sautione to this prObleim,
suitable to ail sides.

,3. Research superpower involve-
ment in the 1973 War. Explain
the Arab use of oil as a wea-
pon during and after this war.

4._ Research the basiss)of Arab
resentment of Israel. Explain

the Arab position on Israel.
Explain Israel's reply to the
Arabs.

Research and make maps of i 1.

Israeli border changes 1'mi
1948 to present.

Research the PLO and their; 2.

influence on the Middle Batt.

3. Using current periodicals
report on the present Arab-
Israeli situation. ,

4. Research and report onithe
use of terrorism by bo;t.h

Arabs and Israelis. I

c

Remedial

Research and report im Henry
Kissinger and shuttle diplo..

meArY. Use biography forth.

Prepare biographical reports
°prone of the followings
Golds. Heir, King Faisal,
Anwar Sadat, King Hussein,
Menachan Begin. Use biogra..

pby form.

3. RN:march and p e a time
line of the Ar Israeli
Conflict.

4. Research the sources of Arab
and Israeli military equip-
ment.

ca

E3() cr.
kD
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These are suggested behavioral objectives developed as an

outgrowth of student interaction with proposed Arab- Israeli

conflict projects.

1. The student shouldrecognize that the conflict is as

old as the area itself.

2. The student should realize that neither aide totally

in the right.

3. The student should realize that any conflict in the

region could spark international repercussions.

4. The student should recognize the individual contributions,

of regional and international leaders to the cause of

peace.

5. The student should realize that terrorism has been an

important weapon throughout the history of the area.

6. The student should be able to define ',refugee."

7. The student should realize that the Arabs have and

do use oil as a diplomatic tool for improving their

position in the conflict and in their world standing.
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1. Using reference materials,
explain how population ig.owth
could effect the ecological
balance of an area like the
Middle t.

2. Research and diagram the by-
drological cycle. Explain
how this affects lift in the

.Middle.East.

3. Research the Aswan High Dam
and its ecological effect
on Egypt.

4. The Middle East is Sometimes'

called tha "Near East." Part
of it used t'be called
"Levant." Using reference
materials,,determine why these
names were used and if they

were appropriate.

GEOGRAPHY PROJECTS

Middle Range

1. Consulting library materials,
make a chart showing the na-
tural features of the land,
the availability of water,.
an&Where the people live in
the Middle East.

2. After consulting an almanac
or other sources, make a
line or bar graph of several
Middle Eastern countries.
Compare it to Indiana. EX-
plain differences inferred
from this information.

3. Research and report on the
Fertile Crescent, its loca-
tion, its history, and its
impertance.

4. Research and report on the al
Maghrib, its location, its
features, andits effect on
life in the region.

Remedial

1. After consulting an atlas,
make a relief map of the /
Middle East.?

2. Consult a science book to
find out how salt is remov-
ed from sea water. If
possible, demonstrate this
to the class.

3. After doing research, pre-
pare riddles that include
the description of geograph-
ic and man-made features of
the Middle East. Have
other students identify\
these features.

4. On a MiddleEast map, indi-
cate the fertile and desert
areas, and locations of oil
deposits and minerals.
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These are suggested behavioral bbjectives developed as an
I

outgrowth of student interaction with proposed geography grojeots.
ti

1. The student will be able to use maps and globes

to make inference(' about the culture of the Middle East.

2. The student will be able to see the total pattern of

relationships between living things and their environ-

ment.

3. Using reference materials the student will be able to

deteimine the natural resources of the Middle East.

4. The student will be able to use a legend on a map.

5. The student will be able to identify and locate

major land forms of the region.

6. The student will be able to locate the Middle East

on a map and name some countries in it..

7. The student will be able to list the prevalent

climates of the Middle East, 'what they are and

where they are located.

0
1



"Gifted -

CULTURE AND RELIGION PROJECTS

Middle RI:;70

1, Using reference matirials make
a displsky of scientifie achieve...

rents made -by peoplii. of the'

Middle East. This shpulk be -

accompanied by a written report.

2. Research tie importance of re- 2.

ligion in the way of life of the
people and into the government
and politics of various Middle .

Eastern countzides.

3. Research and report on the
traditional and changing roles'

of men and womeR,4,the Middle
East.

4.. Research the way of life in the
Middle East now and twenty
years ago. Include kinds of
homes and how they are

what they eat, haw food is
prepared, sanitation faoili-
ties, educational opportuni-
ties, health care, etc. EX-
plain how these changas have
effected the people.

Construct a chart comparing
and contrasting the major
religions c3 the Middle East:
Islam, Christianity, and
Judaism.

Research the life of Kernel .

Ataturk and his effort to
change traditions in Turkey.
use."Researehing a Biography
Report" inc4iuded in kit.

Compare and contrast the
.livea of women in Israel to
wr-Yen in a Arab country, i.e.
Saadi Arabia, Jordan, and

Egypt: -

L \.r

4. Research Islands art and com-
pare it to Western art. Use
composition format with ex-
ample of works of art.

N

1. Construct a time line with
major events from the three
religions: Islam, Christian-
ity,

-
and qpism,

2. Research and report on Eng-
lish words that were derived
from Arabic.

3. Research and construct a
time line on the major
events of the Arab Empire.

4. Research and report oe the
life of a muezzin.

$.

C

1

0 \Pk
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These are suggested behavioral objectives developed as an

outgrowth of student interaction with proposed culture and

religion projects.

1. The student will be able to discuss the nature of

Islam worship and religious practice.

The student will be able to define Arab and Arab

culture.

3,. The student will be able to disouss differences

between a traditiinal society and one with a

developed' economy,

4. The student will be able to discuss the social

problems that arise with rapid social aril cultural

Changes,

5. The student will be able to identify elements

* covered in the' term "vulture,"

The student will be able to identify the major

religions of the Middle Eget and be able to

disc"ie how they permeate the life of the region.

7. The student will,be able to recognize contribatiOns

of peopleof the Middle East.
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WRITING AND GRAMMAR CHECKLIST

Check your report against the items on the liit.

1. I wrote in complete sentences.

2. I,used correct punctuation.

3. All words are spelled correctly.

4. Word divisions at the end of a.liite have

been done oomreotly.

5. avoided the use of "crutch" words veil,

and, but.

6. 'I have used the correct form for numbers.

7. I have used homonyms correotly--to, too, two,

they're, there, their.

8. Vague or unclear words have been avoided.

9. Pronouns and antecedents have been used

correctly.

10. I have developed organized paragraphs--

a. topic sentences

b. supporting detail

c. concluding sentences.

0 c)
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COMPOSITION GUIDELINES

1, All compositions should have at least one rough copy--

"scribble Sheet", This rough copy may be on any type of

paper. Pencil or any type of ink may be used. There is

no form for the rough copy may have aragonite, scribbles,

no margins, etc. The rough copy is for you to gat down your

ideas. or thoughts before you forget them. Most students do

tend to forget ideas very quickly when writing a, paper. Get

yours down as soon as possible in any way, dime or fora.

2. Atter you have written the rough copy and have all your

ideas on paper you are ready to begin the final one. The

final copy has very strict guidelines that you must follow,

These guidelines are!

a. All final copies must be on white, lined paper.

This pn,er will be provided for you in class.

b. Dee only blue or black ink.

a. Write only on-one side of the paper.

d. Put heading in the upper, right-hand corner of the

paper. The heading should include your name, class,

period, and date.

e. The title of the composition should be an the very

first line of the paper. Skip one line before you

begin the writing of the composition.

f, The beginning of all paragraphs mot be indented--

set in about one half inch from the margin.

g. All paws must have a margin-- one inch on the

right side and one inch on the left side. It you

follow the red lies, you ahould have a proper mar-

gin. Also leave a oae.inah mar at the bottom

of the paper by leaving the last two lines empty.

h. Papers should be free of spell and gramaar errors.

i. It is very difficult to avoid making errors when

writing. If a mistake is made, cross it outfonce

and write it again. There should not be too many

oroasoute, but some are permissible.

j, Papers should be written as neatly as possible.

k, When the final copy is complete, always read it over

to catch any mistakes that you might have missed.
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Researching a Biograkhy_Bpport

Research,is an organized search for information. You
are trying to gather information and tell others about what
you nave learned. Obviously, you must make bsense and back up
your statements with facts and opinions of qualified people.
The following is a guide to where to start researching and
tne steps to follow.

'4First source:

I don't: Know who this is! (or even if you do.) Then go to

an encyclopedia or biographical encyclopedia anu find out!
Uhderstand! Then take down (in your own words) important
facts and ideas.

.,econd source.:

dow does this person relate to the time period? *Find a more
specific book that traces tnis person in the time period.
This might be a history textbook or a biography (or collection

uf snort biograehies),

Third source:

That else is important? nat did others think about him/her?

What did he/she have to say about his/her life or times?

Wnat contributions dilihe/she make? Look into the other sources:

other books
filmstrips
slides
magazine articles
speeches

testimony before committees
newspapers
videotapes
transparencies

Answer these questions at the very least:

full name
place(s) lived ,

mother/father - name/occupation
brother(s)/sister(s) name/important influences
important events during lifetime
contributions:

'What?
when?
where?
why?
value to others')
how does it re lect time period?

bon't forget a quotation.
person. Take it down word or word and put quotation marks

'around it.

can either be by or about your

DO
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EVALUATION OP LIBRAMSTatTS

Prepare a Middle East bibliographq an the items an this

list. Use correct bibliographic form,1 ((aide for writing

research papers available from languasee arts teachers.)

A. Three different kinds of maps in different books.

A book totally on the Middle East,.

C. A got= or definition an one of the major landforms.

D. An advertisement of a Middle Eastern product.

E. Two enoyolopedia references an the major religioas.

P. 1 history related biography.

G. Pour newspaper or magazine artioles on the Middle
East. r .

H. (Extra credit) A 'fiction book on the Middle East.

91
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TEA( ER EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

Sk-Strongly agree 11,-,Disagree

SD-Strongly disagree

NO.No opinion

----Check appropriate column for each item.

1

1

The Manual.
i

1, is useful is asneMblying a unit
on the Biddle East.

SA A NJ , D SSD

2. is easy to use is assemblying
the unit.

3. has projects useful In fa-
nning objectives of the unit.

---..--.---.....--.......... ...
.

4, has resources useful in meeting
goals of the unit.

.

01..1............

5, lets individual teacher adapt it
to fulfill his/her specific needs.

.......M...........
6. has useful annotations in the

bibliography.

7. enables the teacher to improve
resources available to the

student. .

8. provides resources not available
elsewhere for the teacher.

------------,---------i--,------'
9. provides resources not available

Jl

elsewhere for the student.

0, has 'Projects at the ability
level of your students.

1:. has material pertinent to a
developed understanding of
the Middle East.

....... .
2, has resonable expectations .of

student research skills.
1

aMMO. ..'
contributes signifioantly to
the growth of the teadherts
unit on the Middle East.

79
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14. provides projects that will

benefit the student's content
knowledge.

SA A NO D SD

15. provides projeots that will
benefit the student's lib- ---'

=ry skiI1 development.
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EVE COLLECXIONS

Note: Books listed are all in print. Grade levels are given to

help the teacher and school media specialist to match the

reader with their reading level. Grade symbols are I .

Intermediatot JH Junior lagh; H High School; C College

Prices are current as of 198,l,

Through book reviews, an evaluation of each book hai been

made for possible purchase. Evaluation symbols represent:

++ axaellent + good, Ow average, . substandard.

BOOKS FOUND IN BON AIR SCHOOL LIBRARY

Clifford, Mary L. Land and People of the Arabian Peninsula. New York:

J.B. Lippincott Co., 1977. $B.95. gr. 7-12 ++

Con.01118 , Brenda, ..:srael, New York: John Day Co., Inc., 1972, $3.66,

gr. 8.10 +

Btbrardson, Cordelia, Miriam Lives in a Kibbutz. New York: Lothrop, Lee,'

Shepard Co., 1971. $3.56. gr, 2.5 +

Ellie, Harry, ieLtdPeIsrael:OtTwooles. New York: T.Y.-. Cravell,

;1972, $7,9 , gr, +
i ,

Ingrams, Doreen. Tents to City Sidewalks. St, Paul, Minn.: EMC Corp.,

, '1974. $4.95 Library Binding; $2.95 Paperback. gr. 7 +

Irving, Clifford; Battle of Jerusalem: The Six -Day War of June) 1967:

New York: Macmillan, 1970. $4.50. gr. *-8 -

Langyel, Emil, Iran, New York: nanklin Watts, 1972. $4.90. gr. 6-9

- (Has been updated)

RECOMMENDED LIBRARY BOOK PURCHASES

Archer, Jules. Le ,

-MarYlixi: Lit
of the Desert: bathe . Waltham,

, Brown, Co., 9 . 7.95. gr. 7-12 +

ear East: 10 00(itiUMvofHis Burlington,
is,o95,*Etr.n.e 7-up +

Asimov,_Iaaac. The N

Maryland: Hough

Berger, Gilds.. Kuwait and the Rim of Arabia: Kuwait, Bahrain, Quatar,

Oman United Arab Emirates Yemen Peo les Democratic Re blic of.

; I
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Edmonds, I.G. Islam. New York: Franklin Watts, 1977. $4.90. gr, 7 +

Fighter, Oclirge S. Iraq. New York: Franklin Watts, 1978. $4.90 *

gr.S
Geer, Joseph. What the Great Religions Believe. New York: New American

Library, 1964. $1.75 Paperback. gr. 8-up +

Hoyt, Olga. The Bedouins. New Jersey: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., 1969"

$7.44. g17.-1-

Lengyel, Emil, Iran, Rev. ed. New Yorks Franklin Watts, 19=f3, $4.90.

gr, 6-9,

Oil Countries of the Middle East, New York: IYanklin Watts,

National Geographic Society. Great.Relikions of the World. Washington,

D.C.: NationalGeographic, 1978. $11.95. gr. 8-up +

Ross, Frank, Jr. Arabs and the Islamic World, Ifewhrovkv phillip's

Inc!., 1979. $9.95. Cr. 7-up +

REFERENCE SOURCES

Note: Not all entriesan-be in print. Those reference sources

out of print will have the- .symbol: (OP). Those entries with

the symbol: (BA) after them. Are sources found in Bon Air

School library, These sources ire ,often dated and if not

out df print, do have updated versions in Books_Inint.

All reference entries' book reviews have been researched.
The results of the book review findings are shown by the

'Symbols: ++ excellent, + . good, e . average, - sub.

standard, and 0 m no reviews found. No evaluations

given on most of the out of print entries. 1980-1981

prices are given when possible.

ALMANACS

'rx.AliariianunolrsanaooftMillionFaotseordsForet3asts. 12th annual

-=----;iodT14aplerroogof,-:----nHanmoct $6.95. ++.

LEL:rmation Please Almanac, 1.9.1asYeas-lit.and.baolclia.sCharts, 1-*

Index. New York; VikingPx8.rt,931.4.1----Biinding,
37.375 Paperback. (BA) 6

World Alm'Ainac and Book of Facts 1 81, New York: Newspaper Enterprise

Assoc., 9 . . .9 . BA +
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GENERAL ENC7tCLOPEDIAS

Not.: Write the publisher Vox' current encyclopediA prices.

Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia for Boys and Girls, 1980 ed. Chicago:

Encyclopaedia Britannioa, Inc. $169.95. gr. 4-6

Colliers Encyclopediav 1963 ed. New York: Crowell-Collier Press,

gr. 8-up (Bit)

Compton's Encyclopedia and Fact-Index, 1979 ed, Chicago: F.E. Compton.

$279.00. gr. 6up (BA) ++

Eticyclopedia Americana, 1981 ed. New York: Americana Corp. $499.00.

gr JH -H. (BA) ++

Funk & Nat! Encyclopedia, 1975 ed. New York: Funk & Wagnalls.

JR-H (OP) (BA) -

Merit Students Emolopedia, 1981 ed. New York: Macmillan, $260.00.

6-up +

New Book of Knowledge, 1980 ed. Danbury, Conn.: Grolier Educational

Corp. $299.25. gr. 4-6 ++

World Book Encyclopedia, 1980 ed, Chicago: World Book.Childoraft

International. gr, 6-up (BR has a 177 ed.) -I+

Young Students' Encyclopedia, 1972 ed, Middletown, Conn.: American

Educational Pub. Co. gr, 6-up (OP) (BA)

SPECIALIZED ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Clements, John. Clements' Encyclopedia of World Governments. Dallas,

Texas: Political Research, Inc., 1974. gr. Sup (OP) (BA)

Encyclopedia of the World and Its People. Freeport, N.Y.: Marshall

avendish,198I. gr.- 8-up (807-0

83

Encyclopedia of World Travel, 1967. 2nd ed. Garden City, N.Y.:

Doubleday do Co. (3rd ed., 1979 is in print for $16.95) gr. 7-up

(BA) (OP) 4+

Heravi, Mehdi, Concise Encyclopedia of the Middle East. Washington,

D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1979. $6.50 Paperback. gr. JH ++

Langer, William, ed, AnEnccHistokneierrlo-ont, Media.

sal, and Modem,chonciArcallyringed.' 5th ed. Boston: Hough.

ton-Mifflin, 1972. $19,95, gr, JH-H ++
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Lincoln Library of Essential Information, 1969. v.1 "Geography." Buffalo,

N.Y.: 1Yontier rasa. (OP) (Bet)

Lincoln Library' of Social itudies;_1978, 8th ed. 3 vols.,Bmfialc,

Frontier Press, gr. JR.H $84.95. 4+

Shabad, Theodore. The Golden Geographiolnyolopedia. New York: Golden

Press, 1938. gr, (OP) (BA)

REFERENCE BOOKS

Current Biography Yearbook, 1940-1980, Bronx, H.W. Wilson Co.

$24.00 ea. gr. 6-up ++

Life (Periodical), The World's Great Religions. New York: Golden Press,

1961, (OP) (BA)

Moore, Norman R. Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials, 19th ed,

Nashville, 414 Office of Educational-Servioes, George Peabody

College for Teachers, $4,50 ++
2

Parrinden, Geoffrey. Dictionary of No hristian Religions. /Philadelphia,

PA.: Westministar Press, 1973. 10.95. gr, 4.111-H +

Peary, G. Etzel, A Handbook of New Nations. New York: malt 1968.

(somewhat outdated and thereforth not recommended for purchase)

gr. 9-uP (BA) -

Seeger, Elizabeth. Eastern Religions. New York: T.Y. Crowell, 1973.

$10.00. gr. 6.11p 0

U.S. Central Intelligience Ageny, National Basic Intelligience Factbook.

bi-annual, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Offiiie7.700.

$8.50 subscription. Write to: Document Expediting Project, Ex..

change & Gift Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20340,

gr. JIM ++

Webster's Biographical Dictionary. Springfield, MA,: GAG. Merriam Co.:

1976, $15.00, gr.. 6-up ++ (BA)

Webster's w iiebster'sNeGeographical ictio. Rev, ed. Springfield, MA,: G.

& C, M , 97 .95. gr. JH-H (BA) ++.

Zehavi, A.M.,ed, Handbook of the World's Religions, New York: Franklin

Watts, 1973. $9.90. gr. 6" (BA) +

7
1
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Shepherd, William
New Jersey:
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HISTORICAL ATIASES

The Macmillan Bible Atlas, 1977, Nei--z-rork: -Mac-
Co Inc, $19.95.

R. Shepherd's Historical Atlas, 9th rev. ed. Totowa,
Barnes & Noble, 1976, $28,50. gr. 7 -up

BON AIR SCHOOL LIBRARY ATLASES

Atlas of the World. 1966 ed; New York: Time, Inc. (OP) (BA)

Bennett, Rosa, ed. National. Geographic Picture Atlas of our World.
Washington, D.C.: National Geographic Soviety, 1979. $16.95.
gr. 4-up 4+

Britannica Atlas, Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., 1969.

gr. 10-uP 4+ (too hard for most students in MtddleSchool)

Cosmopolitan World Atlas, 1963 ed. Chicago: Rand McNally Co. gr. 8-up

fink and W is Hammond World Atlas, 1976,ed, New Yoik: FUnk &
Wa . (OP) 0

Goode, JohnPaul. GoOdats World Atlas, 15th ed.. Chicago: Rand
McNally & Co., 1978. $13.95. -1-f.

Hamosond Vorld Atlas, 1976 ed, Maplewood; New Jersey: Hammond. Inc.

Instant World Atlas, 1970 ed, Little Falls, N.J.: Career Institute,
Inc.12.33: 0

World Book Atlas. Chicago: Field Elaterpri, .0 Educational. Corp., 1970.

gr, 5-12 ++

Worldmaster Atlas 1978 ed. Chicago: Rand McNally Co. gr. 7Aup

ATLASES RECOMMENDED FOR PURCHASE

American Map Co. Scholastic World Atlas: No, 9552. New York: Ameri-
can Map Co.,709, $1.95 Paperback. gr. 7,9 +

FICila.rd, Harold, et. al. 'Aldine University Atlas. Gltuiviewt, IL.: Scott,
Foresman & Co 1969, $7.95. ++

Oiniburg, Norton, ed. Aldine Universit Atlas. Chicago, IL.: Berosford

Book Service, 19

DS
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Hammond & Co. The First Book Atlas. 3rd ed. New.York: Franklin Watts,

1973. $4.90. gr. 114-up +

Hammond, no. The Hammond Large Type World Atlis. Rev. ed. Maplewood,

N.J.: Hammond, 1979. $19.75-Paperback. gr. 4-9

Hammond Inc:. intermediate World'Atlas. Maplewood, .N.J.: Hammond, 1979.
$3.88. gr. 5-9 +

Hammond Inc. Medallion World Atlas; Maplewood, N.J.: Hammond, 1979.
$50.00. gr. 7 -up ++

Hammond Citation World Atlas. Maplewood, N.J.: HamMond, 1978. $14.95.

gr. 7-up +

Madden, James, ed. Wonderful World of Maps. Maplewood, N.j..t, Hammond,
1977. $4.95. gr. 7-11 +

World Book Atlas. Chicago: IL.: Field Enterprises, 1979. $19.95.

gr. 542, ++

World Earth Atlas. new ed. Maplewood, N.J.: Hammond, Inc., 1978. $6.95,
Paperback. gr. I - H

.4

TEACHERIS.GUIDES, STUDENT TEXTBOOKS', AND
SUPPLEMENTARY STUDENT RESOURCE TEXTS

Note: For books in print listed below which you wish to purchase,
Check the current EL-HI Textbooks In Print under their
series first, and then if you calligiSate the entry,
check under their subject, which often is "International

oRelations,"-check title,-and last by author to gain
access to current ordering information. Often, text-

"books will_not be listed in Books In Print.

Arab Information Center, Information Arab-Hemita:e of
Western Civilization. Neir_YcnInforms on Center, 1972..

Write: Arab Inforiation Center, 747 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.,
10017 or oall 212-838-fh00 for ordering instructions
Many publications may be obtained from this center and are

possibly free of charge.

Educational Research Council of America. Social Science Staff. Lands of
the Middle East: Area StudY, Concept and Inquiry Series, gr. 5.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1976. 5tudent4Level: Remedial

Jaeckel, Hugo and Peretz, Don. The Middle East, Scholastic World Affairs
Multi-Texts Series. New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1967.
gr. 9-10. (OP) (BA) Student Level: Gifted

.90
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King, Condon, ed. Middle East. Vol. 1, Rev. ed., Culture Studies Pro-

gram Series, Reading, MA.: Addison Wesley, 1979. Teacher's

Manual, $2.74. Textbook Edition, $6.04. gr.. 7-12 (BA) ++

Student Levels Middle-Range to Gifted.

Kahn, Dixie Allen. Middle'East, Regions of the World Series. New York:

Sadlier-Oxford, 1972.-14.69 Textbook, $1.17 Teacher's Guide. gr.

7-12 (BA) + Student Level: Middle-Range to Gifted.

Kublin, Hyman and Peretz, Don. MiddleZiast. Rev.ed., World Regional

Studies Series., Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973. $4.95 Paper-

back. (BA) 8 "Student Level: Gifted.

Kublin, Hyman and Peretz, Don. The Middle East: Selected Readings, World

Regional Studies Series. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1973.

$4.95 Paperback. gr. 9-12 (BA) Student Level: Gifted.

The Middle East. Rev. ed., Regional Studies Series. New York: Cam-

bridge.Book Co., 1976. $2.32Japerback Textbook. gr. 9-12

(BA) + Student Level: MiAme-Renge to Gifted.

Middle East, World Culture Program Series. New Yoe:: ScholasticlBook

Services, 1976., $2.95 Paperback Textbook, $3.50 Teacher's Edition.

gr. 7.12 + Student Level: Middle- Range.

Randall, John R. 'The Middle East, Today's World In Focus Seriesex-
ington, MA.: Ginn & Co., 1968. $3.50 Paperback Textbook: gr. 7-

12 (BA) + Student Lovely ,Middle-Range'to Gifted. ,/

Yates, Howard O. How People Live In the Middle East. Chicago: Benefic

Press,.1971. $3.90. gr. !,;-48 (BA) + Student Level: Remedial

MAPS INCLUDED IN RESOURCE KIT

Abdule-Salam, Adel. Plan of Damascus (Map). Damascus: Dar E1 -Tiba 6

ah El-Hadithih, 1971, 1 streetiap, col., 26 x 18 in,

Cairo Touristtle (Map). Cairo, Egypt: Cairo Drafting, n.d., 1 street'

gap, ool., 16 x 13 in,

GuideMap of Abadan and. Khorramshahr (Map), Teheran:. Geographic and

Drafting Institute, n.d., 1 street map, ool., 17 x 21 in.

Ministry of Tourism and the Association for Tourism, Pictorial Map of

Tel'Aviv-Y.fo (Map). Tel Aviv: Amir Pub. Co 1974, 1 atreet

map, col., 15 x"24 in.

National. Council of Touriei, ed. Beirut, Lebanon.(Ma Beirut: Catho-

lic Press, n.d., 1 street map, col 22 x 15 in.

100
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National Iranian Oil Company. Road Map of Iran (Map). Tehran: Sahab
Geographio-and -Dfafting-Institules_ni,d--Latreet_mapt col., 20
'24 in,

FREE MATERIALS

BOOKLETS AND PAMPHLETS

Islamic Republic of Mauritania.
Embassy of Mauritania
2129 laRoy Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Israel, (Classroom Set)

Consulate General. of Israel in New York

800 Second-Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

sr_ (Classroom Set)

Con to General of Israel in New York

800 Second Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Kibbutz in Israel. (Classroom Set)
Consulate General of ,Israel in New York
800 Second Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Kuwait Shares Its Wealth.

Kuwait Consulate
801 Seoond Ave,

'New York, N.Y. 10017

New (questions and Answers On Middle East' Problems,

American Jewish Committee
Literature Distribution Union

165 East 56th Street
New York, N.Y, 10022 ,

Rae over Every Head.
Kuwait Cons tAi.

801 Second Ave.
New York, N.Y, 10017

Some Ma e Cones ts to Stress In St
Ame ca
1717 Massachusetts Ave. N.W.

Suite 100
Washington, D.C. 20036

the Middle East.

Training ormational Services

101
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FREE BOOKS

2wi't2DIZcldITJlgSILVgJAMLitllpLkLLtg* (Classroom Set)

Consulate Gene ct,Israe New Yor
800 Second Avenue
New York, N.Y. 1001?

The Story of Israel. (Classroom Set)

Consulate General of Israel in New York
800 Second Avenue

New York, N.Y. 1001?

FREE MOTION PICTURES

Agriculture. 30 min., ed., col., 16 mm.
Embassy-of the State of Kuwait
2940 Tilden St. N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20008

Beyond the Mirage. No collation information available. Book 3 weeks in

advance.. (Is 'ed., col., 16 mm.)
The Jewish Chautauqua Society
0/0 Alden Films
782.0 20th Ave.

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11214

Jerusalem, Jerusalem. 1977 ed. 27 min., ed., col., 16 mm.

Association_ Films, Inc.

Consulate General of Israel
512 Burlington. Ave.

La Grange, III, 60525

Jerusalem: Prophets and Paratroopers. 45 min., al.,"col., 16 mm.

Embassy of the State of Kuwait
2940 Tilden Street N.W.

Washington, D.00. 20008

Book 3 weeks to 3 months in advance with a filed date., .

New Generation. 30 min ad Col,, 16 mm.
Embassy of the State of Kuwait
2940 Tilden St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

The Silent Witness. 12 min., ed col 16 mm.
Lebanon Tourist & Information Office
405 Park Ave. 4th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10022

Book one month in advance and give purpose of use, date, person

responsible, and address.
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MOTION PICTURES

Note: All the below films are in print according to. National
Information Coder for Educational Media. Index to 16mm Educational
Films, 1980. Grade levels are given by graarrum%rM by symbols
which represent: I Intermediate; JH ,Junior High; H High School;-
C College, A Adult. Current cost has been included,

KOKOMD SC, HOOLIS kV CENTER MOTION PICTURES'

ERYPt - Cradle of Civilization (Motion Picture). Chicago: Encyclepae.
dia Britannica Educational.Corp., 1962, lama, 12 min., sd., col.,
16mm. $170.00: gr, 4.12

Israel - Land of Promise (Motion Picture), Glendale, CA.: Aims Instruc,
tional Media, 1966, In:al, 22 min ad., col., 16 mm. $345.00,
$30.00 rental,' I JH'

Mideast - Land and People (Motion'Ficture). Santa Monica, CA.: BFA
Educational Media; 1977, 1 reel, 20 min., ed., col.o-16mm. $310.00,
$41.00 rental, I - C

The New North Africa (Motion Picture). Redondo Beach, CA.: Stanton
Films, 1964, 1 reel, 16 min., sd., col., 16 mi. $230.00. gr. 4.12

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED PURCHASES
,a+

Israeli Boyf Life on a Kibbutz (Motion Picture). Chicago: Encyclopae-
dia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1973, 1 reel, 17 min., ad.,
col., 16mm. $270.00. gr. 3-9

Viewed through the eyes of a young jewishiboy,'this film shows why
the. kubbutz succeeds as a unique social, political, and economic
entity.

An Israeli F mil (Motion Picture), New York: International Film FOund.
ation, .9 , 1 reel, 20 min., ed., col., 16mm. $360.00, $35.00,'
rental. gr. 4.4

A central Israeli family activities are presented with background
commentary given on the military conditions, economic situation,
and history of their country.

United Arab Emirates - A New Oil Nation (Motion Picture). Hollywood, CA.:
ParamountCommumleations, 1976, 1 reel, 14 min ad., col., 16mm.
$275.00, $25.00, rental. gr. 4.9

Rapid Middle Eastern changes are illustrated through contrasting

scenes of the traditional Bedouin nomads' Iffratyles with United
Arab Emiratee western city lifestyles

C' 3
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BON AIR SCHOOL'S FILMSTRIPS

Note: Symbols used below are: (OP) out of print, 0 » no reviews
found, (R) recommended for purchase. Prices are current, 1980.

The Arab World (Kit). St. Paul, MN,': EMC Corp*, 1974, 4 col. filmstrips,
4 cassettes; 3 paperback books, political map, student activities,

1 teacher's guide. $92.00. gr. 4-6 (R)
.3

Iploring Maps: _Map Skills for Today (Kit). Middletown, CT.: Xerox
Films, 1978, 6 col, filmstrips, 6 cassettes, teacher's guide, $150.
00. gr, 2-6 0

How TWUBS Maps sand Globes (Kit). Mahwah, N.J.: Troll Associates, 1974,
6 col, filmstrips, 3 cassettes, teacher's guide. $108,00. gr, 4-8

(11)

Israel: Nations of Today (Kit), Niles Illinois: UnitedLearning, 1968,
4 col, filmstrips, 2/passettei or ,2 discs, teacher's guide. gr. 7-8..

(OP)

Religions Around the Warld,(Kit). Chicago: Society for Visual Education,
'1968, 4 col., filmstrips, 2 discs or 2 cassettes, 4 teacher's guides.

$66.00. gr. 4-12 (R)

Six Mediterranean Countries (Kit). Holyoke, Mass. Scott Education Div.,

Jana candy Organisation, 1968. 6 col. filmstrips, 6 discs, 1 chart.

0

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED FILMSTRIP PURCHASES

Ancient Egypt: Land, People) Arts (Kit). Stamford, CT.: Educational
Dimensions Group, 197e, 2 col. filmstrips, 2 cassettes, 1 teacher's

guide. $60.00. gr. 4-12

lorin the World'ot Maas (Kit). Washington, D.C.: National Geographic,

, 973, 5 col. filmstrips, 5 discs or cassettes. $99.50. cr. 5-12

Families of the D Muslim World (Kit). Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britann-

' ca, 9 3, co trips, 5 cassettes.or 4discs, 1 teacher's

guide. '$11240. gr. 5-9

Four Families of the Middle East - A Series (Kit). Santa Monica, CA.:
BFA Educational Media, 1978, 4 coriilmstrips, 4 cassettes, 6 spirit-
master activity worksheets, 1 teacher's guide. $90.00. gr. 4-12

Four Families of Israel - A Series (Kit). Santa Monica, CA.: BFA Educa-

tional Media, 1974, )4. col. filmstrips, 4 cassettes, 6 spiritmastar

activity worksheets, 1 teacher's guide. $90.00. gr. 4-8
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The Histo7 of the Arab Civilization - A Series (Kit). Jamaica, N.Y.:

Eye Gate House, Inc., 1977, 4 col, filmstrips, 2 cassettes, teach.:

ing guide. $68.00. gr. JH-H fi

Learning About =the Mid-East Region (Kit), Niles, IL.: United Learning,
1976, 6 ool. filmstrips, 6 cassettes, 1 guide. $115.00. gr. 5-8

4
The Middle East: FacingA New World Role (Kit), Chicago: Society for

Visual Education, 1976, 6 ool. filmstrips, 6 discs or 6 Cassettes,
1 teatheris guide.' gr. 4-9

The Middle East: Lands In Transition (Kit), Mt.-Kisoo N.Y.: Education.
al Enrichnent Materials, Inc. 1975, 6 col, filmstrips 6 cassettes,

5 wall charts, one paPerback.Look, six spirit duplicating masters,
teacher!s guide.- $145.00. .gr. I-JH

PRIMARY SOURCES

Henderson, L.W. Outgoing Telegram. Department of State to Certain Amer-
ican Diplomatic and Consular Offices. .May 14, 1948,

Lawrence, T.E. Seven Pillars of Wisdom. "A Bedouin Feast." Doubled*/

& Co., Inc., 1926,

Truman, Harry.. Press Release, May 14, 1948,
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A RWOMMENDED, ANNOtATED LIST/NG OF PERIODICALS AND
INDEXES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES

ZERIODICA_b INDEXES

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. 1900. Semi -m, Sept. -June; m,

July-Aug.; three quarterly oumUlations; bound annual cumulation,

$62.00. H.W. Wilson Co 950 University Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10452,

Although recommended for high school students, I have chosen Read.
ers' Guide over Abridged Readers' Guide because the latter doesn't
adequately index enough of our library's periodical holdings.'
Readers' Guide indexes by subject Lnd author 160 general periodicals.,

/

Subject Index to Childmen's Magazines. 1948. mi. Aug.-Mar.; bi-m. April-

. May; semi-annual cumulations in Feb. and Aug. $15.00. 2020 Univeni

sity Ave. #6, Madison, WI. 53705.

A subject index to 60 magazines frequently found in elementary and
junior high school media centers.

PERIODICALS

Note: RG- Indexed in ide to Periodical Literature

SICMandexed in Sub

Current Events. 1902. 18 /yr. $3.66. Xerox Ed. Publications, 245 Long

Hill Road, Middletown, CT. 06457. SICM

This magazine aimed at grades 7 through 9 covers world events, places,

trends, and people in a lively format.

nous, 1950. bi.m. .$10.00. American Geographical Society, Broadway at

156th St., New York, N.Y. 10032, RG

Stressing the economic, social, and political interaction and nation-

al problems such as political inequalities, urbanization, unemploy-

ment, and illiteracy in developing nettles, this magatine is useful

in the studies in schools on countries and regions.

Junior Scholastic. 1937. bis4w, $1.50. Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 50

W. 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036. SICM

This school magazine is primarily directed towards news coverage

for sixth,, seventh, and eighth'grade Social Studies classes with

special features added.

KnoNYour World._ 1967. 16 $2.40. Xerox Ed, Pub., 245 Long Hill Rd,

Middletown, CT, 06457.' No index

vJ
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Articles on current eveniS are covered in this general publication
intended for ten to sixisensoar-olds reading at a word or third

grade level.

eAyjwIe....ftWeader, 1930, 28/yr. $2.50. Xerox Ed. Pub.,245 long

Hill ., Middletown, CT, 06457. SICK_

This school weekly can be need for poor readers in Social Studies

classes. It covers news about foreiga countkles,and is on a fifth

grade reading level.

NatLnsiiGeole. 19881 m. $11.00. National Geograp4i9

Society, 11 5 17t St,. Washington, D.C. 20036. RG &gm

'Presents brilliantly illustrated articles focusing on specific

geographic areas of the world,

National Geo a hie World. 1975 m. $4.85. National Geographic Soo-

e y, M Streets N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 SICM

This elementary and junior high 8,Lool publication gives narra-

tives on countries, geography, TAtures, history, and people with

a frequent spotlight placed on youth arnund the world.

Newsweek. 1933. w. $26.00. 44 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022,

RG

National and international events are covered with objective report-

ing current events and signed editorial articles. Grades 5-12

Senior Weekly Reader, 1947. w. $2.50. Wesleyan University, 55 High St.,

Middletown, CT. 06457. SICM

Written on the sixth grade level, this publication covers general

topics and does include articles on major news events.

Time. 1923. OA 00if Tine Inc., Time and Life Bldg., 1271 Avenue of

the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020, RG

National and International affairs are covered in a visual and in-

formative miner with concise summaries of current events and analy

sis of their translation into trends, business, politics, and his-

torical perspective.

U.S. News & WorldReport. 193:j, w. $26.00. 2300 N. St., N.W., Washing.

ton, D.C. 20037. RG

Useful in classes discussing thi current events, this magazine re-

ports on national and international affairs with an emphasis on the

Waimea world, A student having difficulty reading Newsweek or Time

may find this periodical somewhat easier to read.
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Note for Teachers:
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SUGGESTED STUDENT READINGS;

See teacher for journali not available in
your school library.

Teachers should be able to obtain journals
unavailable in your school and community
libraries by using the interlibrary loan
system at the public library. .

"Egypte.After the' eace." Current Events, April 11, 1979, pp. 6-7.

="Israelis React to Camp.Daid." Israel Horizons 26 (October 1978) :

22 -23.

Palestian and Jew Meet the Issues Face to Face." Israel Horizons

26 (November 1978) :

Pearson, Robert P. "The Arab- Israeli Conflict: A Fictional Debate."
Social Education 42 (October 1978) : 457-459.

"The People Who Use Terror." Junior Scholastic, April 20, 1976, pp.
8.9,

Poppleweli, M.J. "Partership or Isolation: Arab Women Under Israeli

. Rule." Middle East Interaction 87 (September 1978) : 25-26.
4 ,

Said, A."After Camp David 3: A Palestinian View." Middle East

International 89 (November 1978) : 7-9.

Sirdofsky, Art., "Between l'wo Worlds." Junior Scholastic, April 20,

1976. PP. 3-5.

iUGGESTED TEACHER READINGS

"Arabic Script." Social Education 42 (October 1978) : 460-461,

"The Kai bah: House of God." Social Education 42 (October 1978) :
452-455.

Markle, Armin S. and Pearson, Robert P. "Sources and Resources for

- Teaching About the Middle East." Social Education 42 (October

1978) :.482-108.
a.'

Peck, Malcolm C. "Tdadhing Materials and Sources of Information on the

Middle East for Secondary School Teachers." Social Education 40

(February 1976) : 93-95.

Peretz, Don. "Ten Keys to the Middle East." Social Education 42

(October 1978) : 448-453.
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"Two Techniques for Teaching About Contributions of the Middle East."
Social Education 42 (October 1978) : 456.
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CAUGHT UP IN HATE

LARGER THAN THEMS1LVES:
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COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR
4

JUDITH EISENHUT, DEKALB HIGH SCHOOL
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9
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The experience in the workshop "Libraries, Librarians, and

Secondary School Teachers" afforded me the time to read and to compile

realistic historical and social documentation-to enrich-a SOciologi

unit on collective behavior. The4syents chosen for- py study were the

Haymarket Riot of 188A, the Chicago Xot of 1919, and the Watts Riot

of 1965. The lack of available material; in our school library had
a

prevented me from adding sufficient detail to my presentation and had

kept students from continuing their individual research in these areas.

Our school neither had sufficient quahtity of books on the subjects nor

did it have the bibliographic indexes to indicate what was available

in these areas. The course in which this section will fit is a junior-,

senior level high school course in sociology. The students are of

rage to above average ability who elect the course and are highly

motivated.
di

These additional materials I've researched would be used after

I have already explained what collective behavior is, have delCci:ed the

traits of such groups, and have detailed casual, conventional, and

expressive crowds. The material I've researched will be used to detail

active crowds. The unit would subsequently continue to include fads,

crazes, booms, and panics:

I have been long interested in researching cases of civil

disorders. This workshop allowed me to use the resources of Bracken

Library and the time to pursue such research. I was able to identify

source materials such as microform of original newspapers which,reported

on the incidents. The New York Times was used foi the. iiatts Riot;

11 -
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,

the Chicago Tribune was used for both the Haymarket Riot and the Chicago

Riot of 1919. Some of the papers cited contributed to the misunderstandings

'
by biased reporting and by sensationalizing the incidents. The library:

also gave me the opportunity to compile a listingofavailable books and

magazine articles written on the subjects. The few media aids I locate

are .Listed in bibliography under the appropriate heading.

Each of the topics selected has historical relevance. It is

imperative that students know the history of the laboring class in the

late 1800's and its failures and successes. It is also important that

students, even in an all white high school such as DeKaib, understand the

causes, events, and effects of serious'racialconflicts. They also should

have the opportunities and materials to pursue additional research. MY

school has the capacity of interlibrary loan so borrowing materials we

lack should not predent any problem. I have indicated in the biblio-

graphic section those books I intend to have our school purchase.

I will be using much of the material collected in a lecture-

discussion format. The preceding portion of the curricular unit on

collective behavior will take about three days and will cover definitions,

traits, and examples of collective behavior. The lesson is then divided

into crowds with definitions and examples Of casual, conventionalized,

and expressive crowds given by me. After a, definition of active crowds

and examples and definition of mobs, we'll be ready for riots. After

supplying them with a definition of a riot and comparing it to a mob, I'll

introduce the historical background for the Haymarket Riot. It should be

familiar.tAbout half the students; as seniors, they had American History

-in their junior year." Data important toitheir understanding of-the

Haymarket event; would include the income of the workers, ironclad'

contracts, working hours, housing needs, and the anarchist movement.

IP
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This will be supplied by me in a lecture using detail I readwhile here.

Data of the McCormick strike and resulting violence will be presented4 and

then PU use the transparencies from the Alarm, Anarchist, Arbeiter

Zektung, August Spies speeches; circulars, warning proClamationT, and

biographical sketches. Newspapers of the riot at McCormick and Haymarket

will be used where appropriate._ After. sufficient- explanation,
I'll-proceed

to the Chicago riot and Watts riot and follow the same basic procedure.

Then, as a class, we'll identify the rumors in each event, how the

background. data was supportive of a riot, now the newspapers contributed

to an explosive flituation, the common characteristics, and if the violence

might have been prevented.
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:OBJECTIVES

4robjectives'statea in behavioral terms are listed below.

1. to introduce and use original sources such as f

newspapers, speeches, posters, and photos

2. to use.pertinent background information to

explain collective violence

3. to supply to the DeKalb CurricUluM Director and

the DeKaib High School social-studies department

a bibliography for faculty reference and student

research

4. to show photos and transparencies of the areas affected

by the riots and to hear the responses of selected

mayors on tape to the riots

5. to prepare a list of research topics for advanced

students to pursue on an independent study basis.for

academic credit

6. to show how the background of the participants, rumors,

prejudice, and some newspapers accelerated riot

conditions

7. to show the simi)Arity of riots, such as emotional

contagion, heightened suggestibility, ibsense of

group norms, homogeneity of experience. The terms

will be exolainedin dlass.

.

4 j 1, 1 5
C41
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EVALUATIONS.

TEACHER EVALUATION

Only the bibliographic information will be evaluated by other

teachers. The text of their evaluation follows and will be available

in a folder with removable sheets for their: answers.

To the teacher., This material is available through interlibrary

loan. If you desire to do research or hay:, students who want to pursue

research in the areas of eollective violence, eivil disorders, labor

103

unrest, racial c;nflicts,,You may make yourself a copy or supply your

students with a copy, of this bibliography. If you use the bibliography,

take one of the brief evaluation forms attached, fill it out, and send it

to,Juay Eisenhut, DeKalb High School, through interschool

1: Did you find the bibliography helpful? 'Yes No

2: Did you find the list too complicated? Yes No

3. Did you find the list too general?' Yes To

4. Did you find the list' too difficult to,use well?. Yes

5. Did you use the list with students only? Yes No

6. Did you use the list only for yourself? Yes No

7. Did you use the list for yourself and for students? Yes No

8. What do you suggest to make the materials more useful and

availablet-1 ....41...=111=1110ND

9. What additional areas would you want more bibliographical

information?
-4,

10, For what age group would additional (if any) bibliographical

information be helpful?
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STUDENT EVALUATION

.The following qtestions will be given at the end of the unit

to the sociology students who used the Library Workshop materials and

information.

To the student. The lesson on collective behavior contained

several items that I would like you to help me evaluate. Be candid,

and you need not sign yout name. Check the appropriateresponse.

1. I would like to do additional research on a collective

disturbance. Yes NO

2. The cassette recording of the mayors of several riot cities

helped to Clarify the causes of the riots. Yes NO

3. The events.leading up, to the riots helped me to understand

why the riots occurred. Yes No

4. The newspaper accounts helped me to put each event into

proper perspective. Yes No

5. Prior to the disorder, were there specific issues or events

in the community which seemed to encourage the

rumors?. Yes NO

6. Knowing the content of the speeches and the background of the

participants helped me to understand their roles in the

disturbances. 11,7- Yes NO

7. Grassroot or newspaper supported rumors tend to inflame a

potentially dangerous situation. Yes NO

8. liperdifferent historical periods and areas helped me to

understand the common traits of collective disturbances. Yes

9. The part of the lesson on collective behavior I liked most

was

a
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10. The part of the lesson on collectives behavior I liked 'bast..

was

11. If I were the teacher, I'd change part of this unit and add

this idea the next time it is taught.

..11

The students will also be given an- objective test of 85 points at

the conclusion of the unit and vaded according to criteria announced at

the beginning of the course. They also are graded on class participation

so I should be able to determine the involvement and interest by noting

the number of recitations,, he depth of their comments, and their

relevance to the topic discussed.
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CASSETTES

A cassette recording of the Riot _Commission Report's findings

discussed by leading mayors of cities which -had experienced riots in

the 1960's includes Los Angeles 'Mayor Yorty taking about. the causes of

racial outbursts in his city. He stressed the conspiratorial theory.

I made a copy of this cassette which runs approximately 30 minutes,

and it will supplement my oral presentation on the Watts Riot. I

located the tape in Educational Resources, and it summarizes-the

Kerner Report of March, 1968, and its recommendations.

113
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TRANSPAReNCIES

Acetate transpallecies for overhead projectors were made of the

following items concerning the Haymarket bombing2trial proceedings, and

afiected riot areas in Chicago and Watts.

1. Article from the Alarm, a socialist publication from October 4

1884, written by Albert Parson's wife urging the unemployed "to

learn the use of explosives"

2. Partial front page of the Alarm, June 272 1884. which was

introduced at the trial. It contains an article,. written by

August Spies On the use and storage of dynamite and bomb

throwing. A copy follows on page 10.

3. A partial page of the Anarchist, January 1, 1886, introduced

at the trial as an exhibit. The periodical was rare azid is not

reported in the Union List of Serials or the Union List of .

newshaterp.

4. the Revenge boardside printed by the Arbeiter Zeitnnpo May 3,

1886. August Spies.claimed the word Revenge_ s inserted by

compositor without his knowledge. The Prosecution used it to

prove cbnspirac'. The broadside was printed in both English
a

and German with the latter more violent in its wording. A

copy follows on page 11..

5. August Spies' account in German of the fight at the McCormick

Plant, May 3, 1886.

6. The Haymarket Meeting circular in Engli* and German from

4 120
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Workingmen, to.Armsill
0

Your masters sent out their bloodhounds the police -1 they kithia six of your
brother's at HeCoradcke this thermion. Toby We'd the poor wretclsea, because tbsy,
liko you, bad tiro courage to disobey the .suprems -wilt of your beaus. They killed
them, because they &zeds* for the shorMatu-'of the hours of toll. They killed them
to show you, "Frier American' Citizens". that you must be fattened end
contended with whatever your beaus condemend to allow you, or you wilt get killed t

You bare for yeses *Mitred the meetabject hundllattone; you have for years
suffered unruessurabm tokulttas; youltereworked yourself to death; you have endured
the pangs of si ant end hunger; your Cbildresyms have sacrificed to thefaclory:lords
In short: You luive been miserable end obedient slave .11 the.. year.: Why/ To satiety
the Wettable greed, tifIllthe coffers of your lacy thieving nester, When you *Attar&
newts le seetiyou r berden,lte sends MS bloodhounds mat to shoot yen, kW you!

If you ar smut, if you are the sons *flour greed ekes, who hare shed their blood to frm
you, then youvrM rise I.& your might, Hercules, and destroy the hideous monster that
se ilcs to destroy you. To arras we cell you, to andel

Your 73rothers.
lossossossmoollsoisls=ssommrasIor 11easestasumatall

(rbetterl u ben
Mittteuht esti, %mit Re4osittog .,,bete* lit etutleott Cott Issieutet G (iota Cita ttoofiellt Ucgis tall%

SHUN senbetes! Ii bl4.ih* tJ,U It brs Vogl bottos, sit 14 Pus usreftlett. Is feta, %WO Ibtft
gam hglettee toits. et t asa utometite goes sett Uhl; dateless? 1st ttatfoelt, to§ era 1=4
hi rit as stiff-elks es Cteisttlits Woos but rid,, Ate lab" (sit 31t sit glacitttleutts slot
taitte1ru4 Mews, (sit (fag vas folisitratias-lie pa fetus Ursa gel"lisbas, 445' Cotieltuntes feta rot

Mews, lilt Cuts Sista ftliP tootitti - Sad, :51 ii, 54ot homes Olt 4) me, le Vino, E.14 fit
PI lid (eV, us 31t tot tit listtelet, sot fit OM, des fialle doss u tthgtetat is Ittra its pis Zest fir

gets Oita etmlusts, tit Volitel, suf "fit4, east 'sit Clitoris us hr Uttotelettaltlt s Attires

egos% 'ash festers sob Welts ee4 hi Illttta, sus ec4 teals sob sera, rp, t141 bide* f4n4ttf Ur), bre
MP Into as Qsus etlIteut $qIH, sib stuicl4t saws 14sit OS IN4 hieing mkt. Itticttestes holt, Oetfettl,t4

rig an CeitIttras sugeissgt. Sloth reef Zs 4I t etturtst sob Olasgsr. An fit fieliiett sob tarot'

Crif01.4 es 014 lir Ifie Plitt, btu flow Mete ihruttkit boon, Volt pa laa ff,s1 tletot4ttia its ors14

Nen eirtits, II. 04 Wire *Mu would elidli4ukisess14h.se it:Itstoo or§ "DAR Iblistg fetal SAO

tro 041104 hots Wet Ire ght Esttlittla, ias Ettieit bib tut Wies14114teit getiott sib par, nu
shill is auks!

(fine &Mier.

No. 44. The famous 'Revenge broadside, People's Exhibit 6. (Reduced.)

t
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ihy 4, 1886, calling for workingmen to appear in full force

and armed. A copy follows on page 13.

7. Michael Schwab's editorial in the Arbeiter Zeitungt May Al 1886,

calling for vengeance for the McCormick fight. The Prosecution

said the editbrial creatild.a climate which led to the bombing..

d. A warning procla-lation from Carter Harrison, Mayor of Chicago in

.1862 forbidding gathering of people in crowds. A copy appears

on page 14.

9. A Police Gazette picture of the hanging of the Haymnrket Four

from November 26, 1887.

10. Brief biographical sketches of the Haymarket defendants. These

will be supplemented by lecture information.

11, An advertise tent for a three month story of the Chicago

anarchists written by the Knights of Labor.

'12. A map of the Haymarket Riot scene with markings of Crane's

Alley, the AcCormick Pl.tnt, the Arbeiter Zeitung office. A

copy follows on page 15.

13. the Chicago Tribune of July 29, 39191 showing two cartoons.

One shows a beach with a colorline and the other shows blacks

with heads bowed and ---ytiuned "Morons at large." A copy

appears on'page lu.

14. The Chicago Sundav_Tribune-of August 3, 1919, showing the

riot affected area. A copy appears on page 17.

The Watts area of Los Angeles shaded to show the riot affected

area. A copy follows on page 18.

1 C' ')
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TOliTEGET, at 7.30 o'clock,
410,X olvenrsi

LIAMARKET, iiatoilth it y EY. Eouloilifis olld

Good Speakers will be present to denounce the latest
atrocious act of the police, the shooting of our

fellow-workmen yesterday afternoon.

or ingmen Arni Yourselves and Appear in Fu(i Force
THE EXEC-CUB/II COTAXITTEE.

Gros
eto ur414;

*cute Ebenb, ;1,0 tt4v, qui ilea
_MleimItititettrfr Wattbal* -Gtir.6c, guifdieoi

ets.,t.t-titac3$ la. .5aEfteb,eir.erry,awro..........6....
COOttte Rebner tuerben ben neueften Sdjurtenflreid) ber

inbent fie geftern 9tadynittag uttfere !Bract erfdpii,

7(2,1,tficiter, z1iJaffIlet et6) critteint illaffrOnit!
(ggetatiosgottaite.

No. 51. The i fayineri.et Meeting. Circular. I its: issue, calling fur armed men. (Reduced )
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TO ME PEOPLE OF C
halitrit'S OFFICE, Chieagzo Kay 18X.,

krjr-1131KEILLS, Great ercitemeat crisis
among the people of this 0041 city, arowing out

of the IRC R TRontts, which excitement is intensi:
fled by the open defiance of the auardians of the peace

ifj a body 01 lawless men, wIio,ittiderthe pretense of

n cr the laborinu men, are really endeavoring to

destroy all law. And Whereas, last niaht these
men, by the use of weapons never resorted io in
CEVILIZED LANDS. EXCEPT IN Tflif.ES OF

WAR or for REVOLUTIONARY PURPOSES,
CAUSED GREAT BLOODSHED AlliONG CRT!-

L ENS AND AMONG OPEC RS of the AtUNI:Ci.

PAL1TY who were simply in the performance of their

duties. And Wherres, the GITY AUTUOIIITIES PROPOSE TO

PROTECT LIFE AND PROPERTY AT EL HAZARDS, ancl in doing

so will he compelled to break up all unlawful or dangerons

gatheri=; and
Wat..M2,17./AS, Even whefl men-propose

to meet for !awful purposes, bad men wit/ attempt to ry-tia-

gle *gib% them, armed with cowardly missiles. fOr7 the

trarpose c brinlins about bloodshed, thus endzigezing,

Lark ecval re.ezzomn
TEIEJF.',171701311, E, Carter H. TX.arrisgn.,

MAYOR Or THE CITY OP CITICAGO. DO HEREDY PROCLAIM THAT GA.TP.CR-

'NOS OF PEOPLE IN CROlVOS Olt Pion.l.sSIONS IN TILE: sTinxrs
PUULIC PLACES OW Tut: CITY ARE DANGEROUS AND CANNOT PEU-

3:117ED, AND ORDERS HAVE DEIN ISSUKI) TO TIM POLICE TO PREVENT

ALL :IGLU GATIIF.RINGS and TO BREAK UP and DISPERSE ALL CROWDS.

TO PREVENT
INJITRYTOLVNOCENT LIISONS. -

I urge all low-abiding pe<..ple to quietly attend to their own aihirs, and

not to meet in erowde. If the police ra ft,w V.."1"..riUCU to daA'orbo and they

be net °bayed, all persons so them.,) 1.11 be treated be law-breaker n. and will

surely Incur the penalty of th. Iteohodamoo.

I further ItMlIrd the good ,io of Chiellt0 that 1 Lolleve the police can pro-

teat their livea and pruper' and the geed wane of Chloago. and WILL do e.o.

cParce: Fir.amsow. Karon.

n.km

* *.
Cocci tecy of the Chicago 11 istorical Society
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THE SCENE OF THE HAYMARKET RIOT
CHICAGO MAY 4, 1886
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THE WATTS AREA
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NEWSPAPER PAGES

Copies of newspaper microform will be used to document' the

violemkevents and to illustrate media persuasion. Afew- of those

copied are listed below.

1. The Chicago Tri*ne front page of Nay Al 1886, calling the

disturbance at the McCormick Plant the work of a wild mob

charged by anarchist speeches.

2. The Chicago Tribune front page of,Ney 5, 1886, calling the

Haymarket act a hellish deed and the Arbeiter incendiary

literature.

3. he Chicago Tribune front page of May 6, 1886, calling the

Haymhrket incident a communist conspiracy and claimed the

event was the result of- a rehearsed conspiracy

4. The Chicago W of July 28, 1919, reporting the enlargement.

of the riot. 1. copy appears on page 21..

5. The CilioNmildbial of August 3, 1919, listing the injured

from the ri.t and a plea from the black leadership to punish

all rioters, white as well as black.

6. The Chicago Tribune of August 3, 1919, showing pictures of

the violence against people and buildings.

7, The Chicago Tribune of August 5, 1919, describing the

indictment of 17 blacks, charged with murder) assault, and

conspiracy. Note the comment of Judge Robert Crowe on the

following page.

13 9
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8. The New York Time of August 15, 1965, showing riot scenes.

,9. The New York Tian of August 15, 1965, reporting of a story

,

of older blacks inciting black youths to attack and kill

whites.and,burn their neighborhoods.

1(4' The New York Times of August 16, 1965, 'reporting that Chief

Parker of the police force saying he won't descburage people

from protecting themselves from (black) looters.
wit

From the New York Times of August 19$.19651 Poverty Head

Shriver respond g, to Mayor Yorty's charge;.saYing that,Los

Angeles was not shortchanged by anti poverty funds and that

the city still has $1 million in unspent.. poverty money. Shriver

alsciindicated that the city has made it difficult for minorities

and the poor to join in the anti poverty fight:-

137
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INIOTOGRAPRS

Black and whiteprints were taken'of pictures relating to the

1919 riot in Chicago and to the 1965 riot in.Watts. These-Photographs

ilia' be placed on colored construction paper and displayed on the .

'bulletin board during.,theunitdesCribed..:.The content of the,phptos

is listed, below:

1919 Chicago

1. Chicago rioters leaving 29th Street Beach

2. Rioters

3. Crowds searching for Negroes

4. Negro stoned to. death

5. Negroes under, the protection of the police leaving a wrecked

house .

6. Fires behind the stockyards

7. A blades wrecked house in the riot zone

8:Searching blacks for 'Weapons in a police station

9. A bombed building on Indiana Avenue

10. Negro workers receiving their'paychecks in a: temporary

paystation located in a YMCA

11. Blacks buying ice from a freight car switched into black

neighborhoods,

12. Blacks employed in poorly lit hat factory, 1919

1965, Watts

1. Narquette, Ronald,Sand Rena Frye attending a State Senate

13S
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fact finding committee

2. Two "blaming buildings on Avalon near. 107th Street

e'

3. A drugstore at 107th and Avalon destroyed by rioters

4. Youth sitting on a -shoeshine box on the corner of 'Imperial

and Avalon

5. Hate, literature attacking Los Angeles Chief Parker which

the police were unable to stop

6. A,!blcod brother !. sign in a store ownedlay a. black to

protect him from looters 'and arsonists

--- 7. Looters on 103rd Street.

8. A. destroyed building on 103rd Street,

9. Guardsmen protecting firemen from snipers

10. "Charcoal Alley" at midnight

11. Looters stealing lampshades from a furniture store at
103rd Street and Wilmington Avenue

12. Destroyed buildings on Contra). Avenue 'which were later

leveled'by bulldozers and cleared

13. Looters on the second day

14. The inside of a home at West 60th Place which wan

destroyed by fire which was abandoned do rapidly- that'

the owners left a. TIT on; so many Stolen goods were

located that three trucks were necessary to, haul away

the merchandise

139.
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POSTERS

The posters listed. below were recovered by the NUM' from

black areas in Chicago during the 1919 riot. Most of the posters ,

were 'not dated or signed. The-, posters are' drymounted to poster

materlel, and will be, despleyed on the bulletin board during the

lesson.
.

3.. Pleading fOr a resolution of the lawlessness. A. copy

follows on page 26..

2. A blivet Baptist Church poster for free meals to needy,

'riot victims, August 2$ 1919

'3. A plea for, fellow laborers to be calm when the riot is

over

4. The Armour Efficiency Club's appeal for its workers to

remain ,steady and calm

5. The Urban League of Chicago's advice for all workers to

0

return to work and to contact than if they were unable

to contact their empl&yer

6. The Voodfolk Bank on South State Street reporting that

they had cashed 2000 checks north $20,000 and pleading

for _business and 'calm

7. The Chicago Whip, a black, newspaper,' of August 2: 1919,

pleading for good will and respect for the authorities

14.0
.
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NOTICE! To th Citizens of Chicago

We the Colored Citizens f Chicago, appeal to all the
White Citizen:ler picnopt cooperation and a final adjustment
of the present lawless conditions, which now prevail in parts
of our pity. By virtue eef misundentandipgs and miirepresen-
tationi, induced by impmper .publicity, without the:A:solute
facts being.known, the people of both races havebeea mis-
led:

The cause of this deplorable situation was the Onfortunate
circumstance which occurred At the agth 'Street Bathing
Beach where an Innocent' colored boy was stoned and
drowned. Is this a gooand valid reason why the city shatild
be turned over to the prejudices, and violent assaults, that
have caused so muds sorrow and grief, to both laces and in
most cases those, the least to blame? .

The present state of affairs should be stopped at once, as it
is a grave menace tp the welfare of the community and an
undying disgrace to Margo. The white people that know us
best and have direct rieslings with us am doing business as
usual, without molestation to them or theii families, Outside
deliveries being mademithout difficulty and these people
are sorely grieved because of the nreseat situation.

Let the cause of this trouble be forgotten, and to this end,
let every individual do all in his power, to restore peace and
harmony. COMMItTbat OF 100
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MIAMI TOPICS

These research topics which relate to the workshop are for.

advanced. students who will work for academic credit on an independent

basis, This list is only part of the number of suggedted topics from

other lessons that I cover :in sociology. There 30 topics, from
"

ithicti a student win select foirc to .research. over a period of a

semester.

Suggested research topics related to collective behavior

1, The Denier AntiChinese Riot of 1880

2. The Christiana Riot and Treason Trials of 1851

3. The Native American Riotd.of:1844

4. The Philadelphia Riots, of'1844,'Southwaet phase

5. The RiMling Mill Riots of 1850 in:Pennsyldknia

6. The Tompkins Squdre Rico itr New York, 1874

142
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SOURCES CONSUL=

This bibliography of 109 items has been divided into four

sections, one section for each of the threeeriots researched and one

4 a general nature. of sources related to collective behavior, black

hisitiry; iiOlance, and ihejabor movement of OS Pekods oelered in
4

the workshop.' Sources include books, newspapers, ma'a.gzines, films,

cassette.tapes, main, and simulations. The listing is partially

annotated to give the user the source's strengths or weaknesses; the

grade level appropriate, if known; and whether the source was recom nmeded

for purchase by our school..

For the purpose of this paper, I will only include the first

page of the sources I consulted.

4
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HAYMARKET RIOT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Altgeld, -John Peter. bum jsxrjuslajggadd n Neebtseand Sc

Chicago: privately published, 1893.

BroWne, W. R. A,itgeld gir Illinois: New York: B. V. Huebsch, Icq., 1924

David, Haar9_,TIARJUiki:UUllaiM2211u1ANew-icatk:- 44.rrar-and

Rinehart; Inc., 1936.

Thorough account of the background of the laboring

movement, events of the McCormick and Haymarket.riots and
t

biographieS'oithe defendants. High.School level.

127

Foner; Philip S., ed.:uolAcErtMatza.
New York: Monad Press, 1969.

Thorough 4.ad personal account of the defendants.

High School leia:

Rreidel, Frank Burt. ZaiLarEarcoan. Cambridge?

Harvard University Ptess 9?4.0

Ubibian, John S. ayznar et Af air, ands ill
Anarchists. New York :. H. P. Kraus, 1970.

Excellent list of original manuscripts, letters, articles,

and other printed materials. High school level. Recommended

for purchase.

Kogan, Bernard 1101 ed. eDAhigagsAymaltalad, Anarchy on Trtal.

Boston: D. O.. Heath and Company, 1959.

Much detail for research.

Lasswal, David. !The Old New Left: Emma Goldmau in Chicago," .C1.113ga

Histoy. 1 (September 1971): 1970-1.

Lum, Dyer Dania. The Great Trial of the Chicago Anarchists. New York:

Arno Press, 1969.
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Developing Nations' Role in the 1980's

site

and

Their Implications upon the United States

Donnavan D. Howard, Jennings County High School
North. Vernon, Indiana

Janet Ti. Hartzell, Library Service Center
Evansville, Indiana

N.E.H. Workshop

',Libraries, Librarians, and Secondary-School Teachers',

Ball State University .

Muncie, Indiana

Sumter 1981
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INTRODUCTION

NEED
4.

United States citizens held hostage in Iran; United

.Stateis involved. in-E1 Salvador politics--both

cases indicate the immediacy of the United States' some-

times nebuidus relationships with third world-eountries.N

With the,,real or imagined decline of. America's ,'
, .

.

to shape the world as.it might have done aftek4Orld .

II, students and adults are findingthat our society may

itself be shaped partially or wholly bydeveloping third

world nations. This changing United States role (perceived

or not) has far-reaching implications-inasmuch as those

nationithat may shape our future are unknown to both

students and teachers alike. Jayne Miller Wood points

out that "teaching about increasing global interdependencer

global hunger and poverty, and the development of more

than three-fourths of the world's people is iMportant if

1
one wishes to prdpare students for the world of tomorrow.".

Because of the currency of this topic and the lack

of space,,social studies textbooks. touch only briefly

on the subject of,developing nations. The consequent

Vacuum created in'many high school, social studies areas- -

history, economics,, uociology, geography -- needs to be

aft 1
,

Jayne Miller Wood,, "Adding a Global Outlook to Our
SoOndary Curriculums Claisroom Teaching Strategiesr"
Sobial Education 38 (November-December 1973) s 664.

S
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filled with current, pertinent information that Will take

into account the 'interdisciplinary nature of this,subject, '

within the high school social studies curriculum. An

inherent advantage of .this topic is that students who

often complain that social studies classes spend too such.

time mired in the past can experience first hand the

immediacy of social studies.

PROBLEM

The problem is built on three successive and

progressive levels. First, th& high school student

must have some concept of what a developing nation is

and where developing nations are located. Second" the

student needs to explore the relationships between the

United States and various developing countries. Both
ft

these levels are needed so that the student may reach
.

the third and final level in which the effects of the

developing nations on the specific studentlare explored.

Thus, the central problem addressed by th14 project is

how. toconceptualize the,growing interdependence between

developing nations and a student who resides in Indiana.

A corollary to the central problem is how and where
o.

to find the suitable resource materials necessary to fill

gaps in textbooks and to provide an interdisciplinary

program. Because of the immense area to be coyered, the

project team decided to focus primarily on bibliographic

listings of resource material'that,is_general in nature

147
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rather-than looking for ,resources on specific developing
.

countries.. In this respect, the project will remain

open - ended,, allowing classes to focus on any developing, .

. , .

countries that were !currently in the news at a specific

time.

IMPLEMENTATION

A pretest will be administered to determine students'

preconceivid notions of developing nations. The discussion

will lead to the historical background of developing

nations .as welr as to a, working definitlin of what

developing nations are.

Once the background has been presented, the class

focus will shift to today's developing nations.

Transparencies may be used to aid students in visualive

ing various relationships-the total amount of land

surface or the total world population and how each amount

is distributed between ,developed and developing nations.

\,
aMap studies may be conducted to-see where developing

countries are located. A geography crass might elect to

study in,detail one specific country, or each student

might choose a country to examine in detailr-raw materials,

2 population, industry, GNP, major source of income, major

imports, major exports, type of aid receivedI etc.

1- Simulations or case studies might be used. Having.

students decide how they could live on $200 a year or
-?"-

2 ir
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, placing students on a fictional grant Committee to

administer fund's to,an underdeveloped nation will be ,

profitable as the student gains a concept of how life in

a developing nation differs from his own. The student

should also begin to see the importance of interdependeh6y.

A transparency indicating which developing nations received

the greatest aid from the United States over a given

periodof years should raise the question: Why dic; these

specific countries receive foreign aid? As students

attempt to answer the question, the concept of United

States aid to developing countries will be explored.

Why. does the United States provide aid to foreign

countries? How much of the total federal budget goes

for foreign aid? The relationships between the United

States and various developing countries can now be

examined.

The focus of the project now shifts to the inter-

dependence of nations. Certain other relevant points

may be examined here. How, do developing nations see

the United States? Why is this image important/

Transparencies may be used here indicating major impOrts

and exports of the United States.

°Ace the student begins to understand the impact of

. the developing nations on the United States, he cam move

to the final stage of the project. A mini-project has

been constructed in which students will discover how their

1£J
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life, is'directly,affected by developing nations. Students

will interview local citizens, send questionnaires to

businesses, civic organizations, and churches and use

other community resources to compile data regarding the

local community's ties to developing nations.

`Lists of-resources have been gathered together in

the following ieparatebibliographies:

1. Basic reference books that any high school

library Should have for this topic

2. Other print material

3. Free material

4. Periodicals containing pertinent articles

5. Filmstrips,

6.' Motion pictures

7. ,Videotapes -

8. Games and simulations

9. Cassettes

In addition, several transparencies and case studies

have been .produced or duplicated for use in the classroom.

EVALUATION

Students will be evaluated by a variety of means.

The pre-test will be'administered at the conclusion of

the unit. However, the exact nature of the test will be

determined by the nature of the class. ,Additional

\!questions will be added from the text 'as well as from

130
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discussionsr although the majority of the test will Abe

from the,pre-test.

Other means by which the students will be evaluated

include individual participation in discussions and

activities as obserVed by the teacher.

The third means of evaluating will be through the

student's efforts in compiling data for the class project.

The clasd will be divided into working groups with such

headings as church groupsr civic organizations, and

community, opinions.

At the conclusion of the unit the students will be

given a brief questionnaire. regarding the unit. Sample

questions might be

1. What did you learn about developing nations?

2. Which activities helped you most in learning

about developing nations2 Why?

3. Which activities-were not worthwhile? Why?

4. What improvements would you suggest?

Also included in the,project is an evaluative tool

for teachers and librarians who need some criteria for

selecting materials on this topic.

15 ,1.
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THE NEW MAJORITY PRE.=TEST1

Directions: Underline the correct answer.

1. What percent of the world's population lives in

developing countries? (a) less thwiirom.

75% (c) about 25% (d) about 90% (e) about 35%

2. Approximately what percent of the world's population

does the U.S. have? (a) 3% (b) 12% (c) 6%

Cd) 15% (e) about 35%

3, Approximately what percent of the world's wealth

does the S. have? (a), about 15% (b) about 50%

(c) aboue'25% (a about 65% (e) about 35%

4. Which three continents contain the majority 'of

developing countries? (a) Asia (b) Africa (c) Europe

(d). South America:(e) North America (f) Australia

5. Which three of the following countries have the

lowest rate of population growth? (a) India

(b) Honduras (c). Saudi Arabia (d) Japan

(e) Nigeria (f) U.S. (g) MeXico (h) China

O./ Portugal

6. Which three of the following have the largest

populations? (a) India (b) Honduras (c) Saudi.

Arabia (d) Japan (e) Nigeria (f) U.S. (g) Mexico

(h) China (i) Portugal

Which three Of the following have the highest rate

of population growth? (a) India (b) Honduras.

(cr Saudi Arabia (d) Japan (e) Nigeria (f) U.S.

(g) Mexico (h) China (i) Portugal

8. In which region do you,think one would find the lowest

rate of literacy? (a) Asia (b) Oceania (c) Latin

America cd) Europe (e) Africa (f) North America

9. What is the "Green Revolution "? (a) a guerilla war

(b) a back. to the land movement (c) a breakthrough

in food production (d) a victory for new kinds of

pesticides (el a new method of cutting back tropical

overgrowth

1Jayne Miller Wood, "Adding a Global Outlook to Our

Secondary Curriculum: Classroom Teaching Strategies,,"

Social Education 38 (November-December 1973): 670-671.
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CHECKLIST-FOREVALUATING
GLOBAL7STUDIES-CURRICULUMH*ATERIALS--

FOR CLASSROOM USE

Title of Materials

Copyright date

Author(s)/Developer(s)

Publisher

Format (textbook, filmstrip, etc.)

Evaluator

DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions by circling a
numbexr on the rating scale.

no extent great extent

1. To what extent do the 0 1

materials-emphasize that
each person-has a unique
perspective on the world
that may not be shared by
others?

2. To what extent do the 0 1

materials help. students
understand. that the way
we perceive ourselves
and other persons
influences how we behave
toward others?

3. TO what extent do the 0 1

materials emphasize that
there are basic needs,
concerns, activities,
and rights common to
humanity?

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

4~.0810111
1Taken from Howard D. Mehlinger et. al., Global

Studies for American Schools. (Washington, D,C.: National
failagon AsTaTar.64-7771", pp. 78 -84. %
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JENNINGS COUNTY TIES WITH THE DEVELORING NATIONS

-SEMESTER PROJECT a'

This project Will.explore how Jennings County is

and Indirectly involved with the world community

as well as with developing nations during the Current

school year.

Questionnaires and personalinterviews will be used

to obtain information from ailrchest-civic Organizational

industries, merchants and individuals ffiich have hid

international contacts. Newspapers, daily observations

and other research tools may be used to gain further

insight. Suggestions are used as to how one may utilize

seemingly common sources to increase one's perception in

gaining clues to the interdependent nature of today's

world. The Inventory of Global Materials and Resources

in the School and Community, in handout formlis a good

'place to start the journey. An example of a possible

questionnaire and a cover letter follows.

154
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SAMPLE LETTER

TO ACCOMPANY QUESTIONNAIRE

. Dear

am,a resident of Jennings County. I am presently.

working on a semester pioject at Jennings County High

School. Thd project is a study of Jennings County's

place in the world community with the empharis being

placed Upon our relationship with developing nations.

The project will attempt to foster an awareness within

the community of the interdependent nature of today's

world. Enclosed is a, questionnaire which attempts to

gain some insight as to your firm's international

activities. If you are unable to answer a question, leave

it blank and proceed to another. All information will

be kept in strict. confidence as only the sum total of

all acquired information will be included in the project.

If your firm does not.engage in international activ-

itiesr I would also like the questionnaire returned in

the enclosed envelope.

If you have any questions relating to.either the

questionnaire or our project, feel free to call Jennings.

County`High School and ask for Mr. Howard. Your firm will

be provided with the results of our study. Thank you for

your cooperation.
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JENNINGS COUNTY TIES WITH THE DEVELOPING NATIONS

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Company Name

2. Export Sales Manager

3. Import Manager

4. Products Exported

S. Products Imported

6. We export to the following countries

7. We import from theibllowing countries

THE FIGURES SUPPLIED BELOW WILL BE KEPT IN

COMPLETE CONFIDENCE« THEY WILL BE COMBINED

WITH THOSE. OF OTHEW FIRMS TO OBTAIN A SUM

TOTAL« FOR EACH RESPONSE BEST PERCENTAGE

ESTIMATES ARE ACCEPTABLE,.'

S.. City of company headquarters

9,, Estimated number of employees: Jennings County

U.S. outside of Jennings County ; abroad

i TOTAL

10. Number of people in Jennings County spending full

time on international activities

56
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12. Number of people in Jennings County spending part

time on international activities

fici-w many trips abroad did-ffiditibiitt-bf-ydUr7drgaritZation

take in 19802 Approximately how many

people in your organization went abiOad in 1980?

.Which countries were visited?

a
7

13. How. many foreignera visited your firm in 1980?

Which countries were they from?

14. The approximate dollar value of imports to Jennings

County in 1980: S The approximate

dollar value of export sales from Jennings County

in 1980: $

Please return the questionnair,e in the enclosed

envelope. Your early response will be greatly appreciated.

The enclosed information will be kept'in strict confidence.

Thank you-for your assistance.

4
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CASE STUDY--UPPER VOLTA

THE SITUATION

You are a member of the Grants-and Loans Committee

of.a, private'organizktion which carries on Rand- raising

projects in your own country on behalf of less affluent4-

developing countries in other parts of the world. At the

moment your committee has about $32,000 at its diipoLial

to al4ocate to special'projects in Upper Volta. You have-

had six projects submitted to the committee for funding.

The cost for funding all the projects would be nearly

$51,000. Since you do not have that much at your disposal

you must decide which projects, either_ in part or in full,

will be funded, and explain ,why you support certain

projects over others. You should keep in mind both

short-term needs and long -range goals in selecting projects

that would be most beneficial to the country at this time.

In considering the needs of this country, remember

the country's background and resources and the daily

prOblems facing the citizens of this country because of

the lack of development. With these things in mind,

consider the requests as described, study the map, and

discuss and decide which projects should have the highest

priority.

15S
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CASE STUDY--UPPER VOLTA

NOTES TO THE TEACHER

This case study is most suitable for high school

juniors and seniors but it could also be used with

advanced sophomores. The class might be-diked to come

to certain decisions as individuals, and then come to a
0

general consensus within small groups of 8-10 students

before the entire class, acting as the Grants and Loan

Committee, comes to a decision as to which projects

should be funded--and why.

//
Discussion of this specific case should lead into a

discussion of the U.S. government's role in grantin4 both

. economic and military amdAtance to developing. countries.

The following questions may help direct the distussion in.

Productive channels.

1. Should the U.S. goveknment give aid in the form

of grants or loans to developing countries? Why or why
4.

not? Would government aid take a different form from

assistance by private organizatiohs? Why or why not?

2. Which countries should receive aid? On what

basis? Use the transparency showing which 10 countries

received the most economic aid and which 10 received the

least aid from the United States between 1946 -1977. Why

did some countries receive large amounts of aid while

other countries received little or nothing?

3. For what kinds of projects do you think aid

5 (,)
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LIBRARY'NEEDS
°IN.

'PRINT MATERIALS f f

Current -almana---(preferably-two-different -titles)

CUrrent atlas

Current news periodicalsespecially Time, Newsweek, and
U.S. News & World Report

Current encyclopedia

Current newspapers that emphasize national and international
coverage, e.g. New York Times, Washinoton:Post

Current Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

Current vertical file
I

Because of the currency of this project, most print.

material (except periodical publications) becomes quickly

dated and loses its value. In addition, most books

published on the subject of developing nations are not

suitable for high school students. The print itemsin

the list above would provide adequate information for

this project provided all items are current. Ambitious

librarians or social studies teachers could start a,

special file of developing countries (similar to the file

drawers of Deadline Data on World Affairs) using cards

that could he updated when a new government gained power,'

when the name of the country changedr etc.

Two other reference books provide information that

is specifically directed toward a study of underdeveloped

countries.

IGO
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International Bank/f6r Reconstruction and Development,

World Tables,Ithe Second Edition 1980, from the
tarOTTgraf the World Bank. Baltimore Johns

Hopkins Uni versity Presi77180.

A collection of the economic, demographic and social

data of most countries in the, developing world.

Kurian, George Thomas. Enc clo edia of 'the Third,World.

2 vols. New York: Facts OA F le, 197 -67

11
. . provides a compact, balanced and objective

description of the dominatn political, economic

and social systems of 114 countries of the world."

(Preface)
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FILMS 0 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Only filrds produced during or after 1970 have been

included in this list. No films that deal with as Specific

country have been i ded either. If films are desired

on a specific developing country, check Heleh Cirla bOokr

Filmography, of the Third World, which, arranges films by,

continent and then by country,'

Mir

And Who Shall /laid This World Notion Picturia. NBC.
Wilmette, illindarrim Tncorporated, 1975r 1 reel,
47 min., sd., col., 16 bm.

.

Presentthe political, economic and moral aspects .

of the world food shortage by contrasting life on
a farm* in North Dakota with life on a. farm in India.
Considers the question-of Americals'obligation to
the hungry of the world. '

Asian Overviewa Summary o Tomorrow [Motion Picture]. -
The Human Family, Pt. 1 -- nd Southeast Asia.
Hollywood, California: Av-E Jams, 1972, 1 reel,
,15 min., sd., col., 16 mm.

Describes what must be done if the development effort

of Southend Southeast Asian people is to suceed
and a free society is to evolve. .Describes how the
massive population must be handled and how the
government and people must'learn to communicate and
work together, resolving urban and rural problems,,
before an effective society will evolve.

Beyond, the Next Harvest [Motion Picture]. Elkhart,. Indiana:
Chaargrkural Overseas Program, 1975, 1 reel, 27

min., sd., col., 16 mm.

Presents an overview of the world food prbblem, its
causes and its possible cures. Features scenes
from many countries, both rich and poor.

H for Little People [Motion Picture]. University
Park, Pennsylvania: Penn State University Psyche
Cinema Register, 19761.1 reel, 23 min., sd., col.,

16 'um.

1 6.2

.34
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FILMSTRIPS ON DEVELOPING

Economics and the Global Society (irilmstriP]. 1-Lade by
Anita Davidson Productions. New .York':,NgWsweek
Educational Division, 19751.3 rolls, col., with
3 cassettes.

Provides a basic framework of economic concepts and
principlesr analyzes the midening disparitysbetween
the developed World and. the developing words, and
examines interdependence and the feasibility of a
truly global society. From the,,series CurrentsAffairs
Case Study.

The Ever Widening Gap tFilmstriO. Joshua Tree Productions.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: Westinghouse Learning Corp.,.
1974,, 61 fr" col.r.witti cassette.

Points out how poverty separates nations,inaking.
rich countries richer'and poor countries poorer..
From the series Rich Nations/Poor Nations.

Gifts of Love LFilmstripj. Akron, Pennsylvania: Mennonite
Central Committee, 1967v 62 fr., col., with cassette.

Tells the story of the Mennonite Central Committee's
Christmas Bundle program. Shows what happens to the
bundles from the time they are packed in bales at
North American-MCC-centers until they are placed in
thejtands of needy persons overseas.

Global EmergencyFood and Population [Filmstrip]. White
Plains, New York: GuidanceAssociates, 1975, 195 fr.r
col., with cassette.

Examines some of the social and economic Implications
Of, the food and population crisis. Explores various
ways in which these problems can be solved and suggests
some'df the consequences that failure to deal with
food supply shortages and population growth might bring.

Global EmergencyValues in Conflict t-'ilmstri6]. White
Plains, New York: Guidance Associates, 1975,, 85 fr.,
col., with cassette. .

ProvidesC4 overview of the problems which constitute
the g:obal emergency0.ncluding population;. food,
energy and pollution; Considers the interrelationship
of these problems and s ome of the solutions proposed
for them.

I00
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DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

TOTAL LAND SURFACE ON EARTH

TRANSPARENCY 1
1 C-1

1
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U.S. Imports
in millions of $s

1,478
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Cotral Amulet

TRANSPARENCY a
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36,485

T

le East

11,812

1,503

22,030

24,458

2,351

Oceania
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Absolute Rulers On Trial

Mary Jo Kersey, Broad Ripple High School

Indianapolis, Ind.

John Krueger, Emmerich Manual High School

Indianapolis, Ind.

N.E.H. Workshop "Libraries, Librarians, and

Secondary School Teachers"

Ball State University, Muncie, Ind.

Summer 1981
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INTRODUCTION

Beitter than a stale classroom lecture, note-taking,

question - answer situation is one in which students can

actively participate. This unit proposes to give students

that opportunity.

Students .will research both the positive and negative

,..aspects of absokute rule. Their findings will allow them

to make decisions and value judgements in a role-playing

situation. This will bring to life information in other

resources available to them in addition to the textbook

material.

Research utilizing the Media Center for individual and

group activities will give students accetribility to various

resource materials. Each student will receive a Suggested

Readings list of books, periodical articles and multi-media

and a list of Reference Sources. _Additional assistance will

be given on request.

Vt
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

I. Goals of the teacher and/or librarian will be to:

.1. encourage studefits to make decisions based on
material available

2. emphasize that learning comes from exposure(to
a variety of sources

3. provide guidance by group and individual needs

II. Proposed behavioral objectives to be achieved as a
result of involvement with the trial. The student
will:

1. understand effects of absolute\rule on its people

2. understand similarities of diffe\ rent rulers,
given different time periods

3. understand beneficial points of absolute rule

4. make comparison of absolute with temocratic
government

5. use research skills to select information on
topic 4

6. get an opportunity for active involvement in
learning

7. recognize the media center as a center for learning

8. work independently and in group situations

9. show understanding of unit by responses on an
evaluation

10. provide input to teacher and/or librarian by
evaluation of the unit

.1. I
."1
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A. Introduction to Unit

Students are to participate in one of two trials of

absolute rulers, or to prepare a research paper. The unit

is designed to last nine days.

Rulers for which trial materials and bibliographies

have been prepared:

Pete... r the Great of Russia

Adolf Hitler of Germany

Fidel Castro of Cuba

Other rulers appropriate for trial or research papers:

Henry VIII of England

Elizabeth I of England

Charles I of England
\

Louis XIV of -France

Catherine'the Great of Russia

Joseph Stalin of the Soviet Union

Shah Jahan of India

Mao Tse-tung of China

Shih Huang-ti of China

Philip II ofSpain

Frederick II of Prussia

Benito Mussolini of Italy

Nero of Rome

B. Explanation of Unit

Each student will be responsible for helping to prepare

either the prosecution or defense of an absolute ruler, or

for producing a paper listing both the harmful and beneficial

qualities and actions of a ruler as might be seen by citizens

roll
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of that nation. The choice of preparing for a trial or doing

the research paper will, as much possible, be left to each

student, as long as the required rolls are covered. Experience

dictates that the more extroverted student will opt for the

'-trial - -a group effort in front of the class; shyer ones, on the

other hand, will prefer the individual piper which requires no

oral presentation. Alsof the choice of rulers each will work

on.will be left, to students. Since few, if any, students have

to take a less desirable choice, most are not forced to defend

157

someone they cannot support. Most should realize that even the

most despised ruler can have a few likeable qualities or actions,

these people are or were human.

C. Day-By-Day Explanation

Day One begins with a brief reminder to the class that we

have read in the text about several monarchs who ,exercised

"absolute" power over their peoples. (If the term "absolute"

is new to the class, explain it now.) Name a few who have been .

studied, or are.'Irell known male or female rulers. Weed out

ones, living or dead, who are not absolute rulers. Examples to

list: a Roman emperor, an Indian Mogul, a seventeenth century

divine right monarch, a twentieth century dictator. This

begins to build the idea that these people have something in

common. The teacher could at this point try to stimulate a

interest and humor by asking, "If you were St. Peter at

the Pearly Gates and (name one,of the listed rulers) came up,

would you let him (her) in? Why?" Ask for some reason for the

answers. See list of suggested rulers. Bibliographies and

reading materials have been prepared for three of the names - -\

1 7 2
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a seventeenth century tsar, the most well-known twentieth

century dictator, and a currently ruling dictator.

Next, explain the trial idea: a way of bringing out both

favorablerand unfavorable points about a person. The charge

,is: "You, (name of ruler),, are accused of making (name oft

nation) worse off than you found it."

Needed for each of the two trials will be a prosecution

and a defense team. Each team is to consist of two or three

"lawyers" (the number to be decided by the teacher). Tealm

/'
members may split cases into a. ruler's public ex.eds and ier-

sonal traits. Witnesses may be called. The rulenirepreeent-

ative should be called to testify by the defenses and not be

forced to testify against themself. It needs to be emp1asized

that both sides must build convincing cases based on all facts

available in order to persuade a jury (of class members) of

their case.

A judge for each trial, selected by the teacher or elected

by the cla ,.should not be announced until the trial date to

avoid corrup.ion. The judge's rule will be to keep order and

maintain fair procedures. He (she) does not provide information.

Explain that students, who are not involved in either

trial as lawyers or witnesses, must prepare a Paper along the

following lines:

1. Research one of the rulers listed and prepare lists
of facts both to prove and to disprove the trial
charge.

2. Write a conclusion stating the student's opinion as
whether the ruler Isguilty as charged or not and
why.
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In further instruction, emphasize that all writing is to be in

the student's own words, not copied verbatim, without quotation

mcs and reference made to the source used.

Explain how each effort will be evaluated: lawyers, wit-

nesses and ruler on knowledge of facts and oral presentation.

159

Research'papers will be evaluated on knowledge and completeness

of facts, as Well as student analysis of material given in their

written conclusion. All will be expected to turn a list in of

references that follows a reference form.included. Teachers

need to familiarize themselves with materials students use.

pay Two is devoted to reinforcing library skills in the

classroom or in the media center. Also, if trial roles were

not assigned on Day One, they should be assigned today.

The class should become familiar with the following:

1. How to look up biographies in an encyclopediae
the card catalog, Readers' Guide, and Current
Biographx.

2. How to skim an article or book to see whether
it contains appropriate information.

3. How to make brief notes of main points, avoid-
ing copying long passages.

Li.. How to write an author's ideas in the student's
words.

One day may be sufficient for this, depending on the ex-

perience of the class. This should not be made more burden-

some than necessary though, so that students would lose in-

terest in the ultimate' objective: learning about people.

Days Three through Six are spent in the media center

locating materials, reading and taking notes. Part of the

experience is reinforcing tIle use of the various guides and

1' 1
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in locating the-different kinds of materials indexed in them.

Also, during these day,"posecution and defense teams must

coordinate their cases.

Days Seven and Eight are given to one trial per day and

research papers are to be turned in at this time, also. The

trial procedure is as follows:

1. One or two judges must be selected.

2. Time limits are set for each side.

3. Prosecution makes opening statement.

4. Defense presents counterpoint.

5. Witn ses are called and cross-examined.

6 Closing arguments are presented.

7. The jury makes its verdict.

If preferred, cases could be conducted as pre-trial

hearings, with information presented, but without the competi-

tiveness and vuting cloture. In this case, the judge could

render a punishment or trial. In either case, if possible,

the librarian will be invited to'observe and evaluate one or

both trials.

ti

Day Nine is the time for evaluation. The evaluations

consist of:

1. Bibliography sheet from each student.

2. Besearch,papers from those not participating in

the trials. Criteria ate:

A. completeness of information

B. accuracy of information

C. neatness of format
D. following instructions

3. Participation in trials.for lawyers and defendants.

Criteria are:

,173
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A. completefiesi of information
B. accuracy of information
C. convincing presentation, involving

knowledge and understanding of facts,
skill at talking from notes, plus
proper amount of emotional

41 presentation

4. The finil discussion including:

A. advantages and disadvantages of
absolute rure to a-nation's people

B. why some nations-have had such rule
C. what freedoms we enjoy which people

under absolute rule are denied
D. what may be learned by using a variety

of resources

5. A short exam over points synthesizing absolute
rulers. and library skills

,. 6. Teacher evaluation. of individual participants in
-the trials

7. Student evaluation of participants in the trials

8, Student evaluation of the project.

1 7

161 ).
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

The bibliography is a list of every work cited in the

text or in the footnotes phis other important sources. A

bibliography must include every, work referred to in a report

or paper, but it may also incl.ude'works which contributed to

,the writer's ideas .or conclusions, but were not cited in the

text.. Do notslist.every work consulted. List only those

which made a real contribution to your project.

The form of the bibliography differs from that of the

footnotes. Therlis6 is arranged alphabetically by the author's

last name," does not include parentheses, and periods, not

commas, are usecbetween each part.of the entry. The author's

last name is against the lefthand margin and any succeeding

lines are indented five spaces. For magazine articles the

included pages of the article should be given.

BOOKS

One Author

Feuer, Lewis S. The Conflict of Generations: The Character
and qieificance o Stu ent Movemen s. New Yor Basic
Booki, 1969;

°

Two Authors

Judah, Charles, and Bmith,George W. The Unchosen. New Yorki
Coward-McCann, 1962.

Threeor More Authors

Lands'berg, Hans H.; Fischman, Leonard L.; and Fish.gr, Joseph L.
Resources in America's Future. Baltimore: 1Johns Hopkins

Press,,1963.
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Editor

n 163"

&I

Mitgang, Herbert, ed. Lincoln As They Saw Him. New York:

Rinehart, 1956.

MAGAZINE

/ Woodward, Kenneth L. "Seances in Suburbia." McCalls, March
1970, pp. 70-1.

NEWSPAPER

Lucas, J. Anthony. "The Drug Scene: Dependence Grows." New
York Times, January 8, 1968, p. 1.

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Encyclopedia Americana, 1969 ed. Vol. XV. "Indian, American;"'
by Harold E. Driver.

Encyclopedia (Unsigned Article)

\

Encyclopedia Americana, 1969 ed. Vol. XV. "Ironwood.",

1 -11 a ,:,
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NAME DATE

BIBLIOGRAPHY ,

LStudents are required to read from at least five sources \--:_...

or their topics. Provide the proper'bibliographic inf:..rma-

.

(see Bibliography guidelines), write one or two sentences

describing the main idea of each, and give the page numbers

read.

' This sheet is to be completed and turned in before the
. -0

first trial. All materials are to be selected from.the school

Media Center.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

Encyclopedia Articles (1 or 2)

Periodical Articles (1 or 2)

Non-fiction Books (1 to 3)
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ABSOLUTE RULERS ON TRIAL

VALUATION

(Sample Questions)
.

Answer T (true) if the, statement true. -
Answer F (false)) if the statement is not true.

1113

....111=111.

.....1

I

1

"Ftewasma/0.0

165

1. Alolute rulers allow open eleCtions in their nations.

2.' Absolute rulers engage in large building projects;
such as palaces, tombs, monuments, roads, etc.

3 Absolute rulers have wars or act in an unfriendly
manner toward neighboring nations.

4." Absolute rulers avoid killing br hurting their own
citizens.

5. Absolute rulers build in their people feelings of
accomplishment and strength.,

6. 'The index of an encyclopedia gives c'rosl-references
for additional subjects.

7. There are three basic. types of cards in the card
catalog.

8. 'To find information in reference books, ,scan tire
shelves to find the necessary subject:.

9. Current'Biography is a primary source for finding
articles on deceased persons.

10. To find an article in'a periodical, consult the
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature.

u-

-

r-
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ABSOLUTE RULERS.ON TRIAL

TEACHER EVALUATION OF PROJECT

STUDENT:

PERIOD:
ti

DATE: t

Personal Characteristics

A. Emotional control

B. Diction

C. Appearance

II. ..Content Information

A. Characteristics of ruler

B. Defense of questions

g. General subject matter

III. Teacher Comments



0

1 lamj k

STUDENT EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROJECT

STUDENT:

PERIOD:

DATE:

Rank the c esentations by circling the appropriate responses.

2 3 4 51

Poor Fair Average Good Excellen.t

(-:

A. ,Emotional control

B. Diction

1 2 3 4 5

C. Appearance

1 2 3 4 5

D. Characteristics of ruler

1 2 3 4 5

E. Defense of q0stions

1 2 L 4 5

F. General subject matter

1 2 3 4 5

ri 0
-01k
4

J.,
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PROJECT EVALUATION

AnsWer the following questions to the best of your ability.

Your responses will help determine the future of this project.

Do. not sign your name on this evaluation.

1. Were your library skills sufficient to complete your

assignment?

2. If your answer was "no" to the above question, describe

your weaknesses. If your answer was "yes" list skills

that you most.

3. Which experience did you consider most Veluable during

this project?

4. Were you successful in following the instructions for
your part of the project?

5. Did you feel free to ask questions from the teacher or

librarian?
itt

6. Did your teacher and/or the librarian give you additional
'help when needed?

7. Did history come to life for you through this Ooject?

8.. Has your interest in boigraphies increased or, decreased
as a result of this project?

9. Because of your experience in this project would you
recommendthis type of activity for other students?

10. What is your reaction to the project as a Whole?
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SUGGESTED STUDENT READINGS

.Emmerich Manual High School

Peter I, The Great, Emperor of Russia, 1672-1/25

* See Mr. Krueger for materials starred.

BoOlcs

Carefoot, Garnet L., and Sprott, E. R. Famine on the Wind:
Man's Battle Against Plant Disease7CHICTin
McNally, 1967.

De Jonge, Alex. Fire and Water: A Life of Peter the Great.
New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1960.

Donaldson, Norman, and Donaldson, Betty. How Did They Die?
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1980.

Farmer, Lydia H. The Boy's Book of Famous Rulers..
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1914.

Grey, Ian. Peter the Great, Emperor of All Russia.
phia: J. B. Lippincott, 1966.

New York:

Philadel-

Haaren, John H., and Poland, Addison B. Famous Men of Modern
Times? New York: American Book coRFET77770-977--------

Holland, Rupert S. oric Boyhoods. Philadelphia: G. W.
Jacobs, 1909.

Horizon Magazine. Russia Under the Czars. New York: American
Heritage, 1962.

Lamb, Harold. City and the Tsar: Peter the Great and the Move
to the West,-T646-17o2. ffew York: Dou leday, 19467--

*Magill, Frank N., ed. Great Events from Hist ry. Vol. 1,
Modern Euro ean Series 1 69-1799. Englewood Cliffs:
Sa em Press, 1

Massie, Robert K. Peter the Great: Hi Life and His World.
New York: Al re A. Kno p, 1 .

*Stachlin von Storcksburg, Jakob. Original Anecdotes of Peter
- the Great. -New York: Arno Press, 1970.

169
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Periodicals

*Muller, Edwin. "Peter the Great." Reader's Digest, April

1949, pp. 103-8.

Multi-Media

*International Portrait Gallen (Picture). Detroit: Gale

Research Company,,1 , 2,000 portraits (approx.),
b&w, 81/2 x 11 in., alphabetized in folders.

1 Ci.1 t..1
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Adolf Hitler, 1889-1945

Books

Ansel, Walter. Hitler Confronts England!. Durham: Duke
Un iversity Press, 1960.

Ayling, Stanley E. Portraits of Power. New ed. New York:
Barnes & Noble, 19b3.

'Boldt, Gerhard. Hitler: The Last Ten Da s. Translated by
Sandra rlance. New York: Cowar , McCann & Geoghegan,
1973.

-Bullock, Alan L. C." Hitler: A stud/112untiara. Abr. ed.
New York: Harper & Row, 1964.

Carr, Albert H. Z. Men of Power: A Book of Dictators. New
York: Viking Tingg7T545,11556.

Crain, Maurice. Rulers of the World. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1940.

Deutsch, Harold C. The Conspiracy Against Hitler in the Twi-
light War. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
f96d.

Donaldson, Norman, and Donaldson, Betty. How Did They Die?
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1980.

Donovan,,Frank R. Famous Twentieth Century Leaders. New 1,
York: Dodd, Mead, 1964.

Test, Joachim C. The Face of the Third Reich: Portraits of
the Nazi LeaderShip. Translated by Michael Bullock.
New York: Pantheon Books, 1970.

FitzGibbon, Constantine. 20 July.. New York: W. W. Norton,
1956.

Gervasi, Frank. Adolf Hitu.er. New York; Hawthorn Books,
1974.

Grunberger, Richard. The 12-Year Reich: A Social History of
Nazi Germany, 1971-045. New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1971.

Gunther, John. Procession. New York: Harper & Row, 1965.

Heidenheimer, Arnold J. The Governments of Germany. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1761.

Langer, Walter C. The Mind of Adolf Hitler: The Secret War-
time Report. Foreword by L. Langer. Afterword
by Robert G. L. Waite. New York: Basic Books, 1972.

18S
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Manvell, Roger, and Fraenkel, Heinrich. The Men Who Tried to

Kill Hitler. New'York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan,

1964.

Matthews, Herbert L. Cuba. Introduction by Frank Tannenbaum.

New York: MacmiTI17% 1964.

Mpskill, Johanna M. Hitler and Japan: The Holldi4 Alliance.

New York: Atherton Press, 1966,

*Mitchell; Otis C., ed. Nazism end the Common Man.
Burgess Publishing Company, 1972.

Nicholls, Anthony J. Weimar and the'Rise of Hitler.
St. Martin's Press:77M

Nobecourt, Jacques. Hitler's Last Gamble: The Battle of the

Bulge. Translated by R. H. Barry. New York: Schocken

BooYi; 1967.

Minneapolis:

New York:

O'Donnell, James P. The Bunker: The History of the Reich

Chancellery Group. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976.

Shirer, William L. The Rise and Fall of the Third'Reichi
History of Nazi Germany. New Yoik: Simon & Schuster,

1160.

Snyder, Louis L. The War: A Concise Histor 19 9-19
Foreword by Er c Sever
1960.

New Yor : Ju an Messner,

Stone, Norman. Hitler. Introduction by J. H. Plumb. Boston:

Little, Bra:W177980.

Toland, John. Adolf Hitler. Garden City: i Doubleday, 1976.

Trevor-Roper, Hugh R., ed. Blitzkrie to Defeat: Hitler's
War Directives, 1939 1 New Yor : Ho Rine ar

and Winston; 1964.

Untermeyer, Louis. Makers of the Modern World. New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1955.

Waite, Robert G. L. The Psychopatic God: Adolf Hitler. New

York: Basic Books, 1977.

Waldman, Morris D. Sieg Heil! The Story of Adolf Hitler.
Introduction by George N Shuster. Dobbs Ferry: Oceana
Publications, 1962.

Weiss, Ernst. The Eyewitness. Translated by Ella R. W. le.

Foreword by Rudolph Binion. Postscript by Klaus -'

Hinze. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977.

Werstein, Irving. Year of Turmoil: 1939. New York: Julian

Messner, 1969.

1S)7
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Wighton, Charles, and Peis, Gunter. Hitler's Spies and

Saboteurs. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1958

Wykes, Alan. Hitler. New York: Ballantine Books, 1970.

Periodicals

*Dodd, Martha. "My Years in Germany." Woman's Home Companion,

June 1938, pp. 7-8.

"Hitler Without Cheers or Tears." Time, August 29, 1977, P.

43.

Prescott, Peter S. Review of Adolf Hitler, by John Toland.
Newsweek, 20 September 197b, pp. d7-8.

Pryce-Jones, David. "Not Their Finest Hour." New Republic,

May 14, 1977, pp. 12-6.

Wagir, W. Warren. RevieW of Adolf Hitler, by John Toland.
Saturday Review, 18 September 1976, pp. 23-5

Woodward, Kenneth L., and Coilings,.Anthony. "Hitler and the

Holocaust." Newsweek, July 11, 1977, p. 77.

Urea, Albert. "Speer:
1977, P. 56-.

Hitler Knew." Newsweek, September 19,

Multi=Media

The Diary of Anne Frank (Filmstrip). Wilmette: Films, Inc.,

1959, 3 roln, col, with 3 cassettes and teacher's

guide.

*International Portrait Geller (Picture). Detroit: Gale

Researc Company, 2,000 portraits (approx.),

b&w, 81/2' x 11 in., alphabetized in folders.

1212c1fiiaaa2rt11221grel-cind
(Filmstrip).

Laurence: Centron E ucationa F ms, 1970, 3 rolls, col.,

with 3 cassettes and teacher's guide.

World War 11 (Filmstrip). New York: American Heritage,
)7275 rolls, c91., with 5 cassettes and teacher's

guide.
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Fidel Castro, 1927-

Books

Daniel, James, and Hubbell, John G. Strike in the West: The

Complete Story of the Cuban Crisis. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1963.

Dean, Vera M. Builders of Emerging Nations. New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1961.

Dorschner, John; and Fabricio, Roberto. The Winds of December.

New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 19d0.

Draper, Theodore. Castro's Revolution: M the and Realities.

New York: Fre eric A. Praeger,

DuhOls, Jules. Fidel Castro: Rebel--Liberatorior Dictator?

Indianapolis:

Fagg, John E. Cuba) 'Haiti, & the Dominican Republic. Engle-

woody Cliffs: Prentiar-Hall, 1463.

Jackson, D. Bruce. Castro, the Kremlin) and Communism in

Latin America. Baltimore: JohnsHopkins University
Press, 190.

Lopez-Presquet, Rufo. My 14 Months with Castro. Cleveland:

,World Publishing Company, 1966.

*Mankiewicz, Frank, and Jones,'Kirby. With Fidel: A Portrait

of Castro and Cuba. Chicago: PIITTV15717177----

Matthews, Herbert L. Fidel Castro. New York: -Simon & Schuster,
1969.

Monahan, James, and Gilmore, Kenneth 0. The Great Deception:
The Inside Story of How the Kremlin Took Over Cuba. New

York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1963.

Peraza, Fermin, ed. Revolutionar Cuba: A Biblio ra hical
Guider, 1966. Cora Gab es: Univers y o M ami Press.
1967.

Rauf, Mohammed A. Cuban Journal: Castro's Cuba As It Really.

Is. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1964.

Rivero, Nicholas. Castro's Cuba: An American Dilemma.
Norwalk: Robert B. Luce, 1962.

Smith, Earl E. The Fourth Floor: An Account of the Castro
Communist Revolution. gew York: Random House, 1962.

Suchlicki, Jaime. Cuba: From Columbus to Castro. New York:

Charles Scribner's sons, 1974.
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Taber, Robert. M26: Biography. of a Revolution. Secaucus:
Lyle Stuart, 1961.

Tetlow, Edwin. Eire on Cuba. New York: Harcourt, Brace &
World, 1966.

Lleo. Castro
Tyranny in GuliYor:Frelii-dk A. Praeger,, 1964.

Webb, Robert N. Leaders of Our Time: Series 1. New York:
FrankliniWatts, 1964.

Periodicals

Bingham, June. "Carter, Castro and Reinhold Niebuhr."
Chriptian Century, September 14, 1977, pp. 775-6.

"Castro: Stil Out to Get the U.S." U.S. News & World
Report, May 19, 1980, p. 17.

"Castro's Cuba: 20 More Years of Hard Labor." U.S. News &
World Reulf, October 1, 1979, pp. 24-8.

"Castro's Showpie, , Summit." Time, September 17, 1979, pp.
2-3.

Deming, Angus; Nater, Timothy; and Lars-Erik, Nelson. ,"Test
of Wi13-s:11---Newoweek-F_September 17, 1979, pp. 49-50.

Duncan, Richard. "Interview with Fidel Castro." Tithe,

February 4, 1980, pp. 48-9.

"Fidel Returns." Time, May 28, 1979, p. 29.

"Fidel's Latest Gesture." Newsweek, August 22, 1977, p. 43.

Gelman, David. "JFK, Castro--and Controversy." Newsweek,
July 18, 1977, p. 85.

"It's Carter vs. Castro." Time, June 26, 1978, p. 30.

McGovern, George. "Talk with Castro." New York Times
Magazine, March 13, 1977, p. 20.

"Peopld." Time, October 2, 1978, p. 89.

"Rebel's Eousing Return." Time, October 22, 1979, pp. 44-5.

Reston, James. "Cas:.ro's Changing Cuba." Reader's Digest,
January 1976, pp. "(2-6.

"Sentimental Journey." Newsweek, May 28, 1979, p. 57.

Strasser, Steven, and Agrest, Susan. "This Time, No Chickens."
Newsweek, October 2, 1979, pp. 60.

159
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"The, Two Faces of Fidel Castro." National Review, April 30,

\1976, PP. 442-4.

"What Today's Cuba Is Like*" Newsweek, May 26, 1980, p. 32.

Willenson, Kim, and Sullivan, Scott. "Another Fresh Start."

Newsweek, March 114, 1977, pp. 33-4.

Multi -Media

Central America and the Caribbean (Filmstrip). Chicago:

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational, Corp., 1972,

6 rolls, col., with 6 cassettes and teacher's guide.

*International Portrait Gallerx (Filmitrip). j)etroit: Gale

Research Company, 1966, 2,000 portraits (approx.),

b&w, 8a x 11 in., alphabetized in folders.

World War II (Filmstrip). New York: American Heritage,

' 1972, 5 rolls, col., with 5 cassettes and teacher's

guide.
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Peter forges with his own hands a quantity of

iron in bar.

PETER the Great, defirous of forming

ufefuleftablifhments in his dominions, and of
encouraging. thOfe already exiffing, vifited the

different workthops and manufaaories with

much affiduity. Ar tong others that he vifited

frequently, were the forges of Muller at Mk,

on the road to Kalouga, at ninety wertts dif-

tance from Mofcow. He once paired a whole

month there, during which time, he drank
chalybeate waters ; and after having given due

attention to the affairs of the ftate, which he

never negkaed, he amufed himfelf not only

with tieing and examining every thing in the

molt minute manner, but alto with putting his

hand to the work, and learning the bufinefs of

"a blackfinith. He fucceeded So well, that one

of the laft days of this excurfion he forged

19 3 alone eighteen ponds of iron (the pood is equal

to forty pounds) and put his own particular

mark on each 4. The boyars and other
noble-

PETER THE CREAT 23

noblemen of his fuite were obliged to blow the
bellows, to _fry the fire, to carry coils, and
perform all the other-Aces Of journeymen
blackfiniths.

ti

Some days after, on his return to Mofcow,
he went to fee Verner Muller, bellowed great
praife on his eilablithment, and asked him how
much he gave per pood for iron in bar, furniih-
ed by a mafter blaikfrnith. Three copecks

or an akin,' anfweied Muller. 6 Well then,'
faid the Czar, g I have earned eighteen -altins,

and am come to be ,paid.' Muller imme-
diately opened' his bureau, took out eighteen
ducats, and counting them before the prince,

It is the leaft,' laid he, that can be given
to fuch a workman as Your Majefty.' But

the Emperor refufed them : ake again your
6 ducats,' faid he," and pay me ene ufual price;

I have worked no better than another black-
' fmith; and this will ferve to buy 'me a pair

of shoes, of which I am in great. want.'
At the faint time is ,Majefty filohintwed hi
thole he wore, which had already been Poled,
and flood in need of another repair. He took
the eighteen airins, went dircElly to a Chop,

B 4 bought
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governed successfully through
tts, important as it was for Hitler's
the police rerees throughout the

. Soire hm more v;;I: need :ci to
rcier. This "SOnleithing more was
tisfy :he .averag German worker
e New Order- had to b.: neutral-
-bog. .. Since the trade unions had
biting ,Ger:nan, D mocracy
rtis had seen fit dissolve then:
ich. Deprived of his trade unions,
ht to strike, the laborer was also
ore from one job to another.
nkthroucth high income to :es, as
to sici<nzss. unemployment, and

Lis fashi9n by numerous controls
tly above the subsistence level.
heir minds diverted from 'their
situations. This was done for the

called Strength Through Joy,
ss Clan regimenting a worker's
moments of respite from toil at

rganizers of the scheme once
c attention of the masses from
. . to feed the souls of men
e construction and inner work-
to "feed the souls of men" is

following essay:
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Strength Throug,h Joy: Regimented
Leisure in Nazi Germans-

Students of history are constantly troubled by the problem of how Hitler
managed to Win the confidence of so many ordinary Germans after 1933
when, in the view of most contemporaries outside Germany and many
historians later on, his regime was essentially negative in character. On:
obvious answer is that. contrary to the opinionc of pundits like those just
mentioned. Hitler's state must hew had about it a definite aura of positivlsro
which greatly influenced the average German. Those conternmar!es and la ter
evaluators who thou;l:t Mgative wen: judging it in terms of an
anti-Fascist bias and the fact the Worid War 1: had been launched by Hitler's
minions. Before the outbreak of fir.01:ing in 1(;39. however, 1::e nvcrage man
:11 Ce:In.my hod little notion that %var would : : fro:n titter:no potijes.
For the s,vorking man, job security no doubt played a lare part I:: the
establis!anclIt of a positive attitude toward I litter's "New Order" as the
Fiihrer was able to provide. through a massive prog,rent of public works,
considerable additional employment not previously available in the days of
the Weimar Republic. Moreover. the rearmament of Germany also opened the
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Some chiefs of stateeven some dictatb/rsare rarely seen
in public, and are rarely seen to take an active part in the
day-to-day decision making that is involved in the art of
government. A problem in Cuba is that Fidel Castro may be
seer: too often, and that he not only knows about the daily
decisions of government, but that he seems to make almost
all of them.

But before we get into a discussion of the commanding
role played by this one man in Cuba, perhaps it might be best
to give some background on what you are going to read in
this chapter. For a total of almost six weeks on three separate
trips..vhic would not be enough ,time to learn everything.
but .chick can be enough time to learn a lotwe traveled
through Cuba and visited every m?jor city. We saw whatever

zi6

Cuba; The Revolution in Place a 17

we wanted to see and talked with who giver v:e wanted to
talk, and formed a number of impressions. They are not
presented from the vantage point oreoonomists or sociolo-
gists, nor do they pretend to b : an expert sun:may of all that-

is happening in a very c, oroplex country. :yhich combines

modern revo:utionary development with an ancient colonial
heritage. What follows is simply what we saw and the con-

clwions we dre
Neither of us had been to Cuba beforenot even before

the Revolutibnbut we had both read a great deal of pro-

Castro and anti-Castro literature, we had both traveled ex-

tensively in other countries in Latin Americaand not as
tourists but with the Peace. Corps. We felt and still feel
competent to make judgments and comparisonsnot as
competent, perhaps, as some who have acquired more exper-

tise in technical areas, or as those who have been in Cuba

more often and longer, but competent nonetheless.
To return to the question of Castro's command of the

scene: as our interview indicates, he almost seems to know
everything that is happening on the island and to have a
suggested plan of action for it.

He does know, for example, and is prepared to discuss
with.a casual foreign visitor or aproject engineer the annual

construction rate of schools, housing, factories, and hospi-

tals. He ktiows the number built and being built, their sched-

uled dates fOr conclusion, and the building plans projected
for the next five to ten years. He knows the number of

students at each level of the educational process, is familiar

with the curriculum, knows how many graduated from one

class to the next last year. how many will graduate this year

and in 19zo. and 105. He knows the standards for promotion

from one school to the next and what they will be in the

future.
He knows the monthly water te:nperaturcs'at the f4hing,

1../
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Units of Study Designed for the Learning

Disabled Student in Eighth Grade U.S. History

I. The Problem
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The original title for our project proposal,was taken

from the above paragraph written by a learning disabled (LD)

student. The example illustrates some of the special learn-

ing problems encountered by the teacher working with LD

students: misspellings; handwriting that is not legible; and

test answers that do net make sense.

The student with a disability in reading or writing or

both is restricted in a classroom where reading is used as-

the primary medium for presenting subject content. This

student is limited largely to a skills-building role on his -----

reading level and is not necessarily allowed to 'comprehend

material at his intellectual and interest level. The LD

1'
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.student hasa very real need to know all those things other

students know from being able to read fOr.themselves and he

needs opportunities for successful learning experiences.

Unfortunately, frustration, hyperactivity, Or a short

attention span may cause the LD student to'become disruptive
3

in clast. If the LD student is assigned to a regular class
1

and to a teacher who_is not willing to alter teaching

methods and reading requirementti he will continue as a non-

achiever.

Although sequential instruction,

struction, and programmed materials are discussed in mud' of

the recent literature as procedures for presenting learning

activities to LD students, these methods are more appropri-

ate for use by the LD teacher in the resource room. Our
a

need to teach subject.Ontent, specifically history, to .

eighth grade LD student& is better served by a nonreading

I
parallel alternate` curriculum which uses a variety .of comMu-

nication'vehicles.' An article by Wiseman and Harlwell 1

states that reading is just one mode to learning and. that

watching and listening are also effective ways of allowing

students to learn information at their own-intellectua

level. In the, following .pages we will explain the:vehicles:

we have prepared or located to teach U.S. history tolearn-

ing disabled students in a way they-can best learn:.
4

.

1

D.E. Wiseman and L.K.M. Hartwell, "Poor Reader
Secondary Schools: An Alternative Curriculum," Academi
Therapy 15 (map 1980): 615.

185 .
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II. The Solution

We'developed-and selected materials to be used with

approximately 15 eighth grade LD students in their-U.S.

history class to be taught by a history teacher. All of the

materials are designed to be presented orally as well as in

written form. The subject content in the units of study 1

includes discovery and exploration of the United States and

North America through the Civil War. Special attention,was

given to follow the Anderson Middle Schools' Curriculum

Guide for Social Studies to permit the LD student to learn

established secondary curriculum content. 1

We decided not to use our school system's adopted

eighth grade history textbook, but selected an alternate

textbook from Category 20 on the Indiana social studies

textbook adoption list. We will use Jay Glanzrock's Adven-

tures in Ames rica6 History (Silver Burdett, 1979) in the LD I

,

history clasA. We were able to locate an out-of-print work-
,

book to accompany the text which will emphasize develop=

mental skills, such as sequencing events; comprehending

main ideas; vocabulary; and derstanding concepts.

Although we have not received a reply from the publisher

granting permission to copy the workbook, we included sev-

.eral pages from the workbook in our sample project.

We developed student worksheets for .each chapter

. which will review and emphasize all of the main points.from

the discussion of the chapter. The LD student will complete

each worksheet with the class and the teacher to insure that

answers to questions are correct. The worksheet may be

204
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taken home to study and drill for tests.

Exercises to improve map reading skills are included

with those worksheets for chapters inswhich map studies are

importaftt to the subject content of the chapter. We made

student maps with corresponding teacher transparencies to

help students learn geographic concepts as listed in our

instructional'objectives. (See the sample project.) We

prepared map tests to follow each map study and have con-

structed a United States map relay game. (Refer to the

sample project for the description and rules.)

The Team designed tests to evaluate student Compre-

hension of the material to be,discussed in each chapter and

recorded each test on a cassette tape to be used by the

student who is absent on the day the test is given in class.

In considering the reading and writing problems of the LD

student, we developed multiple choice questions and answers;

short matching questions; and some short answer questions

for which the spelling of any answer usually will appear in

-other places on the test.

We compiled lists of available audio visual materials

for each chapter and listed the enrighbent sources to sup-

plement the chapters. We also located in various other

history texts related primary source material which the

teacher can use in presenting subject content to the LD

class. We reproduced word puzzles or word searches for each

chapter and prepared word lists to accompany the puzzles.

(See the sample project.)

Visual experiences will be basic to our alternate

205
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C)

approach to reading for information gathering, We produced

"Faces and Places" which is a slide set of prominent world

and national figures; places in'the United States to recog-

nize; and events to know. The slides will be used for

introduction, review, and quizzing. In addition, we devel-

oped "Discovery Pit", ascard game which emphasizes facts

about explorers of North America. The game will be used for

a unit review after each exploration set of cards is intro-

duced to the students as the teacher discusses the parti-

cular explorer in class. (Refer to the sample project.)

From various sources of free historical material we

will be receiving pamphlets, brochures, filmstrips, learning

packets, and sheet copies of historical documents to share'

with the students. We are planning to help each LD student

frame an historical document bysing the passe partout

method.

The parallel alternate curriculum that we have\des-

cribed in our solution to-the problem of teaching subject 1

content to LD sbudenti includes oral presentation of the
, 1

textbook, workbook, worksheets, and tests, as well as the

use of films, tapes, filmstrips, and games. To improve and.
.

-evaluate the/effectiveness of these materials developed for

our curriculum we selected several techniques for collecting

information we will need to evaluatelour prect.

III. The Evaluation

. I

Multiple choice or short answer chapter tests will

evaluate whether the student has an 80 percent mastery of

2 '-'O._
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the course content. All tests will be read by the teacher

189

9 .

and students will be given the opportunity to respond orally

to short answer questions. The map tests will require the

student,to write only the number of a place from the map

beside the appropriate name of the place on an answer sheet.

The test scores will account for 50 percent of a student's

'Trade at the end of six weeks.

The student's developmental skills will be evaluated

by grading the student workbook exercises for each chapter.

Thirty percent of the -student's grade will depend On,: his

ability to complete each workbook assignment at an 80 per-
.,

cent evel,of competence. Approximately ten percent of the

student's grade will be4determined by his completing the

worksheet for each chapter.

The map relay game and "Distovery Pit" are designed

to improve and test student skills.. Classroom observation

will evaluate the level of student competency acquired, in

playing the games. Furthermore, classroom observation will

be used to evaluate other student performances, such as the

frequency with which the LD student answers questions cor-

rectly; the degree of independent thinking he uses in class

discussion; and his ability to retell a story. Observa.tions

of feedback from students about their experiences can help

evaluate whether the LD student is relating subject content

to hits world outside the history classroom.

Two other means of evaluation will account for ten

percent of'the student's grade. A notebook of terms and

definitions and class assignmentswill be required for every

207
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LD student. The notebook will bt, evaluated for its organi-

zation as outlined by the teacher. The slide set "Faces and

Places" will. be used with a short matching quiz to evaluate

the LD student's ability to identify peOple and their posi-

tions, places, and events.

The use of reinforcement and reward is an essential

ingredientin maintaining a student's interest in instruc-

A

Ilion:once it has been aroused. We developed a variety of

curriculum related activities and aquultidimensional evalu-

ation ta-;arous,e an interest in the LD student td learn hist- .

ta

ory. We plan to maintain his interest by implementing the

"Bucs" incentive progAm allowing the LD student to accu-
-.

mulate "Bucs" earned by-his successes and using these

"Bucs" to purchase items of his choice. (Refer to the

sample project.)

Finally, we are preparing an attitude measurement

instrument we can' use with the LD student after he completes

one semester of work in;,,this nonreading history class.. Each

LD student in the class will be interviewed individually by

a member of The Team and asked to respond to questions

designed to evaluate whether he enjoys learning history

when it is taught'using the alternative approach we have

outlined.
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U.S. History and the Learning Disabled Student

A Selected Biblibgraphy for Teachers

The literature relating to.learning disabilities (LD)

does not generally treat classrooM teaching techniques for

basic subjects other than mathematics and language arts.

Howdver, the materials listed in this bibliography are, the

sources we found helpful in formulating methods to teach

history to our LD population and in completing student exer-
.

cises and activities.

Article

Breslauer, A.H. and others. "Visual-perceptUal training
prOgram". Academic Therapy 11 (Spring 1976): 321-23.

Brown, Virginia L. "Programs, Materials and Techniques".
Journal of Learnina Disabilities ,9 (June/July) 1976:

338-346.

Wiseman, D.E. and Hartwell,,L.K.M. "Poor Reader in Secondary
Schools: An Alternative Curriculum". Academic Therapy

15 (May 1980): 613-24.

Books

Anderson, Lauriel E. Helping, the Adolescent With the Hidden
Handicap. n.p.4Academic Therapy Publications, 1970.

Aschemeyer, Esther. na Outlines--the United States.
St. Louis: Milliken, 1970.

. MEE UniteeStates, Part I. St. Louis:
Milliken, 1970'.

. Mu Reading: United States, Part II. St. Louis:

Milliken,.1970.

Basini, Eugene.C. Men and Women Who Made America Great.

River Forest7711.: Laidlow Brothers, 1975.
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Berk, Fred A. Fun Activities in American History. Culver
City, Calif.77TRF7Fublications, n.d.

Bidna, David B; Greenberg,, Morris S.; and Spitz, Jerold H.
We the People, a History of the United States of imer-
ica7-rexington,-Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1971.

Bradgon, Henry W.; Coe,--CITIFIes W.; and McCutchen, Samuel P.

A Free People. New York: Macmillan, 1970.

Brown,'Richard C.; Robinson; Wflhelmena S.; and Cunningham,
John T. Man in America. Morristown, N.J.: Silveri

Burdett., 197r.

Drummond, Donald F.; Fraser, Dorothy M.; and Aiweis, Frank.
Five Centuries in America. New York: American Book

Company, 1964.

Eibling, Harold H.; Jackson, Carlton; and Perron, Vito. Two
Centuries of Progress. River Forest, Ill.: Laidlow

Brothers, 1977..

Eibling, Harold H.; King, Fred M.; and Harlow, James. Our

United States. Riier Forest, Laidlow Brothers,

1961.

Farr, Naunerle. Basic History of America Illustrated. West
Haven, Conn.: PenduluniPress

Friedman, F. Louis and Peck,. rra. American Adventures
Program. Vols. 1, 2,3, 4. New York: Scholastic Book

Services, 1971.

Glanzrock, Jay. Adventures in American History. Morristown,
N.J.: Silver Burdett, 1979.

Glanzrock, Naomi. Adventures in American History. Exercise
Manual. Morristown, N.J.: Silver Burdett, 1967.

Graff, Henry F. The Free 'and the Brave. Chicago: Rand

McNally, 1919.1

Green, .Irvin and Leschen, Anne. Ex'plorina and Colonizing
rt.p.: McDonald Publishing Company, 1980.

Learner, Janet W. Children With Learning Disabilities.
Boston: Houghtonifflin, 1976.'

Moehle, E.A. The Civil I. St. Louis: Milliken, 1972.

. The Civil WarII. St. Louis: Milliken, 1973.

. The Nation Divides. St. Louis: Milliken, 1972.

Moehle, E.A.; Mitchell, . The Colonies Move Toward Inde-

pendence,. St. Louis: Milliken, 1971.
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. A New Nation Is Born. St. Louis: Milliken, 1971.

.-The Revolutionary War. St. Louis: Milliken, 1971.

. Westward Expansion. St. Louis; Milliken, 1972.

41 . A Lau Nation allelapp. St. Louis: Milliken,
1972.

Moon, Glenn W. and Clive, Don C. Story_ of Our Land and Peo-
as. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1957.

Pauline, Lawrence J. Our America. Boston: Allyn & Bacon,
1977.

Quillen, I. James and Krlig, Edward. Living in Our America,
Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1956.
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Reed, Valleda Jane. American History in Silhouette. Portland,
Me.: J. Weston Walch, 1972.

Rowan, Ruth, Dinkins. Helping Children with Learning Disabil-
ities'. Nashville:' Parthenon Press, 1977.

Rudolph, Evelyn and Orville. New Geography of the United
States of America. Wilkensburg, Pa:: Hayes School Pub-

IT3Figg'Company, 1949.

Scanagrams: Word Puzzles for World History. Logan, Iowa: The
Perfection Form Company, 1974.

Schwartz, Melvin and O'Connery John R. The New Exploring
American History. New York: Globe Book Company, 1974.

Wood, Leonard C.; Gabriel; Ralph H.; and Biller, Edward L.
America: Its People and Values. New York: Harcourt,

Brace, Jovanovich, 1979.

Curriculum guides

American History, Grades 8-12. Cleveland: Cleveland Heights-
University Heights City School District, 1978.

Anderson Middle Schools' Curriculum Guide for Social Studies.
.Anderson, Ind.: Anderson Community Schools, n.d.

Curriculum Guide and Program Evaluation, Key to Improvement.
Birmingham, Ala.: Jefferson County Board of Education,

1977.
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JunjO'r High Social Studies. Palatine, Iii.: Palatine Commu-

nity Consolidated School District, 1971.

L142 and Globe Skills, Resource Bulletin. Corpus Christi,
Tex.: Corpus Christi Independent School District, 1977.

Survey of American History, Ghade 8. Beloit, Wis.: Beloit
Public Schools, 1973.

Other

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.-"Education of

Handicapped Children." Federal Register 42 , no. 163,

23 August 1977,42474-518.

Project Discription Abstract; Mountain View High School
Demonstration Resource Center. Tempe: Arizona State

University, n.d.
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doals'of Unit of Study

1. To'expect 80 percent mastery of the subject content in

completing workbook assignments and in testing.

2. To motivate the learning disabled (LD) student to learn.

3. To teach skills development in the areas of vocabulary,

comprehension of concepts, acid sequencing of events.

4. To provide an enjoyable learning environment and help

the LD students understand that knowledge enriches their

lives.

ct

Instructional Objectives

Students will be able to:

1. Develop the following map skills: 0

a. designate directions on a map;

b. differentiate among city, state, and country;

c. identify the location of each of the 50 United

States;

d. identify major cities of the U.S. and the world;

e. label the continents and oceans;

f. use a raised relief map to find land forma-

tions;

name and locate major rivers of the U.S.;

h. relate information on a map in the textbook to

a wall map and vice versa;

i. identify the countries,capitals, and languages.

214
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of North America.

2. Identify the time period in htory from pictures of

events, modes of transportation, and costume.

3. Identify selected historical people and prominent

modern world figures from pictures and facts rela-

ted to theilives.

4. Relate.knowledge of historical events in interpret-

ing events happening in the world today.

5, Define and use words and phrases discussed in

class.

6. Develop an understanding of political -parties,

elections, and the legislative process and how it

affects the student's life.

7. Organize class materials and assignments.

215
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WORKSHEET - CHAPTER 2

1. America was named atter a man named

Name

2. _Why was America named after him and not Collunbus?

3. The firs, European to see the Pacific Ocean was

4. He had to cross to get to the Pacific-and he

claimed it for

'5. Part of the crew of
all the way around the world.

6. Magellan found a passage near the tip of South America which we eall

today the

was the first to sail

7. Magellan's voyage was important because

8. The first Indians came to America from

When? How?

9. The. Spanish found gold in large quantities in

and

10. How did the Spanish treat the Indians?

11. was the Spaniard who conquered Mexico.

.

12. Give the name of the Indians who lived in the following places:

(A) Hispahiola'and Cuba . N ,

(B) Iltuerto Rico .
,

(C)-Nucatan (Mexico) ,

(D) Mexico (Central)
, .*

13. Locate Cuba

14. Locate Mexico

15. was the Emperor of the Aztecs.

16; Why was Cortez and his,men at first treated so well by the Aztecs?

17. How was Cortes able to..defeat so many Aztecs with such a small army?

18. Locate Peru

19. The were the Indians who lived in Peru.

This is the first of two pages to illustrate the review purpose

of the worksheet. 213
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. MAP STUDY

USE THE MAP-ON PAGE 291'0 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

WRITE THE 'NAME OF THE PLACE THAT THE NUMBER ON THE MAP STANDS FOR ,

1.'

2.

3.

8.- 'WHICH LINE SHOW5COLUMBUS1 VOYAGE?

5. ------_-_---
6.

7.

199

I

'9: WHICH GROUP OF ISLANDS DID COLUMBUS THINK HE HAD FOUND?

gr. WHICHnHICH GR6UP OF ISLANDsDID'HE ACTUALLY FIND?

11. WHICH LINE SHOWS VESPUCCI'S VOYAGE?

12. WHAT DID HE SAY ABOUT THE LAND HE HAD SEEN?

13. WHAT NAME WAS GIVEN TO THE LAND VESPUCCI FOUND?

USE THE MAP ON PAGE.19 TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:

1. THE FIRST PEOPLE IN AMERICA CAME FROM

2. THE BERING STRAIT IS BETWEEN AND

3. AFTER THE INDIANS CROSSED THE BERING STRAIT TO ALASKA, THE MAIN DIRECTION
THEY TRAVELED WAS

4. GIVE THE DIRECTION FOR EACH OF THE ARROWS:,

1111.10MONIIIII.M1.010.7,VO 011,,11

AISE THE 'MAP ON PAGE 28 FOR THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS:

1, COLORADO TO WYOMING

2. _COLORADO TO NEBRASKA

3. COLORADO TO UTAH

4, COLORADO TO ARIZONA

WYOM$NG cTO UTAH

6 WYOMING TO COLORADO.

7. WYOMING TO NORTH,DAKOTA

*Map skillS worksheet

217 ,
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REVIEW or
CHAPTER 2

conquir

emperor

empire

human sacrifice

Spaniards

to iranslme

wrecked

16 -PT

s.11PLE - Workbook examines

1.

1.

2.

3.

ocabulary skill
CHAPTER VOCABULARY

* v

Draw aline under the correct meaning for each word.

to loseto attackto win

any kinga king who rules many nationsa weak king

different nations controlled by one nationa large nationany place
in South Ainerica

A. having a religionkilling people for the godsbeing very civilized

5. Spanish wordsSpanish'ship'szSpanish people

6. to put_ -words into another language to. speak an Indian languageto
understand manylanguages

.
7. steel swords spears,' and arrowsgold, silver, and jewels

r

t3-*
unhappybrokena ship

2. USING WORDS

Complete these sentences by writing the correct words in the blacks.
Use the words from the Chapter Vocabulary.

i. Montezuma was the -

) of the Aztecs.

2. The Aztecs believed that
.

would make the
sun shine and the corn grow.

3. The Inca was spread over
two thousand miles. (Capitalize the word.)

. 4. After Atahualpa was killed,'it was easy for

the Spaniards to - the Incas.

5. Balboa, Cores, and Pizarro were all
0.

6. The that Spanish
ships carried from Mexico and Peru made Spain
the.richest nation in Europe.

7. Many sailing ships were
by storms.

8.. Could you
this page into Spanish?

*main. idea
. SPAIN IN THE NEW WORLD

st
After each name, there are three statements. Two of them are correct and
one is wrong. Put a check ( 1/) next to the Correct statements and an ` X
nexyci_the wrong one. The first group has been done.

Aznerigo VespUccsi
explored the coast of South America

X was the first person to cioss the Atlantic
_I_ -America was named for him.

2. Vasco de Balboa
crossed Panama

btl discovered the Pacific Ocean
.c. conquered the Aztec Empire
y

From: N. Glanzroclit Adventures in American History.
raerciite manual.

4")I
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1 3. Ferdinand, Magellan
sailed west across the Pacific Ocean

Ib. returned to Spain after his voyage
c , started the first voyage around the world

4. The Caribs
g a _ lived on Puerto Rico and other islands

b. _ gave the Spanish gifts
c The Caribbean Sea is named for them.

5. Hernando Cortes_ conquered the Aztecs
b. _ was killed by the Aztecs
c. _ had guns and cannons for his army

6. The Mayas
a. _ were .a civilized people

V

b. _ lived in the Yucatan peninsula, east of
Mexico
c. livetlAriPtiu

I
7.
a.
b
c.

The Aztecs.
liped in the center of Mexico_ had steel armor and guns_ were a civilized people

8.
a.
;b.

9.
a.
b.
.c.

Tenochtitlan
_ was the city of the Incas
_ was the city of.the Aztecs

is now MeAico City

Montezuma
_ was the emperor of the Aztecs_ told Cortes to come into Mexico_ thought the Spaniards might be gods

10. The Incas
a. _ lived in Panama
b. had gold and silver the Spanish wanted
c. lived in Peru

11. Francisco Pizarro
a, _ freed the Inca emperor_ tricked the Inca emperor
c. _ conquered the Inca Empire

12. Coronado and De Soto
a were looking for seven golden.cities
b. _ explored part of the United States
g. conquered an Indian empire

4.. THE SPANISH EMPIRE
*Underst anding concepts

Answer the following questions.

1. Which is usually largera nation or an

I empire9

12. vHow-toes, a nation make an empir\e? Check

the answer.
a by trading with other nations

Ib. _ by conquering other nations
c _ by exploring new lands

3. Why was it easy for the Spanish to conquer
the Indian nations? Check the answer.
a _L.__ They had bigger armies.
b. _ They were much better fighters.
e. They had horses, guns, and cannons.

4. Which places were in the Spanish Empire?
Check four answers.
a. most of South America

b. _ Central America
c. _ China
d. _ Mexico,
e. _ the Middle East
f. part of the lands now in the United
States

5. What did Spain get from its empire? Check

three answers.
a. treasure d. slaves

b. _ sea captains e. _ merchants
c. _ land

201
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5. VOYAGES AND DISCOVERIES
*Sequencing of events

) I. Which place was discovered first? second?
third? Write the names in order.

2. Which body of water was sailed across first?

second? third? Write the names in order.

Mexico 1st Pacific Ocean 1st

Puerto Rico Atlantic Ocean
2nd 2nd

Peru Strait of Magellan

3rd 3rd

3. Which of the men listed in each pair below arrived first in the New World?
Which arrived second? For each pair, write the names in order.

a. Vespucci 1st

Columbus
2nd

b. Balboa 1st

-"elkin 2nd

c. Pizarro 1st

Balboa
.'2nd

6. ASIA, OR THE NEW WORLD?

Some of these places are in Asia (or near Asia) and some are in the New

World. Write each one in the correct column in the chart.

China East Indies Peru

South America West Indies Philippines

Central America India Panama

Japan Mexico

ASIA THE NEW WORLD.

r
-r

220
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7. IMPORTANT PEOPLE

Here is a lisi.of people you have learned about so far. Which ones did you
learn about in Chapter 1? in Chapter 2? Write each name in the correct
column in the than.

Prince Henry Balboa Magellan Toscanelli Cortes

Vespucci Dias Da Gama Queen Isabella Coronado

CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2

COLUMBUS FINDS A NEW WORLD SPAIN IN THE NEW WORLD

.1111.0

1

)

. 't

.

.

221.

0.

203
.
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i8-PT
TEST-CHAPTER 14

1.- The Louisiana territory is located between

a) the Mississippi River and the Appalachian MOuntains

b) the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains

c) the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean.

2. The U.S. bought the Louisiana territory because of its need for

a) oil
b).more and better farm land
c) the MissiSsippi River

3.- The U.S.. bought Louisiana from

a) -England
b) Stain
c) France

4. The U.S. wired an important seaport when we bought the Louisiana°

territory:

a) Houston
b) New Orleans
c), Quebec

5. Jefferson sent

a) Lewis and Clark
b) Reger.and Sutton
c) Hamilton and Burr

6. The Indian guide who went on this expedition was

a) Squanto
b) Sacajawea
c) Tecumseh

7. -The port of New Orleans was very important to

a) New England merchants
b) western farmers
c) the American Navy

8. Lewis and Clark followed these water'routes through the Louisiana

Territory, except the:

a) -Missouri River
b) Mississippi River
c) Columbia River

The ex:.1:,rations of Lewis and Clark are important because they

a) made maps of the Louisiana territory

b) opened the Southwest for settlement

c) discovered gold

10. Texas won its war of independence from

a) Mexico
b) The U.S.

,C) California .

222 .
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COMPLETION

23. owned California, Texas and New Mexico

24. After. winning 'its independence, became

- known as the "Lone Star Republic'.

25, was a mission where 188 Texans were
killed in their war for independence against Mexico,

*Sample of Chapter 14 test continued

.1
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21.PT
207

Write the number shown on the map for,tne following colonies:

Georgia
Pennsylvania
Rew York.
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Rhode Island;
New Jersey.
Maryland
South Carolina
North Carolina
Delawa're

m) Virginia

'Number 14 on the map is It was owned by

What country owned or claimed the following: (Answer with Spain,

England or France)

(a) Mexico

.(b) Most of Canada

(c) Quebec

(d) Florida

(e). Atlantic Coast 13 Colonies

(f) Mississippi River

25
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:
'FACES IN THE NEWS

QUIZ

It.

1. 4151kff

3.

Hatch the name of the picture on the slide to the names listed below.

2.

PIM I

Use only a letter answer:

"-----_---..

a. Pope John Paul II

d.

kleacander Haig

0. Tip O'Neill

Prince Charles .

5. s e. Francois Mitterrand

PART II

1. a: Sandra O'Connor

2'. b. Nancy Reagan

3. c. Margaret Thatcher
..........

It. d. lady Diana

5. e. Coretta King

, *0

PART III

4

3.. a.

b.

c.

2.

3.

he

George Bush

Anwar Sadat

Menachem Begin .

Jose Lopes Partin°

5. e. The Ayatollah Khiimeini

PART IV

1.

3.

144

5. a

a. Richard Lugar

b. Bud Hillis

c. Ted Kennedy

d. Pierre Trudeau

e. Tom McMahan

227
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SAMPLE OF SOME ?WWII

USING SOURCE MATERIAL

' In a letter to the king of Spain, Coro-
nado wrote about what he found on
his expedition to Quivira:
It was the Lord's pleasure that, after
having journeyed across these deserts

seventy-seven days, I arrived at the
province they call Quivira, to which the

guides were conducting me, andyhere
they had described to me houses of

I stone, with many storiesrand not only

are they not of stope'ibut of straw, but

the people ",-them are as barbarous

as all those whom I have seen -and
passeegefore this; they do not have
Idaks, nor cotton of which to make

these, but use the skins of the cattle
they kill,;.which they tan, because they

are settled among these on a very large

river. They eat the raw flesh ... they

are enemies of one another, but are

all of the same sort of people, and
these at Quivira have the advantage in

the houses they build and in planting

corn. In this province of which the
guides who brought me are natives,

they received me, peaceably, and al-

though they told me when I set out

for it that I could not succeed in see-

ing it all in two months, there are not

more than 25 villages of straw houses

there a.ld in all the rest of the country.

that I saw and leirned about, which

gave their obedience to Your Majesty

and placed themselves under your

royal overlordship:
I remained twenty-five days in this

province of Quivira, so as to see and

O

explore the country and also to find
out whether there was anything be-
yond which could be of service to Your
Majesty, because the guides who had
brought me had given me an account
of other provinces beyond this. And
what I am sure of is -that there is not
any gold nor any other metal in all
that country, and the other things of
-which they had told me are 'nothing
but little villages, and in many of these
they do not plant anything and do not
have any houses except of skins and
sticks,' and they wander around with
the cows Ibuffalol; so that the account
they gave me was false, because they
wanted- to persuade me to go there
with the whole force, believing that as
the way was through such upinhabited
deserts, and from the I4 .; of water,
they would .get us where we and our
horses would die of hunger. And the

guides confessed this, and said they
had done it by the advice and orders of
the natives of these provinces.

Why do you think Coronado called the
native' people "barbarous"? Do you
agree? Why or why not? Do you think
the king was pleased with this report?
Describe the king's probable reactions.

A sad return. After many Months of fruit-
less wandering, Coronado headed back to
Mexico In 1542 he and a tattered band
of followersprobably less than a hun-
dredfinally reached Mexico City. They
had found no gold. Coronado himself
was broken in spirit,and body, a far cry
from the bold, confident conquistador
who had set forth two years before in,
golden armor.

Coronado's troubles were not over. Ugly
stories were told that he had mismanaged
the expedition, and he was brought to
trial. Though he was found not guilty, the
trial did nothing to restore his standing:
He died-a few ears later, a bitter and for-

1

1
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SUBJECT North America countries, capitols, and languages

SAMPLE TRANSP,IRE21CY
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SAMPLE

ACROSS

. 26PT
4

PUNISHMENT IN THE COLONIES

Word pussle t Chapter 4
n

1. The ducking was used for scolds.

2. Instrument of punishment with holes

for *head and hands
6. Mary times a man who committed a

serious crime had his ears

off.

7. It was considered .a to break

the Sabbath.
8. were often adilnistered

to those guilty of a crime.

11. 4 serious offense.

Ftom:

I

1.

3.
4.

5.

9.

10.

DOWN

Wooden frame with holes to confine
legs and hands of those guilty

-of a crime
Ruleestiblished by authority
A person supposed to hirn others

by means of magic -

For major crimes a person might
be sentenced to

in Ehgland W*3. eXr

tremely harsh and often unfair.

Something wicked or sinful

j..Valleda, American History in Silhouette.

c.
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Object of Game:

28-PT

The object of Discovery Pit is to match discoveries,

events, and/or places with Magellan, Cortes, Pizarro,iColum-

bus, The East, LaSalle, DeSoto, DeLeon, Ericson, NaOlain,
DaGama, Coronado, DeVaca, Aztecs, Cartier, Marquette and

Joliet, and Balboa by trading cards with other players.

Playing the Game:

Discovery Pit can be played by seven or eight players.

There are four cards in each set. If seven play, use only

.14 complete sets and if eight play,, use the complete deck.

To play, place the trading bell in the center of the

table and select one player to shuffle the deck and deal .

all the cards appropriate for the number playing. The

dealer should allOw the players 15 seconds tp sort their

cards and decide which explorer's Places and discoveries to

collect.

When the cards( have been sorted, the dealer strikes

the-bell and "exploration" begins. Any player may trade

'cards with other players. To trade, the player take-s from

his hand one to three cards, holds th-e card(s) out so the

face of the card does not show and calls out, "Trade one!

one! one! one! or two! two! two! two!, etc." dependinf: on

the number of cards being traded.

If a player wishes to exch&ige a card(s) with another

player, he must call in return, "One! one! one! one!,,

etc." and trade an equal number of cards with that player.

"Exploration" continues until one player discovers

all of the related cards in two exploration sets and calls

out "Pizarro! and Coronado!" (or whatever the combination)

and rings the bell. The player then scores the amount

.marked on the explorers' face cards. When a "discovery" is

made, all the cards are reshuffled and dealt by the last

winner and another game is played. The player reaching

200 points first wins.

9
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Amerigo Vespucci and Brule

Players should note the values and penalties attached

to Vespucci and Brulo.: If a player holds the Vespucci or
the,Brule card when another player makes his discoveries

44, that player loses 20 points from his score. If he, has both

cards he is penalized 40-points.

Don't forget it is dangerous to Mad onto the Brule

card. Pass it on to another player as soon as possible.

If a player holds the Amerigo Vespucci card, he can

make his discovery with only three other cards of a set'.

If the player who wins gets all, four cards in each of two
exploration sets plus the Vespucci card; he may add 20

pqnts to his score.

Columbus

If theminhing player holds both of the Columbus explor-
ation sets his score is doubled.

4
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SAMPLE
30PT

"DISCOVERY PIT"

Exploration sets from the card game

Columbus'

rcnochtflan.

Columbus

RULED BY THE AZTECS
MONTEZUMA_ 20

...ztecs itZteCS
.1 r.

Columbus
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"DISCOVERY' PIT" continued

yeti t i tetwiti
yls miii clues.

r

\.\,t

"47 '71C

:.DEFEATED

Es`i' CORTES

Aztecs

P41 I,c4E.0 -.

,EATEN,
BY INDIANS

Penalty card

217

Aztecs

AM ERIC; 0

\*P-ePit-s re I

Free card
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U.S,NAP RELAY

or

Every place you.'ve always wanted to go,
but didn't know how to get thei-e

'Explanationof Game Board

The game board is a portable 4!X8' bulletin board on
which an outline map of the states of the United States
(including Alaska and Hawaii) has been painted. Holes have
been drilled in each. state Outline and on the sites of major
cities, rivers and the Great Lakes. Cards used in the game
have. the names of, the states, cities, rivers and lakes that

are, drawn .or marked on the map. The cards, for the rivers
and Ilkes have been color coded in yellow, states 'in pink,

:add cities green..

. Object Of,theGame

The class is divided into two relay teams; each team

being given half the cards. Each player will receive five
golf tees before the relay begins. At the sound of the
bell, the first player on each team draws five cards each.
Then they must locate and place a golf tee on the board for
each card drawn within 30 seconds. At the end of 30
seconds the bell is sounded. If all five cards have not
been used, the player must gi've the unused cards to the
next player on his team. This player, then, must draw from
the'deck to make five cards"in his hand. Each player must'.
have five cards as he begins his turn. This continues until

'one team has used all its cards. The team who finishes
first receives 50 points. The cards are shuffled, divided
again into two decks and play is continued until 200 points

are reached or another designated number of points.

:1
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ENRICHMENT

CHAPTER 14

* BASIC HISTORY OF AMERICA ILLUSTRATED

VOLUME IV AMERICANS MOVE WESTWARD

219

PAGES 2
PAGES 5
PAGES 4

VOLUME V BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR

TEXAS WAR WITH MEXICO PAGES 6 18

MORMONS SETTLE UTAH PAGES 19 --28

WAR WITH'MEXICO PAGES 29 - -:30

AMERICAN ADVENTURES.PROGRAM

VOLUME 1 A NATION CONCEIVED AND DEDICATED

PAGES 121 129

. . .

*Students will use wireless' headsets to listen to the tapes which

accompany these illustrated Woks.

237
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AVAILABLE AUDIO- VISUAL MATERIALS

CHAPTER 2 - SPANISH EXPLORATIONS

1. CORTES AND THE LEGEND 2 REELS (52 C) . ERRC

2, INDIAN INFLUENCES IN THE U.S. (11 C) ERRC

3. WOUND INDIANS (11 C) ERRC

4. THE NAVAJOS - CHILDREN OF THE GODS (20 C) )puBLIc LIBRARN,

5. TALKING HANDS (20 C) PUBLIC LIBRARY 1

6, NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN LEGENDS (21C) ERRC

7. -BOY OFa:NAVAi0 . (11 C) ERRC

8, INDIAN BOY OF THE SOUTHWEST (15 C)

9. NAVAJO COUNTRY. (10 C) ERRC

10.. SPANISH COLONIAL FAMILY OF THE SOUTHWEST (14 C) ERRC-

11. VIVA, THE VALIANT FORT' (ST. AUGUSTINE) (22 B&W) PUBLIC LIBRARY

12... AN INTRODUCTION TO THE INDIANS OFAMERICA sEr.- souND) "SSM§

.(k) INDIANS OF. THE SOUTHWEST_

(B) . WOODLAND INDIANS

. 13; MIDDLE AMERICA BEFORE CORTES . (SOUND STRIP) SSMS

14. SOUTH AMERICA BEFORE PIZARRO (souND STRIP) SSMS

15. .THE FIRST EUROPEANS IN THE AMERICAS '(SOUND STRIP) SSMS

16. THE RECENT PAST (SOUND STRIP) SSMS

ERRC
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35PT

BUGI BOOKS

Explanation: Each student
BOOKS ". (Our

A deposit is

to the folio
Test scores: 100=10bucs

90-99= 8bucs
80-89= 6buca

70-79= libucs
60-.= 2bucs

is given a check book we call "BUC$
school mascotis the Buccaneer.)
made in their book each week according

lorgksheet completed = 5 bucs
Being in seat with book, notebook,
pencil, and ready to work at bell
time = 1 buc

221

NATIONAL BAI

Prizes can be bought when a student has accumulated enough bucs to buy

the prize he wants. Exchange rate: 10 bucs to $1.00 value.

(Prizes can be donated by local buainesses, civic organizations, etc.)
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ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT

HE TEACHER

1. My teacher gives directions that

are easy to understand ANIA
. My teacher does everything

possible to help me learn.

IALWAYS ALMOST
ALWAYS

SOMETLME.S.6 SELDOM NEVER

.-10=1111.,.

. My teacher listens tOland Under-
stands what I m saying.

HE:COURSE

1. This course'is ( fun for Me.

. I would like iro tel.:6 another

class taught like this class.

ESTS iND ASSIGNMENTS

1. -The tests do not allOw me to
Show how much I know..

I would like to have hoMework
in this, course.

EDIA & GAMES

1.. The films & filmstrips are a
waste of time..

The Card and-Map Games make
learning easier.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NO DISAGREE
OPINION

. STROM'
DISAGR1

ELF. RATING

1. I like history better than.I did
when school started this year.

. I am-more interested in current
events because of this class.
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America's Industrialization:

The Gilded Age (1876-1910)

(A Social Studies/Language Arts Reserch Report)

,Rebecca Replogle /Joy R. VonBlon

Heritage Miadle School

'Middlebury, Indiana

"Libraries, Librarians, and Secondary School Teachers"

N.E.H. Workshop

Ball State University

Muncie, Indiana

Summer 1981
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THE NEED FOR THE PROJECT

During the 1980-81 school year, the LanguageArts and Social Studies

staffs attempted an interdisciplinary research unit for eighth grade

American History. The time period chosen was post -Reconstrucacn to

pre-World War I (approximately 15U- 1910). Many problems immediately

became evident and continued to multiply as the project progressed.

The first problem was the library. Eight classes (210 students)

converged simultaneously upon the library. The librarian was not

infOrmed of the specific content or timetable until the morning the project

began., On inspection,. resources appeared extremely limited for even one

4 class. Also, the students either needed reinforcement or totally lacked

the proper researching skills to find appropriate information.

,
.Social Studies teachers also, found some weaknesses in their topics

and material. The students had little, if any, prior contact with the

time period. 'Hence, they had no grasp of a unifying theme or even basic

vocabulary to carry out the research intelligently. Another problem arose

when it was found that the topic-list was not mnordinated with the

available resources. inch midpoint "juggling" was needed to help the

student meet the requirements. Finally, the slow reader was often

allowed to chnose a topic that was only found in books written on an upper

high'schdol or college reading level. This student was totally last.

The Language Arts teacher's were equally handicapped by an ignorance of

the subject matter. Consequently,' they were unable to help on much of the

research, a real problem since research was being supervised by them.

The general attitudes among the staff were frustration and irritation.

The students were confused and, needless to say, found the research project

tedious end pointless.

24')
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Since the project was to Ile repeated as an annual part of\ the curriculum,

it obviously had to be retooled. The Language Arts staff, the 'Social Studies

staff, and the librarian came up with the following objectives for the

summer workshop:

1. clear research project goals

2. clear objectives for student learning

3. daily plan of process
4. 'available sources with a correlated list of topics\

5. evaluative materials

THE PROJECT

Goals and Objectives

It became obvious that goals and objectives for this project must be

broken down into four levels: Language Arts, Social Studies, Library and

Staff. ThYs, the following organization:

Language Arts

This project is. inal sequence of a three year plan to teach

research and report writing skills to Heritage Middle School students. IA

aplso is the final sequence of three interdisciplinary units teaming the

Language Arts staff with staff of another area of study in the school.

Students, therefore, have started with a one paragraph report for

Expressive Arts classes in sixth grade, progressed to a 1-2 page report for

Science classes, and concluded with a 2-3 page report for Social Studies

Objectives:

1. Reinforce report writing skills

a. topic sentence
b. note-taking
c. organizing and outlining

2. Reinforce grammar skills
a. spelling

b. capitalization
c. punctuation
d. sentence structure
e. proofreading

243
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3. Introduce further report writing skills

a. footnoting

b. bibliography

Social Studies

Between 1865 snd 1900, America experienced a painful, yet trulyamazing

stage in its evolution. This eraid 'rapid change in technological, economic,

and social conditions is ofteh entitled the Gilded Age. This is an

appropriate term since it conveys the idea of a glittering exterior disguising

a dark,canlovely center. The new technology provided vast amounts of wealth

to an isolated few, while it force filthy, inhuman conditions on manyMOre.

The incongruj4 of this industrial revolution is the main theme of this

unit:

Objectives:
,,-

1. 'Introduce research as:a tool of the historian

2: Introduce numerous.and varied sources available for research

3.' Uhderstand the general theme of the title period
. ,

4: Become an "expert" on one area and/or person of the era

/
.

.

/ Library
/ ,

,---'' We are becoming increasingly dependent on information of all types to

survive modern life. Technological grins and the increasing complexity of

ideas wake it imperative that our children learn focused and systematic

methods for finding this information. This project is an effort to

encourage use of the library-as an information gaphering agency.

Objectives:

1. Reinforce skills

a. alphabetizing

b. card catalogue
2 2. Introduce skills

a. search strategy

b. index use

c. bibliography

Staff

A well-prepared staff makes for a smoothly running project. Cooperation

214
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among teachers also makes the unit more effective in instructing the ptudent.

Objectives:

41., Teaming .

'a. planning
b. facilities

L Daily plan, specifying duties of each teacher

Daily Plan of Process

The included daily schedule hopefully will remedy many of the problems

of the prior attempt. It will place the burden of research supervision on

the Social Studies teachers, facilitating content or cross-referencing

problems. 'The Language Arts teachers will provide Language Arts/Library

skills introduction and reinforcement in their classroom time. This will

relieve the library'of half the number of students and the librarian of

-total' responsibility for information gathering. It will also provide for

systematic, rather than haphazard instruction (See Appendix Index).

Student Requirements for the Project

2-3 page handwritten report (3 drafts)

-topic sentence
-1 quotation, footnoted
-bibliography
-proofreading checklist'

100 point total for Language Arts; 50 point total for Social Studies.

The second and third drafts must be written in cursive and cover only one

side of the paper: This third draft should also be in ink.

Available Sources and Topic List

Through theuse.of the Bracken Library and various other Ball State

op

facilities, a surprisingly large list of sources ano topics was compiled.

Equally surprising was the amount of material already available in the

library. The other books listed will be borrowed from either corporation

libraries or other schools and colleges' through ALSA 2.
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To help make re's arch more interesting to the Students, many primary

sources were copied and laminated to ensure long-life. These primary'
ry

sources include such things as:

newspaper accounts of important events

political maps
testimony before government committees

personal reminiscences
political speeches
government and other historical documents,

Also,.to make students aware of the varioulksources used in historical

research, many different types of media have been placed in the bibliography.

The topics for the research unit also became more numerous and hopefully

more interesting. Such things as out/6s, sports, and fashions help increase

the appeal of the information (See-Appendix Index for samples).

Evaluation of the Project

Good evaluation examines the students` achievement of the prescribed

goals and objectives. It also should be multidimensional to give a valid,

overall view of the effectiveness of the project.* (Frank Spa\zo, Ball State

university) We have thus organized our evaluative instruments accotding to

the organization of our goals.

Language Arts

1. Everyday worksheets, measuring skill progreSs

2. FinishelySper, measuring skill accomplishment

3. Further Writing samples, measuring skill retention

Social Studies

I. Finished paper, measuring the extent of research and understanding

.2. Class discussion day, measuring enthusiasm and understanding

3. Attitude Survey, measuring students' concept of learning and

enjoyment (to be included in library post-test)

Library

1: Skills pre-test

2. Skills post-test

3. Personal observation of project flow and change in post-project

attitude
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Staff

1. Personal observations

2. Individual staff meetings

3. Interdepartmental meeting

'These evaluatiOns will bp used as summative for the students and formative

for the'project.

Additions to the Project

229

During the course of the project, a couple of additions seemed appropriate.

Both have to do with ability grouping. The first deals with the slow learner

and/or poor readff. These students are often severely handicapped by this

type of project. Consequently, we have found two ways of easing their problem.

The first solution is to include lower reading level books and multimedia

presentations in our bibliography. Thus, the student may also use photographic

and audio sources. The second solution is to designate on the teachers' list

of topics pose which have lower reading level material available. Here

again, the student can be encouraged to choose one of these.

The second addition to the project meets the need of those students who

enjoy academic challenge. For these students an independent, outside school

project will be planned. Their research projects will center on local

history. These students will be_transportell to local libraiies, museums, etc.
4

To qualify for this program, the student must go through an application

procedure (See Appendix Index).

We feel these additiOns fill a need in our program and make this unit

more effective in instructing special groUPs of students.

FINAL COMMENTS

ple following pages include samplings of this project. Most of them

have beed mentioned in the previoub pages. We have also chosen to include

some handout materials on repOrt writing that we have developed because

they may be of value to others.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REFERENCE TOOLS USED

Adams, James Truslow, Ed. Dictionary of American History.
Index Volume. New York: Scribner, 1961.

Boardman: Fon 111., Jr. America and the Gilded Aae, 1876-
1900. New York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc., 1972.

Bremner, Robert H. American Social History Since 1860.
,New York: Appleton, 1971.

Children's Catalog. 13th. Ed. New York: H. W. Wilson,
1976.

The Growth of the American Republic. Vol. II. New York:
Oxford University Presso 1962.

Hayes Editorial Dept. A Student's Guide on How to Use a
Library. U.S.A.: Hayes School Publishing Co.,
Inc., 1972.

Hoover, Dwight W. A Teacher's Guide to American Urban
History. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1971.

Indianapolis Public Schools. Annotated Bibliography for
High Interest and Low Vocabulary Students.
Indianapolis: Indianapolis Public Schools, 1954.

Ireland, Norma 0. Historical Biographies for Junior and
Senior High Schools. Philadelphia: McKinley, 1933.

Junior High School Library Catalog. 4th. Ed. New York:

H. W. Wilson, 1980.

Katz, William L. and Jacqueline. 1112191.ELOusWay. New

York: Dial, 1975.

Lockwood, Debora
Westport,

Metzner, Seymour.
New York:

L. Library Instruction: a Bibliography.
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1979.

American History in Juvenile Books.
H. W. Wilson, 1966.

Mountz, Louise. Biographies for Junior High: A List

ofaioera Urbana,
rrli.i7-1o1---ofTeachers of
English, n.d.
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N.A.I.S. Books for Secondary School Libraries. New
York: R. R. Bowker, 1976.

N.C.T.E. Adventuring With Books. Urbana, Illinois:
National Council of Teacher of English, 1977.

. High Interest - Easy Reading for Junior and
Senior High Students. Urbana, Illinois:
National Council of TeaCtiers of English, n.d.

. Leisure Reading for Grades 7, 8, & 9.
Chicago: National Council of,Teachers of
English, 1932.

Senior High School Library Catalog. 11th. Ed. New
York: H. W. Wilson, 1977.

Silverman, J. Index to Collective Biographies for
Young Readers. New York: R. R. Bowker, 1979.

Stanius, Ellen J. Index to Short Biographies for
Elementary and Junior High Grades. New Jersey:
Scarecrow, 1971.

Toser, Marie A. Library Manual. 6th. Ed. New York:
H. W. Wilson, 1964.

Uelken, Marion L. Guidebook 'Ior Teaching Library
Skills; Using the School Library. Book 4.
Minneapolis: T. S. Denison, 1967.
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APPENDIX INDEX

Bibliography, sample ii-iii

Biography,',how-to-research vii

Biography, topic list sample iv-vi

Daily Plan i

Libraries, Elkhart County xvi

Library skills, pre-test/answer sheet xii-xiii

Local history project xv

Mac, election of 1876 ix

Museums, Elkhart County xvi

Newspaper, sample (New York Times) xi

Notecard, sample viii

Proofreading checklist, sample viii

Speech, sample (Bryan's "Cross of Gold")

Survey, attitude xiv

Topic list, see Biography



Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Monday

Tue'Sday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

DAILY PLAN

_Social Studies

Introduce unit
Filmstrip/Large Group

Topical Overview
Discuss Different
Categories

Choose topic
Write topic sentence

Research ,

Research

Research

Research

Research'

Research

Discussion Day

233

Language Arts

Library Pre-test
Alphabetizing/Card Catalogue

Indexing
Bibliographical Style

Search Strategy/Large Group

Note-taking

Quotations /Footnoting

Outlining

Writing First Draft

Proofreading

Bibliography

Writing the Final Draft
Library Post - test /Survey

Next Week Move to next topic Finish writing
Grade & recopy

aifcises for each of the skills will be provided by the

Language Arts teachers, supplying, each child with the same

knowledge.

Moie specific deadlines will be determined in an interdepart-

mental meeting.

25-a-
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SAMPLE BIBLIOGRAPHY

These are just a.few sample entries from a bibliography
of approximately 950 items, representing references for
at least three sources on every topic .

BOOKS

Adams, James Truslow, Ed. Dictionary of American
Histo-t, New York: NaTEar, 1961.

Adams, Russell L. Great Ne roes Past and Present.
Chicago: Afro-Am Pub. Co., 196 .

American Heritage. The Nineties. New York: American
Heritage, 1967.

Clarke, Mary Stetson. Bloomers and Ballots: Elizabeth
Cady Stanton andWagerirg'Mhts. New York:
Viking Press, 1972.

Haber, Louise. Black Pioneers of Science and Invention.
New York: Harcourt, 1970.

Josephson, Matthew. The Robber Barons: The Great
American Capita fists, 8 1 -190 New Yor :

, Harcourt, 1962.

National Geographic. The World of the American Indian.
Washington, D.C.: National Geographic, 1.974.

Nevin, David. The Expressmen. Alexandria, VA: Time-
Life, 1974.

Ogburn, Charlton. Railroads: The Great American
Adventure. Washington, D.C.: National Geographic,,
1977.

Phillips, Clifton J. Indiana in Transition. Indiana:
.
Indiana Historical Bureau and Indiana Historical .
Society, 1968.

Riis, Jacob, Ed. The Children of the Poor. New York:
Scribner's, 1892.

Robinson, W. L. The Grange--1867-1967. Washington,
D.C.: The National Grange, 1966.
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Stone, Irving. Thex Also Ran; the Story of the Men Who
Were Defeated for the Presidency.. Garden City,
ff7Y777561.

Webb, Mary G. Famous Living Americans. New York: Webb,
1914.

Weisberger, Bernard A. and American Heritage Editors.
% Captains of Industry. New York: Harper, 1966.

PAMPHLET

"The Wri,jht Brothers." Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution.

PERIODICALS

"American Independence: A Complete Century of Trial,"
The New York Times, 4 July 1876, Section 1,
p.- Al.

Hall, Alice J. "Buffalo Bill and the Enduring West."
National Geographic, July 1981, pp. 76-103.

Morris, E. "Saga of Teddy (Roosevelt)." Newsweek,
August 6, 1979, pp. 34-43.

Root, A- I. "After a Thousand Experiments, Two Boys Sail
Like a Bird; Excerpt from TialE!Wright lirodaprs:
Jieirs of Prometheus." Science Digest, September
1979, pp. 62-67.

AUDIOVISUALS

"18th. and 19th. Century Tools and Implements"
[4 Slide Set). Washington, D.C.: National
Gallery of Art.

"Industrialization," Parts 1, 2, 3 Ei two-inch Video
Cassette set, 30 min. each). Denver, Colorado:
KRMA-TV, Denver Public Schools.

"Labor Unions" Ei Transpaiency set of ,10. San Jose,
CA: Lansford Publishing Co., 1971.

"The Women's Movement--The Suffragettes" 6 Filmstrip,
86 frame4). Pleasantville, N.Y.: Audio-Visual
Narrative Arts.
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TOPIC LIST BIOGRAPHY

Henry Adams - a writer against technology
* Jane Addams - the Hull House experiment
Susan S Anthony - the rights of women
Philip D. Armour - the meatpackiftg business
J. J. Astor - the luxury hotel owner
Chester A. Arthur - the unexpected ,presidency

* Phineas T. Barnum circus man
Clara Barton - founder of the Red Cross

* Alexander Graham Bell -.inventor of the telephone?

' Billy the Kid - an outlaw of the West
-*Lucy Stone Blackwell - women's suffrage
J. G. Blaine - presidential nominee
J. G. Blaine 7. corruption in government

* Nellie Bly - newspaper report extraordinaire
Boss Tweed - political corruption in New York City
Lizzie Borden - murderess or victim?
William Jennings Bryan - the silver movement
William Jennings Bryan - voice of the common 'man
Luther Burbank - horticulture genius

Andrew Carnegie - immigrant to millionaire
Andrew Carnegie - philanthropist
Andrew Carnegie - the steel industry
Andrew Carnegie - help to the libraries

* George Washington Carver - making more than just peanuts

Mary Casatt - impressionistic artist
Carrie Chapman Catt - women's suffrage and peace

Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) - humorist
Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) - life on the Mississippi

Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) - social commentator
Grover Cleveland - double president

* William Cody'(Buffalo Bill) - show of the West

George M. Cohan - Yankee Doodle Dandy
Jay Cooke - banking czar
Stephen Crane - The Red Badge of Courage

* Crazy Horse - Indian in rebellion
General George A. Custer - general or politician?

Eugene V. Debs - fight for humane working conditions

Emily Dickenson - poet in an ivory tower
Ignatius bonelly - populism and farmers
Daniel Drew - railroad man
W.E.B. DuBois - black man, fight back!
George EastMan - the development of photography
Mary Maker Eddy - the Christian Scientist Movement

* Thomas Edison - the electric light
* Thomas Edison - the phonograph
* Thomas Edison - moving pictures
* Thomas Edison - inventor
* Henry Ford - mass production
* Henry Ford - development of the car for everyone

James A. Garfield - assassination of a president

25 4
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(Biography continued)

* Geronimo - Indian leader
Samuel Gompers - American Federation of Labor
Jay Gould - railroad baron
Mark Hanna - man behind the presidency (McKi nley)

Benjamin Harrison - Hoosier President
Benjamin Harrison - business legislation (silver/trusts)
Rutherford B. Hayes - president elected for reform
William Randolph Hearst - the newspaper baron
Oliver-Wendell Holmes, Jr. - judge
Elias Howe - sewing machine
Williams Dean Howells - author
Henry James*- author

* Jesse James - outlaw leader,,,
Casey Jones - engineer and fblk hero

* Chief Joseph (Nez Perce) - leader in face of death
Mary Ellen Leate - the populist movement
Cyrus McCormick - improved farm equipment
Dwight L. Moody - evangelist
J. Pierpont!Morgan - railroad baron

* Samuel Morse - telegraph messages
* Annie Oakley - girl with a gun
Joseph Pulitzer - newspaper crusader'

* Railroad Barons - Leland Stanford
Collis P. Huntington
James J. Hill'
Edward H. Harriman '

Jacob A. Riis - documentor of the poor-
* James Whitcomb Riley - Hoosier poet

John D. Rockefeller - Standard Oil
John D. Rockefeller - trusts and unfair competition
John D. Rockefeller - philanthropist

* Theodore Roosevelt - author.
* TheodorelRoosevelt - cowboy
* Theodore Roosevelt' - politician
* Theodore Roosevelt - president
* Sitting Bull - chief of the Sioux
John Philip Sousa - master of the march

* Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton - women's rights
John L. Sullivan - boxing champion
Gustavus F. Swift - meatpacking
William H. Sylvis labor. movement
William H. Taft - popular preOdent

* Samuel J. Tilden - crusader against corruption
* Samuel J. Tilden - loser in confused election
Tweed Ring - corruption in government (see TammapyHall)
Cornelius Vanderbilt - railroad baron
VanderbiLts - riches to burn
Booker T. Washington - blacks, play along
Booker T. Washington - Tuskegee Institute

* James ,Watt - steam engine
Walt ,Whitman - American poet of democracy
Eli Whitney - interchangeable parts
Eli Whitney.- cotton gin

O
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Frances E. Willard - temperance -.leader
Frank Lloyd Wright - architect

*Orville and Wilbur Wright - first air travel

Collected Biographies

Presidents between 1876-1908`
Women's Rights Leaders

* Indian Leaders
* Black Leaders
* Outlaws
Rough. Riders

Other topic lists include the following headings:

INVENTIONS
ECONOMICS/LEGISLATION/BUSINESS
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
SOCIAL PASTIMS
EVENTS

(A how-to-write-a-report on each of the other topics

is available also.)
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Researching a Biography Report

Research is organized search fcir information. You
are trying to gath r Information and tell others about what
you have learned. Aoviously, you must makd sense and back.0
your statements with facts and Opinions of qualified peop e.
The following is a gu e-to where to start researching and
the steps to follow.

First source:
1,

I don't know who this is (or even if you 'do!) Then go to
an encyclopedia or biographical encyclopedia and find out!

,Unaerstandl Then take down (in your own words) important
facts and ideas.

Second source:

How does this erson relate to the time period? Find a more
speci is book that traces this person in tie time period.
This might be a history textbook or a biography (or collection

of short biographies).

Third source:

What else is important? What did others think about him/her?
What did he/she have to say about his/her life or times?
What contributions did he/she make? Look into other sources:

Other books
filmstrips
slides
magazine articles
speechs

testimony before gov't. committees
newspapers
videotapes
transparencies

Answer these questions at the very least:

full name
place(s) lived
mother/father - name/occupation
brother(s)/sister(s) - name/important influences
important events during lifetime
contributions:

what?
when?
where?
why?
value to tohers?
how does it reflect time period?.

Don't forget a quotation. It can either by by,or about your

person. Take it down word for word and put quotation marks

around it. .

257
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These are examples of the type
of notecards and proofreading
checklists we provide the.
student. We also provide
sheets and worksheets on
bibliography, footnoting,
outlining, and researching.

q1MM

Author

Title

Place Published

Publishing Co.

(Vol. No.)
ferN/NIMNS

Copyright date. Page. No.

4

Proofreading Cnecklist Name

Yours . LA SS

Form:
written in cursive

---EF531'sW..Ateaaerde
written on one side of-paper -

---E3FElijic sentence
hae footnote
has bibliorah

Grammar:
checked spelling
checked for.needed capital letters
checked unctuation (-riods commas, etc.) .

underlined or:use. or t t es
Sentence Structure:

no fragments (parts _of sentences)
no run-ons (more than one sentence hooked togetherr
not lots of "ands" -



PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
1876

Republican

as Tdden. Dooloorzt

No *burns. un:citied. etc

2 5 3'
YJ

2 (3
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[62.] "You Shall Not Crucify Mankind'
Upon a Crosse of Gold"

William Jennings Bryan cases debate on the adoption of the
r8g6 Democratic platform and earns himself the nomination.
[William Jennings Bryan, The First Battle: A Story of the
Campaign of .r8g6 (Chicago:` W. B. Conkey Company, 1896),
pp. 204-6.]

And now, my friends, let me come to the paramount issue. If they ask
us why it is that we say more on the money question than we say upon
the tariff question, I reply that, if protection has slain its thousands, the
gold standard has slain its tens of thousands. If tlKy ask us why we do not
embody in our platform all the things that we believe in, we reply that
when we have restored the money of the Constitt.tioa all other necessary
reforms will be possible , but that until this is done there is no other re-
form that can be accomplished.

Hoogenhoom, Ari and Hoogenboomt Olive. The
Gilded Age. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:

laommolow
Prentice-Sall, Inc., 1967.

Mr. Carlisle said in 1878 that this was a struggle between "the idle hold-
ers of idle capital" and "the struggling masses, wliO produce the, wealth and
pay the taxes of the country ;" and, my friends, the question we are to.
decide is: Upon which side will the Democratic party fight; upon the side
Of "the idle holders of idle capital" or upon the side of "the struggling
Masses ?" That is the question which the party must answer first, and then
-it must- be-answered by eactrindwidual-heniafteL-The sympathies-of-the-
Democratic party, as shown by the platform, are on the side of the strug-
gling masses who have ever been the foundation of the Democratic party.
There arc two ideas of government. There arc those who believe that, if
you will only legislate to make the well -to-do prosperous, their prosperity
will leak tliough_on those below. The Democratic idea, howerer, has been
that if you legislate to make the masses prosperous), their prosperity will
find its way up through every class

the
rests upon'them..

You come to us and tell us that the great cities are in favor of the gold .

standard; we _reply that the great cities rest upon our broad and fertile
prairies. Burn down your cities and leave our farms, and your cities will
spring up again as if by magic; but deStroy.our farms and the grass will
growinthesteets oteveu.city_in the country.

My friends, we declare that this nation is able to legislate for its own
people' on every question, without waiting for the aid or consent of any
other nation on earth ; and upon that issue we expect to carry every State
in the Union. I shall not slander the inhabitants of the fair State of Massa-
chusetts nor the inhabitants of the State of New York by saying that; when
they are l.onfronted with the proposition, they will declare that thistna-
tion is not able to attend to its own business. It is the issue of I776 over
again. Our ancestors, when but three millions in number, had the couragl
to declare their political independence of every other nation; shall we, theil
descendants, when we have grown to seventy millions, declare that we are
less independent than our forefathers? No, my friends, that will never
be the verdict of our people. Therefore, we care not upon what lines the
battle is fought. If they say bimetalism_is_good, but that we cannot hive
it until other nations_help_usg we-reply th at, instead of_haying_ a gold
standard because England has, we will restore bimetalism, and then let
Exiga-EVCI:metalism-bycalisp"..the United States. has it. If they dare
to come--olifilithe-E-gierireld and defend the gold standard as a good thing,
we will fight them to the uttermost. Having behind us the producing
masses of this nation and the world, supported by the commercial inter-
ests, the laboring iiiterests,qiid the toilers everywhere, we will answer
their demand for a gold standard by saying to them: You shall not press
down upon the brow of labor this crown of thorns, you shalt not crucify
mankind upon a cross of gold. ,

X
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LIBRARY PRE-TEST DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SUL.61-

8th. "Grade
.

Answer the following questions on the answer sheet provided.

I. ALPHABETIZING: In the following examples, -Cho given word would
apnear just after, one of the following words. Write the correot
word in the blank on the answer sheet.

1. Engaged appears Just-after enter, ,engage, enjoyl'enc5uragement.

2. Death appears jtst after dear, dearth, decide, decent.

3. Cash appears just after catastrophe, oase, cashbook, catarrh.

4. Along appears just after alone, anchor, anaroh, aloft.

5. Mask appears just after metal, merit, mash, masked.

II. ALPHABETIZING: For the following a - j list, place them in the
order, from 1 - 10, in which they dhould be alphabetizodl.in the
'blanks provided on the answer sheet.

a. Scholz, .T'cksOn. tatter Urn.

b. Sherburne, Zoa. Almost Anril.

c. Seredy, Kate. The Good Master.

d. Robertson, Keith. Three Stuffed Owls. '

e. Rankin, Louise. Dauphter of the.Mountatns.

f. Robinson, Mabel L. pripht Island.

g. SOholz, Jackson. Halfback on His Own:

h. Seredy, Kate. The Singinp Tree.

1., Ritchie, Rita. Ice Falcon.

j. TAase, Howard. The Jinx Shin;

III. CATALOG CARD: Using the following example from the card catalog,
show each part of the card asked for by writing the answer on the
answer sheet.

385.09 RAILROADS -- HISTORY

Aul Ault, Phil.
"All Aboard!" The Story of Passenger

Trains in America. New York: Dodd, Mead,

& Co., 1976.
183p:
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ANSWER SHEET--
LIBRARY PRE -TEST

8th. Grade

(rrijvb)-

STUDEUT.NANE'

TEACHER NAFL

DATE :

I. ALPHABETIZING: III. CATALOG CARD:

1. 1.Author

2. 2.Palisher

3.

..4.

5.

II. ALP1111.1313TIZING:

245

mars/ant

1. 6,

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

/;1110
3.itle

4.Call Numbe4

5.Copyright Date

6.Subject

7.Plaoe of Pub.

IV. EICYCLOMIAS AND DICTIONARIES:
. .

A. Where, in this school, can you-find a dictionary?

4: 7 7 t

B. Where,,, in this school, would you be able to find an unabridged

C. Place `a checkmark in front of nach of the following titles which
yOu are sure the Heritage Middle School Library has.

Academic American Encyclopedia

Csallier's kiiCyclonedia

Columbia 131cyclopeola

Compton's Encyclopedia

Encyclopedia americana

Encyclonaedia Mritannica

new Book of Knowledge

World Book Encyclopedia

D. Look back at the above list and circle the checkmark for the
one you would most often turn to _first.

r 4

if
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PROJECT 'EVALUATION

xiv (rr/jvb)

You
research project.
'and'seriously.

Name'of topic

Circle the
2 - disagree,

are an important person to our planning for next year's

Please answer the following questions honestly

number closest to your opinion. (1 - strongly disagree,.
3 - neutral, 4 - agree, and 5 - strongly agree)

1 2 3 4 5 I had little trouble finding 3 sources of information.

"1 2 3 4 5 I had enough information to Write a 2-3 page report.

1 2 3 4 5 I learned some about the time in American history
from 1876 to 1910.

1 2 3 4 5 I learned some abbut my particular project.

1 2 3 A 5 I enjoyed'this way of learning about history.

. 1." 2 3 4 5 My teachers_ were helpful when I needed them.

1 2\ 3 4 5 ,-The librarian was able to help me-find information..

List the different types of material you used. (encyclopedias,

books, pamphlet file, filmstrips, slides, etc.)

The hardest part he paper was . .

Give one sugge-stion'that migh help improve our project for next year.

)
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xv (rr/jvb)

Local History (1876-1910) - an independent unit

The students will have an option to apply for an independent,
extra-scholastic research parer., The requirements will be the

same; however, the research topics will bé on local history.

To enter the independent prograhi the following requirements must
be met by the student:

1. A paragraph on "Why I Would Like to\Study Local history"

2. Recommendations by Social Studies and Language Arts teachers

. .3. Approval by unit committee (1 SS teacher, 1 LA teacher, and
../ librarian)'

,.

, 4. Pafental approval and permission form \

The follOwin4 ayeab will_be evaluated by the committee through
teacher experieA,ce, test scores, and homeWork scores:.

Jgr
1. Ability to work independently
2. Ability to-read at or above grade level

3. Ability to Coollprete with the teacher and other students

4; Ability to Synthesize information
5. Expression of desireto enter project

"Local Buildings
Local Industry
Local ity Development
Local Railroads
Local Cnurches

'Local Automobiles

POSSIBLE TOPICS

41

V

Careers during time frame
Working conditions/habits
Schools
Fashions
Lifestyles
Ethnicity. (immigration)
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SOURCES FOR ELKHART,COUNTY HISTORY

LIBRARIES '

Goshen-Public Library
601 S. 5th 'St.
Goshen, Indiana_

Bristol Public Library'
Vistula St.
Bristol, Indiana

Nappanee Public Library
157 N. Main St.
Nappanee, Indiana

'Elkhart Public Library
300 S. 2nd St.
Elkhart, Indiana

Middlebury .Public Li/brary
Middlebury, Indianai .

9 I

.
i

Wakarusa Public Li19rary
124 N. Elkhart St.!
Wakarusa, Indiana I

mu "sums

Elkhart County Genealogical Society, Inc.
Rush Memorial Center
P.O. Box 434 (2 blocks west of. traffic light on SR 120)

Bristol, Indiana

Museum hours - Sat, 1-4; Sun. 1-6

Ruthmere (restored house museum)
302 E. Beardsley
Elkhart, Indiana

Director: Robert Beardsley

Hours: Tues.-Fri. Tours, 11:00, 1:00, 3:00

Midwest Museum of American Art
429 S. Main St;
Elkhart, Indiana

Hours: Tues.-Fri. 11:00-5:00
Thurs. evening 7:00-9:00
Sat. andSun 1:00-4:00

Gardner House (headquarters for Goshen sesquicentennial)

317 S. Main St.
Goshen, Indiana

Hours: Sat. 10:00-5:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00
Mon. 10:00-8:00

2;39


